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Genetic Epidemiology of Prostate Cancer Risk 

Nima C. Emami 

 

 

Tremendous advances in genomic capabilities, including high-throughput genotyping technology 

and algorithms, have significantly advanced our understanding of the genetic etiology of complex 

human traits, including cancer of the prostate gland. Although over 150 genomic loci predictive of 

prostate cancer susceptibility have been previously reported in the scientific literature, particular 

questions remain outstanding in our understanding of prostate cancer genetics. These open 

questions include the extent to which low frequency variants not detectable by genome-wide 

association studies may appreciably modify risk of prostate cancer, which genes may modify risk 

of prostate cancer through up- or down-regulation by genetic polymorphisms including prostate 

cancer risk loci, and the degree to which the normal tissues collected from prostate cancer 

patients reflect a faithful representation of their baseline germline genetics. The latter is explored 

in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, using genome-wide genotypes from prostate cancer patients at 

the University of California, San Francisco medical center. This work reveals significant genetic 

heterogeneity among diverse sources of DNA deriving from a common patient, and challenges 

preconceived notions that seminal vesicle tissue DNA from a prostate cancer patient may serve 

as an accurate representation of germline genetics. In Chapter 3, many diverse biological 

datasets, including genotypes for over 230,000 UK Biobank and Kaiser Permanente subjects, are 

integrated to identify genes whose expression levels are associated with prostate cancer risk. 

Further explored are the mechanisms by which particular associated genes may influence 

prostate cancer etiology, as well as the mechanisms by which genetic variants may regulate gene 

expression levels for those genes associated. Finally, Chapter 4 reports the association of several 

novel prosate cancer risk variants, including two previously unreported rare variants in European-
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ancestry populations. By meta-analyzing custom microarray genotype data from Kaiser 

Permanente health plan members along with genetic data from the UK Biobank, this work seeks 

to clarify the genetic architecture of prostate cancer risk, as well as further characterize the 

aggregate risk of previously reported loci across multi-ethnic subjects. In conclusion, this 

dissertation reports novel findings pertaining to rare prostate cancer risk variants, prostatic gene 

expression in prostate cancer, and genetic mosaicism among urologic tissues. 
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1"

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Due"to"its"vast"scale,"the"entirety"of"human"genome"biology"can"be"challenging"to"consider"and"

conceptualize."A"discussion"of"the"properties"and"characteristics"of"life,"development,"and"disease"

that"this"biological"complexity"gives"rise"to"thus"can"benefit"from"a"set"of"standard"definitions:"

"

hu·man"bo·dy" The"constitution"of"roughly"30,000,000,000,000"human"

cells
1
,"of"many"diverse"cell"types"organized"into"tissues,"

organs,"and"limbs,"that"comprise"the"human"form.
2
"/ˈ(h)yo͞omHn"bädē/"

proper%noun%

hu·man"ge·nome" The"set"of"approximately"6,440,000,000"genetic"building"

blocks
3
"contained"by"human"cells

4
,"compartmentalized"into"

tightly"wound"and"regulated"chromosome"structures"

(1O22,"X,"Y,"and"mitochondrial),"and"passed"from"ancestors"

to"offspring."

/ˈ(h)yo͞omHn"jēˌnōm/"

proper%noun%

"

Hence,"even"without"considering"an"atomic"level"of"granularity,"human"genomics"is"defined"by"

the"composition"of"sextillions"of"microscopic"molecular"components"in"the"human"body."And"while"

these"figures"are"staggering," they" in" fact"perhaps"only"scratch"the"surface"of" the"ocean"of" the"

variability,"among"both"cell"types"and"individuals,"of"the"sequence"and"state"of"each"of"our"genetic"

subunits."

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
"Bionumber"ID"(BNID)"113006"(http://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu/bionumber.aspx?id=113006)"
2
"N.B."estimates"cited"exclude"from"consideration"the"additional"roughly"38,000,000,000,000"microbial"

""cells"in"the"human"body"(BNID"113000]"http://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu/bionumber.aspx?id=113000)"
3
"3.22*10

9
"base"positions,"multiplied"by"2"for"each"nucleotide"base"pair"

""(BNID"111378,"http://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu/bionumber.aspx?id=111378)"
4
"With"the"exception"of"the"90%"of"enucleated"cells"from"hematopoietic"lineages"(i.e."red"blood"cells)"

""(via"Sender"et%al.,"PloS"Biology"2016,"https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002533)"
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2"

These"numbers"and"figures"provide"part"of"the"basis"of"guiding"biological"principles"that"human"

cells"largely"adhere"to."In"the"context"of"a"disease"such"as"cancer,"however,"the"operative"word"

is"“largely.”"When"certain"cells"begin"to"diverge"from"their"standard"genetic"sequence"and"state,"

the"cellular"processes"and"pathways"that"are"regulated"by"their"genetic,"or"nonOgenetic,"factors"

often"also"diverge"into"dysregulation"and"disorder."However,"while"cells"may"diverge"genetically"

as"a"result"of"“somatic”"mutations"(acquired"within"a"given"individual’s"tissues"and"not"inherited"

or"transmitted"to"offspring),"it"is"also"true"that"inherited"“germline”"genetic"variation"can"account"

for"an"appreciable"fraction"of"cancer"risk,"and"predispose"cells"or"individuals"to"the"development"

of"subsequent"aberrations."

"

Cancer"of"the"prostate"gland,"a"leading"cause"of"cancer"incidence"and"mortality"in"men,"is"among"

the"cancers"most"substantially" influenced"by"inherited"germline"factors,"with"studies"estimating"

that"as"much"as"half"of"the"risk"of"prostate"cancer"is"attributable"to"nonOmodifiable"genetic"risk"

factors5." In"my"doctoral" research," I"sought" to"explore" the"germline"genetics"of"prostate"cancer"

susceptibility" in"order" to"discover"novel" risk" factors,"novel"mechanisms"of"action" for" those"risk"

factors,"and"new"considerations"for"how"the"method"of"assaying"those"risk"factors"may"affect"the"

conclusions"that"are"drawn"regarding"germline"and"tumor"genetics."

"

The"latter"is"described"in"Chapter"2,"where"I"implemented"unique"study"design"to"analyze"how"

DNA"extracted"from"multiple"nonOcancerous"samples"from"a"given"patient"may"counterintuitively"

reflect" distinct" genetic" makeups." In" particular," given" blood" and" tissue" samples" from" prostate"

cancer"patients"whose"prostate"glands"and"peripheral"ducts"or"tissues"were"surgically"resected"

during"treatment,"I"evaluated"how"germline"DNA"genotypes"may"differ"when"measured"from"either"

archival"urethral"tissue"or"archival"seminal"vesicle"tissue,"in"comparison"to"blood"from"the"same"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5"Hoffmann"et%al.,"Cancer"Discovery"2015"(https://doi.org/10.1158/2159O8290.CDO15O0315)"
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3"

patient."This"analysis"revealed"significant"trends"that"challenge"the"practices"of"many"previous"

studies"in"prostate"cancer"genetics,"where"tissue"from"the"seminal"vesicle"was"considered"as"a"

baseline"reference"of"germline"genetics"to"determine"what"somatically"acquired"mutations"were"

developed"by"a"prostate"cancer"patient’s"tumor6."Our"findings"not"only"suggested"that"significant"

biases"may"arise"depending"on"the"source"of"tissue"considered"as"the"germline"reference,"but"

also" revealed" the" extent" of" genetic" heterogeneity" and"mosaicism," among" tissues" relevant" to"

prostate"cancer"and"other"urological"traits,"that"may"result"from"“field"effects”"or"mechanisms"yet"

undiscovered."

"

In" Chapter" 3," I" integrated" many" different" sources" of" biological" data" in" order" to" reveal" novel"

mechanisms"of"how"genetic"markers"influence"prostate"cancer"risk."Typically,"genetic"studies"of"

prostate" cancer" risk" (“GenomeOwide" Association" Studies”," or" GWAS)" have" identified" genetic"

variants"that"predict"whether"individuals"are"diagnosed"with"prostate"cancer,"and"subsequently"

determine"whether"that"genetic"variant"might"influence"the"action"of"a"gene"or"protein"(including"

by"modulating"its"expression"level)."Because"genes"and"proteins,"and"not"genetic"variants,"are"

ultimately"the"biological"actors"that"dynamically"effect"change"in"cellular"biology,"I"took"an"inverse"

approach"by"a%priori"determining"which"genetic"variants"affect"expression"levels"of"a"particular"

gene"in"normal"prostate"tissue,"and"next"evaluating"whether"levels"of"expression"of"that"gene"(or"

RNA" “transcript”)" generated" by" predictive" modeling" were" associated" with" prostate" cancer"

susceptibility."The"resultant"“TranscriptomeOwide"Association"Study”"(TWAS)"of"prostate"cancer"

risk"nominated"multiple"novel"genes"and"prostate"cancer"risk"mechanisms,"while"demonstrating"

the"added"value"of"developing"predictive"models"using"larger"training"datasets"and"the"biological"

insights"that"may"be"derived"by"integrating"data"from"many"diverse"biological"assays,"including"

DNA" genotyping," RNAOSeq" (gene" expression)," ChIPOSeq," DNAseOSeq" and" Position" Weight"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6"Cancer"Genome"Atlas"Research"Network"et%al.,"Cell"2015"(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.10.025)!
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4"

Matrices" (transcription" factor" binding)," as" well" as" HiOC" (chromatin" conformation" capture)" in"

prostate"(or"prostate"cancer)"tissues"or"cell"lines."

"

Finally,"my"work"in"Chapter"4"was"motivated"by"the"phenomenon"of"“missing"heritability,”"whereby"

the"portion"of"prostate"cancer"risk"that"is"attributable"to"inherited"germline"genetics"has"yet"to"be"

accounted" for" by" GWAS" discoveries." Among" the" leading" theories" spawned" by" this" missing"

heritability"controversy"in"the"genetics"field"is"that"genetic"variants"observed"too"infrequently"in"

the"population"to"be"accurately"measured"or"significantly"associated"in"GWAS"may"in"fact"play"a"

significant" role" in" influencing" the" genetic" risk" of" prostate" cancer." Hence," my" final" graduate"

research"manuscript"sought"to"characterize"the"extent"to"which"“rare"variants”"may"account"for"

prostate" cancer" risk."My" approach" of" combining" two" of" the" largest" populationObased" cohorts,"

including"tens"of"thousands"of"male"subjects"from"Kaiser"Permanente"in"California"and"hundreds"

of"thousands"of"men"from"the"UK"Biobank,"revealed"several"novel"genetic"risk"factors"for"prostate"

cancer,"including"rare"variants"at"low"frequencies"(e.g."observed"in"less"than"one"out"of"every"fifty"

individuals)" in" EuropeanOancestry" populations." Furthermore," we" leveraged" biological" data" to"

reveal" additional" novel" risk" mechanisms," and" aggregated" the" corpus" of" the" prostate" cancer"

genetics" literature" to"clarify" the"extent" to"which"reported"genetic" risk"markers"are"predictive"of"

prostate"cancer"susceptibility"through"predictive"modeling"in"diverse"ethnic"populations."

"

In"conclusion,"my"research"has"synthesized" techniques"across"many"different" fields," including"

genetic"epidemiology,"molecular"biology,"computer"science,"and"statistics" to"advance"prostate"

cancer" genetics" research" towards" a" more" comprehensive" and" mechanistic" understanding" of"

disease"risk."It"is"my"hope"that"the"findings"reported"as"part"of"my"dissertation"will"help"facilitate"

future"discoveries"to"decrease"the"considerable"burden"of"disease"for"prostate"cancer"patients,"

and"perhaps"clarify"the"biological"characteristics"of"prostate"cancer"for"researchers."
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Chapter 2 

Tissue Sources for Accurate Measurement of Germline DNA 

Genotypes in Prostate Cancer Patients Treated With Radical 

Prostatectomy 

 

2.1 Background 

When attempting to measure the genome of a particular cancer patient, one may consider many 

different sources of tissue for DNA extraction. One important factor is whether the DNA derives 

from benign tissue or cancerous tissue (with somatic mutations to the genome having accrued). 

Noncancerous tissues, otherwise referred to as “normal” tissue, are expected to represent an 

individual’s “germline” genetics, with the same DNA genetic code as every other noncancerous 

tissue in the body. However, even among noncancerous tissues, genomic differences in their 

DNA sequences can accumulate as a result of mistakes in DNA replication, or even as a 

consequence of the distal influence of a tumor or malignancy (sometimes referred to as “field 

effects”). Tissues from prostate cancer patients are no exception to this noted genetic variation, 

and patients undergoing radical prostatectomy (RP) surgery, to remove the prostate gland and 

peripheral ducts, often have many sources of tissue chemically fixed and archived for 

retrospective research. Because it has been noted that normal prostate tissue from prostate 

cancer patients is especially susceptible to field effects, and may not faithfully represent the 

patient’s germline genetics, we sought to identify the best source of RP tissue for assessing a 

patient’s true germline DNA sequence, in comparison to “gold standard” genotypes measured 

from their blood. 
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2.2 Abstract 

Background 

Benign tissue from a tumor-containing organ is commonly the only available source for obtaining 

a patient’s unmutated genome for use in cancer research. While it is critical to identify 

histologically normal tissue that is independent of the tumor lineage, few additional considerations 

are applied to the choice of this material for such measurements. 

 

Methods 

Normal formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded seminal vesicle and urethral tissues, in addition to 

whole blood, were collected from 31 prostate cancer patients having undergone radical 

prostatectomy. Genotype concordance was evaluated for DNA from each tissue source in relation 

to whole blood. 

 

Results 

Overall, there was a greater genotype call rate for DNA derived from urethral tissue (97.0%) in 

comparison with patient-matched seminal vesicle tissues (95.9%, p = 0.0015). Furthermore, with 

reference to patient-matched peripheral blood, urethral samples exhibited higher genotype 

concordance (94.1%) than that of seminal vesicle samples (92.5%, p = 0.035). 

 

Conclusions 

These findings highlight the heterogeneity between diverse sources of DNA in genotype 

measurement and motivate consideration of normal tissue biases in tumor-normal analyses. 
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2.3 Introduction 

Disease screening and risk-modeling involve the integration of increasingly diverse sources of 

biological information. Innovations in high-throughput assay technologies have enabled the 

acquisition of biological data at an unprecedented scale. Subsequently, the development of a 

clinically actionable model of disease risk now involves traversing multiple dimensions of 

biological measurements, including protein levels, gene expression levels, and germline DNA 

polymorphisms, in addition to clinical and sociodemographic variables. Recent studies have 

demonstrated that the predictive power of risk models that integrate diverse biomarkers may be 

greatly improved in comparison to traditional screening approaches based on clinical data and 

limited biomarkers [1,2]. Hence, the methods by which biological data are acquired deserve 

special attention, as they may influence downstream predictive performance. 

 

One consideration is the choice of appropriate biospecimen from which biomarkers will be 

measured. In genetic association studies of complex disease, the DNA used for measuring 

germline variants is often purified from blood, oral scrapings, or saliva [3,4]. However, 

retrospective tumor-normal research analyzing mutations, copy number, and gene expression in 

tissue from biopsy or surgery often relies on tumor-adjacent normal tissue as the only possible 

source for germline DNA genotypes [5]. While previous studies have examined the genotyping 

performance of select normal tissues in comparison with blood [6–8], the issue of how different 

sources of normal tissue influence the result of germline DNA genotyping, and accordingly the 

validity of disease risk predictions that model such genotypes, has been generally overlooked. 

 

In the development of an integrated risk prediction model to discern aggressive versus indolent 

prostate cancer, we hypothesized that distinct sources of normal tissue may perform differently in 

the context of high-throughput genetic analyses. Here we analyze surgically resected specimens 
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from patients with prostate cancer to compare genotyping results for DNA samples derived from 

archival normal tissues of the prostatic urethra and seminal vesicle. 

 

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Tissue Preparation 

We obtained 93 normal samples (patient-matched blood, urethral tissue, and seminal vesicle 

tissue) from 31 patients who had undergone radical prostatectomy. All tissue was obtained using 

a 2 mm dermal punch to biopsy archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks. 

A new punch was used to collect each biopsy from each block, and a single punch was made 

each time and placed into an Eppendorf tube for DNA extraction. The region of interest from each 

block to be biopsied was marked for punching. For each prostatectomy, the slides and pathology 

report of each case were reviewed. Seminal vesicle tissue from the side opposite to that most 

involved by prostate cancer was used; the area marked included both the seminal vesicle 

epithelium and the muscle wall, and the punch was taken to include both. The area of the urethra 

to be punched was marked in an area at least 5 mm from any tumor foci and included both 

urothelium and underlying stromal tissue, in a manner to exclude prostate glandular tissue. Note 

that while all punches of seminal vesicle contained 100% tissue throughout, many punches of 

urethra were taken from the border of the tissue with surrounding FFPE such that the punch may 

not have been completely composed of tissue. Normal prostate tissue was excluded from 

consideration due to several known obstacles to the identification of histologically pure samples 

of normal prostate, including the presence of multiple, scattered heterogeneous tumor foci [9], 

prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia [10–12], and field effects due to the presence of nearby 

neoplasia(s) [13], all of which are known to induce genetic abnormalities. 
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2.4.2 DNA Purification and Genotyping 

After the paraffin layer was removed, 1 mm diameter cores punched from FFPE tissue blocks 

were sectioned into 20–30 pieces using a sterile razor blade. Samples were then vortexed with 1 

ml xylene, followed by 2min of centrifugation at room temperature. Next, samples were again 

vortexed with 1 ml of 100% ethanol and pelleted by centrifugation. The supernatant was discarded 

and residual solvent was evaporated at room temperature. Next, DNA was purified from blood 

samples (Promega Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit) and FFPE tissues (QIAamp DNA FFPE 

Tissue Kit). To boost DNA yields prior to genotyping, 200 ng of input DNA from each sample was 

amplified (Affymetrix Axiom 2.0 Reagent Kit) via isothermal incubation at 37°C for 48hr. The 

sample DNA was next fragmented into pieces ranging from 25 to 125 base pairs, followed by 

isopropanol precipitation. The Affymetrix GeneTitan Multi-Channel Instrument was used for 

sample genotyping. 

 

2.4.3 Custom Microarray Design 

In collaboration with Affymetrix Inc., we designed a custom DNA microarray to assay functional 

and putative prostate cancer specific variation. While the array features many rare (<1% minor 

allele frequency) and coding variants, its design was not limited to rare or exonic variation and 

broadly targeted genetic markers of interest genome-wide in a number of different functional 

categories. 

 

The variant selection procedure was conducted as follows. First, a set of target markers, including 

both single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion-deletion (indel) mutations, was 

constructed. The targets included previous GWAS findings (genome-wide significant and 

suggestive) in prostate cancer, associated traits (PSA level and prostate cancer gene-by-gene 

interactions), other correlated traits (breast cancer, height, BMI, obesity, diabetes), and 
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uncorrelated traits (NHGRI GWAS catalog polymorphisms). Additionally, a list of pan-cancer 

candidate genes was compiled and rare variants in windows centered around these genes were 

included in the target set. Rare variants in frequently mutated genes from the somatic cancer 

database COSMIC were also included. Furthermore, rare variants from a series of in-house whole 

genome and whole exome sequence analyses (of African American prostate cancer patient 

normal genomes [14], normal prostate exomes from the TCGA and dbGaP [15,16], and prostate 

cell line DNAse I hypersensitive sites [17]) were added to the target set. Finally, variants from 

previous Affymetrix microarrays were also targeted. These included the Exome 319 chip and the 

UK Biobank [18] array (excluding the GWAS backbone), which covered a broad range of 

functional categories including missense mutations and putative deleterious variants from the 

Human Gene Mutation Database. 

 

The next step was to select which probesets would be directly genotyped on the microarray. 

Probesets were selected from a pool of candidate markers by an iterative, greedy algorithm which 

prioritized candidates based on their coverage of the target set. In order to reduce redundancy 

with previous GWAS arrays, candidates were chosen with complementarity to GWAS arrays 

previously assayed in the Kaiser Permanente GERA cohort [3,19,20] by drawing from a candidate 

set disjoint from the GWAS array markers. This produced a set of markers optimized for coverage 

of the target set. 

 

2.4.4 Sample and Variant Quality Control 

We excluded samples from our analyses if there was insufficient resolution between marker 

probeset intensities (axiom_dishqc_DQC <0.75) in any of the three tissue sources. This resulted 

in the exclusion of two samples and decreased the sample size from 31 initial subjects to 29 total. 

Out of the 29 subjects, 25 self-identified ethnically as Caucasian, one as African American, and 
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three as “Other.” All subjects were designated as clinical T stage one or two and Gleason 6 (3+3) 

at diagnosis, although certain patients were upgraded and upstaged after surgery. These subject 

demographics and others are described in detail in Table 2.1. Genotyping and sample quality 

control was performed using the Affymetrix Power Tools software suite. 

 

To exclude variants susceptible to low-confidence genotype calls due to misclustering, variants 

with a minor allele frequency less than 5% are omitted from the reported concordance estimates. 

This minor allele frequency filter reduced the number of markers from 416,047 total variants to 

127,847 common polymorphisms, from which call rates and concordance estimates were 

computed and summarized in Table 2.1. However, for completeness, analyses where markers 

were stratified by minor allele frequency (in the main text and supplementary figures) include all 

416,047 markers segregated into their respective minor allele frequency bins. These minor allele 

frequencies were based on the European (EUR) super population of the 1000 Genomes Project 

Phase 3 release [21]. 

 

To exclude variants susceptible to low-confidence genotype calls due to misclustering, variants 

with a minor allele frequency less than 5% are omitted from the reported concordance estimates. 

This minor allele frequency filter reduced the number of markers from 416,047 total SNPs to 

127,847 common SNPs, from which call rates and concordance estimates were computed and 

summarized in Table 2.1. However, for completeness, all minor allele frequency-stratified 

analyses in the main text and supplementary figures include all 416,047 markers segregated into 

their respective minor allele frequency bins. These minor allele frequencies were based on the 

European super population of the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 release [17]. 
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2.4.5 Statistical Analyses 

Tissue sources were compared using several sample statistics (DNA quantity, genotype call rate, 

and genotype concordance; Table 2.1), as well as clinicopathologic factors (“subject-level” 

factors). For a given genetic variant, genotype concordance was defined as the agreement of 

both called alleles at a given marker (in samples from the same subject). Genotype pairs 

containing any no-calls were excluded from concordance calculations. Hypothesis testing for 

detecting statistically significant differences between tissue sources was conducted via paired-

sample, two-tailed t-tests. Comparisons of genotype statistics (“variant-level” factors) between 

tissue sources (Figures 2.1, 2.2, and S2.2) were likewise conducted using weighted, paired-

sample, two-tailed t-tests, with the weight values equal to the number of markers in a given minor 

allele frequency bin. Linear regression model selection was conducted via stepwise bidirectional 

elimination using the Akaike Information Criterion. Concordance calculations and variant QC was 

conducted using PLINK [22], while all statistical analyses and figure generation were performed 

using the R statistical computing language [23,24]. 

 

2.5 Results 

2.5.1 Sample Quality of Source DNA 
 
We evaluated the concordance between genotypes calls in DNA samples isolated from patient-

matched blood, prostatic urethra (UR), and seminal vesicle (SV) normal tissues for 31 men with 

prostate cancer. Quality control procedures are described in the Materials and Methods section, 

and yielded a dataset comprised of 127,847 common polymorphisms measured in 29 men across 

each of three DNA sources (blood, UR, SV). 

 

As expected, we observed the superior performance of blood to both normal FFPE tissue sources 

with respect to several measures. Across all samples, post-amplification DNA yields (Table 2.1) 
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were significantly greater for blood than for UR (p = 0.0091) and for SV (p = 0.0012). In turn, 

genotype call rate was significantly greater in blood (98.3%) than in UR (97.0%; p = 3.8 x 10-6) 

and SV (95.9%; p = 4.1 x 10-10). This observation supported using blood genotypes as a gold-

standard reference. Hence, in all subsequent comparisons, concordance estimates were 

computed with reference to blood genotypes. 

 

Although the genotype call rate was higher overall for UR samples in comparison with SV (97.0% 

vs. 95.9%, p = 0.0015), DNA quantities did not differ significantly between UR and SV (p = 0.12), 

suggesting that the observed difference in call rate was not merely a consequence of DNA quality 

and may reflect physiological differences between normal tissue sources. 

 

2.5.2 Genotype Concordance Across Individual-Level Factors 

Furthermore, UR genotypes were more concordant with blood than SV genotypes (94.1% vs. 

92.5%, p = 0.035). To determine whether certain subject-level factors may explain this 1.6% 

concordance difference between UR and SV, we considered the potential confounding effect of 

specific variables on concordance. First, we stratified concordance estimates by subject age at 

diagnosis and found that the superiority of UR genotype concordance was consistent across age 

groups (Table 2.1). Next, we stratified concordance with respect to two variables significantly 

associated (P < 0.05) with UR and SV concordance differences in a linear regression model: 

prostate specific antigen (PSA) level at diagnosis and the source DNA quantity difference (post-

amplification) between UR and SV. Again, we found that concordance for UR was slightly better 

than for SV across all strata. This included the first and second quartiles of DNA quantity 

differences, where SV DNA was more abundant than UR DNA in all samples (Q1) or in the 

majority (Q2), although these subsets contained rather few counts and the differences therein 

were thus not individually significant. Finally, we stratified concordance with respect to two clinical 
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variables of interest: pathologic Gleason score and pathologic T stage. These variables generally 

reflected the trend of higher concordance of UR with blood, with the exception of Gleason 7 (4 + 

3), which was comprised of a small sample size of only two subjects. These observations support 

the notion that true differences between UR and SV tissue, rather than confounding by other 

factors, underlie the observed differences in genotype concordance with blood. 

 

We also examined whether cigarette smoking status at diagnosis may have impacted our results. 

Smoking was categorized into three levels: never (18 subjects), past (8), and current (3). One 

current smoker at diagnosis had 17.1% higher genotype concordance between UR and blood 

than between SV and blood, by far the greatest concordance difference among all studied 

subjects. When this subject was removed from our analysis, the pairwise difference in 

concordance among the remaining 28 subjects weakened but remained statistically significant 

(94.0% vs. 92.9%; p = 0.04), and the concordance of UR with blood still exceeded that of SV 

concordance across all rows in Table 2.1 from which the subject was omitted. 

 

We additionally identified another potential outlier subject for whom concordance between UR 

and blood was 57.4%, concordance between SV and blood was 56.9%, and concordance 

between UR and SV genotypes was 97.7%. Removal of this subject did not impact the statistical 

significance of UR and SV concordance differences (p = 0.037). However, it did increase the 

average concordance levels for UR and SV to 95.4% and 93.7%, respectively. Core punch slides 

for these two subjects were reviewed and revealed no tumor contamination, dysplasia, or general 

explanation for why these samples would have such poor concordance with blood. 
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2.5.3 Genotype Concordance Across SNP-Level Factors 

We examined the concordance levels in different minor allele frequency (MAF) bins across all 

genotyped markers (total of 416,047 probesets, including previously filtered rare variants with 

MAF <5%). We found that genotype concordance for UR samples exceeded that of SV samples 

across the MAF spectrum (p = 8.2 x 10-14; Figure 2.1). In most cases, the margin of concordance 

differences within a given bin approached or exceeded one percent, reflecting the 1.6% difference 

observed over all common polymorphisms. However, while the trend of superior concordance of 

UR was maintained over all MAF bins, the margin narrowed substantially in two bins: MAF < 1% 

(+0.38%) and 1% ≤ MAF < 2% (+0.66%). One explanation for the observation of decreased 

concordance with blood and smaller differences in concordance between UR and SV in rare 

variants is simply a lack of variation, and hence potential differences, at such low MAFs. Another 

possible explanation is genotype misclustering: as the minor allele count at a given marker 

approaches zero, genotype clustering algorithms face the substantial difficulty of distinguishing 

heterozygotes from major allele homozygotes. This in turn contributes to errant clustering, 

whereby major allele homozygotes are incorrectly classified as heterozygotes and minor allele 

homozygotes, increasing the rate of heterozygosity. Accordingly, we observed a significant 

excess of heterozygosity in UR (p = 8.8 x 10-13) and SV (p = 6.3 x 10-18) in comparison with blood 

(Figure 2.2) as well as an increasing proportion of samples with discordant genotypes in markers 

of decreased MAF (Figures S2.1A and S2.1B). Moreover, SV heterozygosity significantly 

exceeded that of UR (p = 4.7 x 10-19) across the MAF spectrum and, as the difference between 

UR and SV heterozygosity narrowed in bins of increasing MAF, the difference in their 

concordance with blood simultaneously increased (Pearson’s r = -0.67, 95% CI [0.80, 0.49], p = 

8.5 x 10-8), suggesting that genotype misclustering may explain the narrower margins of 

concordance between UR and SV in rare variants. 
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To control for the effect of poor genotype clustering in rare variants, variant quality control was 

performed by Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) filtering. When variants violating HWE were 

removed (α = 5 x 10-5), heterozygosity for all tissue sources decreased significantly (P < 5 x 10-

19) towards expected levels. However, heterozygosity of SV genotypes remained elevated in 

comparison with UR (p = 7.2 x 10-21) and blood (p = 1.4 x 10-13), suggesting that the superior 

concordance of UR and blood is not simply an artifact of poor genotype clustering (Figure 2.2). 

This conclusion was further supported upon reexamination of concordance after HWE filtering, 

with UR concordance more clearly separated from SV concordance across all MAF categories (p 

= 1.2 x 10-36; Figre S2.2A). Finally, while the differences between UR and SV call rate (p = 0.0010) 

and genotype concordance (p = 0.037) did not change substantially after HWE filtering, the overall 

genotype concordance with blood across the set of HWE filtered markers increased to 95.4% for 

UR and 94.0% for SV (Table 2.1). These concordance figures for UR and SV increased to 96.6% 

and 95.4%, respectively, when increased stringency was applied to HWE filtering (a = 0.05; Figure 

S2.2B). However, while more stringent variant quality control can increase the accuracy of FFPE 

tissue genotype calls in comparison with blood, there exists a tradeoff between increasing 

concordance and potentially eliminating large numbers of accurate genotype calls from the final 

dataset. 

 

Finally, further examination of the classes of discordant genotype calls confirmed the trend of 

excess heterozygosity in the genotypes from UR and SV tissue. Among all genotyped variants 

(common and rare), the percentage of discordant genotypes switching from a homozygous call in 

blood to a heterozygous call was 69.8% for UR and 71.5% for SV. For both tissues, the next most 

frequent change among discordant genotypes was in the opposite direction, from heterozygous 

to homozygous (27.5% for UR, 26.1% for SV). To assess whether changes in copy number or 

loss of heterozygosity may contribute to the observed genotype discordances, we used the 
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Affymetrix CNV Summary Tools Software package to examine copy number in each sample set 

(blood, SV, and UR) and calculate B allele frequencies for each sample. When considering the 

deviation of the B allele frequencies from expected diploid allelic ratios (1.0, 0.5, 0.0), we found 

that the genome-wide variance of this deviation was significantly greater for UR (p = 7.1 x 10-4) 

and SV (p = 7.9 x 10-8) in comparison with blood, and was also greater for SV than for UR (p = 

0.01). Thus, significant differences were observed between DNA from FFPE tissue and blood 

DNA, and, more remarkably, between DNA from FFPE seminal vesicle and urethral tissue. 

Increased noise in the raw fluorescent intensities used to derive B allele frequencies (and 

genotype calls) may account for these increases in allelic fraction variance. However, it is also 

possible that there are true differences in copy number between these different DNA sources. 

 

2.6 Discussion 

In this study, we evaluated the differences between sources of FFPE normal tissue from prostate 

cancer patients in assaying germline genetics and found that urethral tissue performs more 

favorably than seminal vesicle tissue in relation to patient-matched whole blood. While germline 

DNA from normal seminal vesicle tissue may serve as an adequately concordant proxy for blood 

DNA in the absence of alternatives, genotype measurements derived from urethral tissue DNA 

exhibited significantly higher call rate, lower heterozygosity, and greater concordance with blood 

in comparison with seminal vesicle derived genotypes. Although blood remains the ideal 

biospecimen for genomic analysis, normal tissue may serve as a suitable replacement, in 

particular for retrospective and tumor-normal studies when a blood specimen can no longer be 

obtained. 

 

Although studies have revealed substantial technical reproducibility (generally exceeding 99%) 

among DNA biospecimens (including blood, FFPE tissue, saliva, and fresh frozen vs. FFPE 
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tissue) genotyped in replicate [25–28], our findings suggest that significant heterogeneity may 

exist between genotype calls derived from different tissues. In general, special attention should 

be placed on the choice of normal tissue for germline genotyping, as distinct normal tissues may 

yield substantially different results. This insight may have particular relevance to tumornormal 

analyses such as whole genome and exome sequencing, array comparative genomic 

hybridization (aCGH), and RNA-seq, where the discovery of somatic aberrations in tumors is often 

predicated on the comparison to FFPE normal tissue as a reference [15,29–31]. Consequently, 

inaccuracies in germline measurements may lead to miscalled somatic mutations. While our 

results are based on data from a microarray genotyping platform, further study may determine 

that systematic differences among normal tissue sources potentially influence the results of next 

generation sequencing analyses. 

 

There are several explanations for why genotype calls may vary significantly between normal 

tissue sources. One potential source of heterogeneity is somatic mosaicism, whereby mutations 

arising during development and aging propagate into specific tissues. Although the variability of 

somatic mutation rates among normal tissues is supported by observed differences in somatic 

mutation frequencies across tumor types [32], the expected number of somatic mutations is 

relatively modest when considering the generational human germline mutation rate [33]. 

Additionally, while studies of genome-wide somatic copy number mosaicism have discovered 

heterogeneity in several tissues, the size and number of validated somatic copy number variants 

suggests that structural variation may play only a minor role in germline genotype discordance 

across tissues [34]. Another potential source of heterogeneity is the differential invasion of the 

glands and ducts peripheral to the prostate: if one tissue is particularly susceptible to prostate 

tumor cell invasion, the purity of the DNA extracted from that tissue may be compromised and 

impact genotype call rate and concordance. While prostate cancer can metastasize to the urethra 
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in rare cases, roughly 10–18% of patients having undergone radical prostatectomy are estimated 

to have pathological seminal vesicle invasion [35]. In our study, however, the majority of subjects 

were designated as pathologic T-stage 2 (Table 2.1), and thus tumor cell invasion would not be 

expected to influence peripheral tissues. Furthermore, while field effects are known to influence 

many different classes of aberrations in tumor-adjacent, normal tissue, including epigenetic, 

genotypic, cytogenetic, and morphological changes [13,36,37], the extent to which field effects 

differ between different tumor-adjacent tissues has not been well characterized. The contributions 

of each of these determinants of heterogeneity and mosaicism to genotype discordance among 

normal radical prostatectomy tissues are subject to future research. 

 

Finally, this work represents a novel application of the Affymetrix Axiom microarray technology to 

FFPE urethra and seminal vesicle tissue genotyping. Despite documented issues with purification 

of DNA fragments longer than 100–200 base pairs from formalin cross-linked tissue, researchers 

have been able to successfully profile FFPE samples that are up to 30 years old [38]. Furthermore, 

a recent study found expression profiles from paired fresh frozen and FFPE samples to be highly 

correlated, both between those newly collected and others archived 14 years earlier [39]. 

Although there is a tendency for sample degradation to increase with storage time, DNA isolated 

from FFPE tissue remains relatively intact, further demonstrating the potential to study the large 

numbers of samples stored in hospitals and tissue banks worldwide. Still, not all samples are 

equal, and for the purposes of obtaining the best quality DNA for germline genotyping from radical 

prostatectomy tissues, our findings suggest that urethral tissue DNA is preferential to that of the 

seminal vesicle. 
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2.7 Conclusions 

By comparing germline genotype concordance between different sources of tissue from radical 

prostatectomy specimens, we found that various normal tissue sources may in fact have different 

levels of concordance with blood. Urethral tissue genotypes exhibited not only increased 

genotype call rate, but also increased genotype concordance with blood in comparison with 

seminal vesicle derived genotypes when controlling for subject-level and variant-level factors. 

These findings motivate characterization of different sources of genetic heterogeneity and 

mosaicism in radical prostatectomy normal tissues and highlight the importance of identifying the 

source of normal tissue that produces the greatest validity for any given biomarker assay, 

including microarray genotyping and tumor-normal sequencing. 
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2.10 Tables 

Table 2.1. Genotype Summary Statistics and Concordance Stratified by Tissue Source and 
Clinicopathologic Factors 
 

Summary statistics and variables for 
29 research subjects and  

127,847 common SNPs (MAF > 5%) 
Peripheral 

blood 
Urethra 

(UR) 
Seminal 
vesicle 

(SV) 

Percent 
difference 
(UR - SV) 

P-value 

Average DNA quantity (± std. dev.) 
post-amplification 

1543 ng 
(± 163) 

1472 ng 
(± 129) 

1425 ng 
(± 192) - 0.12 

Genotype call rate  
(post-Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium QC) 

98.3% 
(97.9%) 

97.0% 
(96.8%) 

95.9% 
(95.8%) 

+1.1% 
(+1.0%) 

0.0015 
(0.0010) 

Concordance of genotype calls with peripheral 
blood genotypes 

(post-Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium QC) 
100% 

(100%) 
94.1% 

(95.4%) 
92.5% 

(94.0%) 
+1.6% 

(+1.4%) 
0.035 

(0.037) 

Age at 
Diagnosis 

(years) 

< 55 n = 6 - 95.8% 94.2% +1.6% 0.045 

55 - 60 n = 12 - 92.0% 91.1% +0.9% 0.21 

> 60 n = 11 - 95.6% 93.2% +2.4% 0.25 

DNA quantity 
difference post- 
amplification,  

by quartile 
(UR - SV, ng) 

Q1 
[-178.4, -47.7] n = 7 - 95.6% 95.4% +0.2% 0.49 

Q2 
[-47.6, 14.2] n = 7 - 89.2% 88.0% +1.2% 0.70 

Q3 
[14.3, 90.4] n = 8 - 95.8% 94.7% +1.1% 0.33 

Q4 
[90.5, 663.8] n = 7 - 96.0% 91.6% +4.4% 0.063 

Pathologic Gleason 
Score 

6 n = 20 - 93.5% 92.2% +1.3% 0.042 

7 (3+4) n = 7 - 95.7% 92.8% +2.9% 0.26 

7 (4+3) n = 2 - 93.8% 94.5% -0.7% 0.79 

Pathologic 
T-stage 

T2a n = 1 - 92.0% 91.6% +0.4% - 

T2c n = 25 - 94.0% 92.3% +1.7% 0.048 

T3a n = 3 - 95.6% 94.8% +0.8% 0.32 

PSA at  
diagnosis 
(ng / mL) 

< 4.5 n = 10 - 95.7% 92.9% +2.8% 0.08 

4.5 - 6.5 n = 11 - 95.8% 94.9% +0.9% 0.14 

> 6.5 n = 8 - 89.3% 88.5% +0.8% 0.95 
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2.11 Figures 

Figure 2.1. Urethra-blood genotype concordance compared with seminal vesicle-blood over a 
range of variant minor allele frequency bins. 
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Figure 2.2. Heterozygosity rate for blood, urethra, and seminal vesicle genotypes over a range 
of variant minor allele frequency bins, before (solid) and after (dashed) Hardy–Weinberg 
equilibrium filtering. 
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2.12 Supplementary Materials 

Figure S2.1. Proportions of discordant counts in Seminal Vesicle-Blood (S2.1A) and Urethra-
Blood (S2.1B) comparisons over a range of 1000 Genomes Project (EUR) minor allele 
frequency bins 
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Figure S2.2. Urethra-Blood genotype concordance compared to Seminal Vesicle-Blood 
concordance among markers in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with significance level α = 5 x 10-5 
(S2.2A) and α = 0.05 (S2.2B) over a range of minor allele frequency bins 
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Chapter 3 

Association of Imputed Prostate Cancer Transcriptome with 

Prostate Cancer Risk Reveals Novel Germline-Somatic 

Interaction Mechanism of Cancer Risk 

 

3.1 Background 

The number of genetic discoveries in the prostate cancer field over the past decade have been 

substantial. In the vast landscape of billions of positions in the human genome, research has 

revealed over 150 positions where genetic variation is predictive of whether a man will contract 

prostate cancer. Furthermore, follow-up studies have suggested the means by which particular 

genetic variants might increase risk, often identifying a nearby gene that may be “turned on” (e.g. 

more highly expressed) or “turned off” as a result of the genetic variant, and in some cases 

demonstrating a statistically significant association between the genetic variant and changes in 

gene expression levels. However, advances in research have revealed that gene expression, not 

unlike many other traits, is a largely “polygenic” trait, meaning that expression levels for a gene 

are often determined by the collective effects of many different genetic variants, rather than a 

single position. Therefore, using a recently developed analytical approach for integrating genetic 

and gene expression data (called “PrediXcan”), we combined many different sources of data in 

an attempt to discover genes whose expression levels were predictive of prostate cancer risk, as 

well as the identify the biological trends in how genetic variation is related to the expression levels 

of prostate cancer genes. 
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3.2 Abstract 

We trained cis-regulatory models of prostate tissue gene expression and imputed expression 

transcriptome-wide for 233,955 European ancestry men (14,616 prostate cancer (PrCa) cases, 

219,339 controls) from two large cohorts. Among 12,014 genes evaluated in the UK Biobank 

cohort, 38 were associated with PrCa, many replicating in the Kaiser Permanente RPGEH cohort. 

Elevated TMPRSS2 expression was associated with increased PrCa risk (independent of a 

previously-reported risk variant) and with increased tumoral expression of the TMPRSS2:ERG 

fusion-oncogene in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), suggesting a novel germline-somatic 

interaction mechanism. Three additional novel genes, HOXA4, KLK1, and TIMM23, also 

replicated in the RPGEH cohort. Furthermore, 4 genes, MSMB, NCOA4, PCAT1, and PPP1R14A, 

were associated with PrCa in an RPGEH trans-ethnic meta-analysis (N=9,117). Many genes 

showed evidence for allele-specific transcriptional activation by PrCa master-regulators (including 

Androgen Receptor) in Position Weight Matrix, Chip-Seq, and Hi-C experimental data, suggesting 

common transcriptional regulatory mechanisms for the associated genes. 

 

3.3 Introduction 

Prostate cancer remains a leading cause of cancer incidence and mortality worldwide, with 1.6 

million new cases and 366,000 deaths annually [1]. Although prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 

screening was associated with a 51% reduction in PrCa mortality in the United States between 

1993 and 2014 [2], the 5-year survival for patients with metastatic PrCa is 29% [3]. Identifying 

novel genetic predictors of PrCa may facilitate improvements to early detection and elucidate the 

mechanisms influencing carcinogenesis. While previous studies have used enhancer assays [4] 

and expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) associations [5] to propose gene targets for PrCa 

risk loci, these approaches neither consider the complex genetic architecture of gene expression 

[6] nor validate findings in large external cohorts. In pursuit of a comprehensive, systematic 
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characterization of the genes regulated by germline PrCa risk variants, we performed a 

transcriptome-wide association study (TWAS) of PrCa risk. Here we present our analyses, 

leveraging data from hundreds of thousands of subjects from the UK Biobank and Kaiser 

Permanente (Tables S3.1-S3.2), as well as ChIP-Seq, DNAse-Seq, Hi-C, Transcription Factor 

Binding Matrices, and tumoral expression to identify and interpret the transcriptional and disease 

risk mechanisms for putative PrCa risk genes. 

 

3.4 Results 

To estimate genetically regulated expression among the study subjects, we developed novel 

models using a large number of samples (N = 471 subjects; Figure 3.1a) with paired prostate 

tissue gene expression measurements and germline genotypes [5]. These models improve upon 

the commonly used Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx, v6p) dataset [6], which includes many 

fewer prostate samples (N = 87). Specifically, in comparison to GTEx (Figure S3.1, Table S3.3), 

our expression models successfully fit substantially more genes (13,258 vs. 2,491 genes), and 

had a significant increase in the average cross-validated prediction r2 (mean 0.214 vs. 0.143, P = 

6.59*10-89; Figure 3.1b, for 1,884 overlapping genes) while maintaining a similar number of eQTL 

predictors (mean 31.1 vs. 32.7, P = 0.05; Figure S3.2). We also compared our models to GTEx 

in a third independent dataset of normal prostatic expression and germline genotypes from The 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA; N = 45; Figure 3.1c). Here, our models exhibited a significant 

decrease in the out-of-sample Mean Squared Error (mean 0.915 vs. 0.925, P = 1.19*10-12; 

Spearman's rho [Bootstrap 95% CI]: 0.452 [0.409, 0.492], P = 3.51*10-89) and increase in the 

Spearman’s correlation between predicted and observed expression (mean 0.136 vs. 0.101, P = 

2.36*10-15; Spearman's rho [Bootstrap 95% CI]: 0.518 [0.479, 0.556], P = 1.86*10-121). Finally, our 

restriction of modeled genotypes to variants within 500kb of gene boundaries rather than 1Mb, as 
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implemented by PredictDB [6], gave a similar out-of-sample predictive accuracy of TCGA normal 

expression (mean Spearman’s rho = 0.077 vs. 0.074, P = 0.22; Figure S3.3). 

 

We applied our expression models to male subjects from the UK Biobank cohort (7,963 PrCa 

cases, 189,218 controls; Table S3.1) and undertook a TWAS, which found a total of 29 genes 

with Bonferroni-significant associations (P < 4.16*10-6), 9 genes with suggestive associations (P 

< 4.16*10-5), and λGC = 1.146 [7] (λ1000 = 1.01 [8]) (Figure 3.2, Figure S3.4; Table 3.1, Table S3.4). 

These associations were insensitive to the exclusion of rare variants imputed into the UK Biobank 

data using the UK10K and 1000 Genomes reference panels (Spearman’s rho = 1.0 for the 38 

genes upon exclusion of 160 / 867 (18.5%) variants modeled, P = 4.27*10-78) in the July 2017 UK 

Biobank release. Among these 38 genes, 13 replicated at a Bonferroni significance level (P < 

0.0013) with directions of effect consistent with the discovery findings in a cohort of unrelated, 

non-hispanic white Kaiser Permanente health plan members (6,653 PrCa cases, 30,121 controls), 

and an additional 6 were nominally significant (P < 0.05; Table 3.1). No difference in model r2 (P 

= 0.91) or the number of modeled variants (P = 0.24) was observed for these 19 genes, which 

include previously known and novel findings. 

 

Three of the most strongly associated genes—MSMB (βDiscovery = -1.63), which encodes the 

PSP94 tumor suppressor and PrCa biomarker [9], NCOA4 (βDiscovery = 0.75), an Androgen 

Receptor co-activator, and AGAP7 (βDiscovery = 1.21)—are known targets for the 10q11.22 GWAS 

variant rs10993994 [10,11] (Table 3.1). Other previously known PrCa genes that replicated here 

are: C19orf48 (βDiscovery = 2.95) and KLK15 (βDiscovery = 1.65), which are upregulated in PrCa in 

response to androgen levels [4,12,13], and POU5F1B (βDiscovery = 3.64) and PCAT1 (βDiscovery = -

1.28), which are known targets of an enhancer at 8q24 in PrCa cell lines [14] (Table 3.1). 
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Furthermore, the following genes exhibited significant associations with PrCa in the discovery 

have also been reported as targets of PrCa risk loci or microRNAs: HNF1B (βDiscovery = 2.03), 

FAM57A (βDiscovery = -0.50), PPP1R14A (βDiscovery = 1.80), GEMIN4 (βDiscovery = -2.16), BHLHA15 

(βDiscovery = 1.80), ZFP36L2 (βDiscovery = -4.06), and [4,5,15-17]. Moreover, STK25 (βDiscovery = 4.97), 

which is differentially expressed in PrCa in comparison to benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) [18], 

was significantly associated and replicated, while VPS53 (βDiscovery = -2.30), known to be regulated 

by the 17p13 PrCa risk locus [5], had a suggestive P-value in the discovery and was nominally 

associated in the replication cohort. 

 

The most noteworthy of those associations for which expression in normal prostate tissue has not 

previously been implicated in prostate tumorigenesis was TMPRSS2 (βDiscovery = 0.50; PMeta = 

3.84*10-10). Somatically, TMPRSS2 forms part of the most recurrent aberration known in prostate 

tumors, the TMPRSS2:ERG (T2E) gene fusion [19]; however, its role in prostate cancer 

development is novel. The T2E chromosome 21 structural fusion variant places the ERG 

oncogene under the transcriptional control of the TMPRSS2 promoter, which is primarily active in 

prostate tissue. 

 

Several additional genes not previously linked to PrCa susceptibility were identified, including 

KLK1 (βDiscovery = 0.36), TIMM23 (βDiscovery = 3.31), and HOXA4 (βDiscovery = -5.71). KLK1 (PMeta = 

2.27*10-10), located at 19q13.33 close to the PSA encoding gene KLK3, was significantly 

associated, while TIMM23 (PMeta = 2.01*10-8), located at 10q11.12, and HOXA4 (PMeta = 3.13*10-

5) had suggestive P-values in the discovery cohort and were nominally associated in the 

replication analysis. TIMM23 was not previously shown to have significant differential PrCa 

expression or eQTL activity [10,11], and HOXA4 has been implicated in ovarian cancer [20] and 

leukemia [21].  
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To account for the influence of proximally located PrCa susceptibility loci, conditional analyses 

were carried out in the UK Biobank cohort with adjustment for independent (linkage disequilibrium 

(LD) r2 < 0.2 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) PrCa risk variants within 5Mb of the genes tested. 

Models for KLK1 and KLK15 were also adjusted for rs17632542, a missense variant in KLK3 

representing the lead PSA signal in this region [22]. Conditional associations were substantially 

attenuated for most genes; however, TMPRSS2 remained Bonferroni-significant (Figure S3.3a, 

Table S3.5). Furthermore, as expression of neighboring genes may be correlated, we fit mutually 

adjusted models that included all genes within the same cytogenetic locus (Table S3.6). For most 

regions, adjustment for nearby genes attenuated the associations with PrCa risk. For KLK1 in 

particular, a substantial proportion (52.5%, 95% CI: [31.7, 91.0]) of the observed susceptibility 

signal was mediated by KLK15.  

 

We further applied our models to impute expression and evaluate associations for the 19 genes 

of interest among African American, East Asian, and Latino subjects from Kaiser Permanente 

(1,485 cases, 7,632 controls; Table S3.2). In a trans-ethnic meta-analysis of the results, MSMB 

and NCOA4 were Bonferroni significant (P < 0.0013), while PPP1R14A (P = 0.0046) and PCAT1 

(P = 0.0057) were both suggestive (Table S3.7). These genes comprised 4 of the 5 with a direction 

of effect consistent across each ethnic group and concordant with the discovery and replication 

cohorts. Additionally, for 16 of the 19 genes, the meta-direction of effect was concordant with the 

discovery and replication analyses. 

 

Although the established PrCa risk variant rs1041449 is only 20kb away from TMPRSS2, previous 

work found that this variant was not correlated with TMPRSS2 expression in prostate tumors or 

normal prostate tissue [23]. More recent work found that rs1041449 was weakly correlated with 
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an eQTL for TMPRSS2 (LD r2 < 0.2) [5]. Similarly, adjusting for rs1041449 in our conditional 

analysis did not materially weaken the TMPRSS2 association. Hence, our findings indicate the 

presence of a novel independent susceptibility mechanism in the 21q22.3 PrCa risk locus 

mediated by regulation of TMPRSS2 expression. 

 

To investigate the relationship between the germline variants involved in regulating TMPRSS2 

expression levels and the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion oncogene, we applied our model of TMPRSS2 

expression to the germline genotypes of prostate cancer cases from The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA) to impute TMPRSS2 gene expression. Using a published catalog of TCGA gene fusion 

events [24], we found that, when considering 101 T2E-positive specimens carrying the gene 

fusion [25], predicted levels of TMPRSS2 expression in normal prostate tissue were positively 

correlated with observed ERG expression levels as measured by RNA-Seq, a proxy for the 

expression levels of the T2E fusion (Pearson’s r [95% CI] = 0.208 [0.013, 0.387], P = 0.037; 

residual PShapiro-Wilks = 0.138, Figure 3.3b). In contrast, among 161 T2E-negative TCGA specimens, 

predicted TMPRSS2 expression levels were not significantly correlated with observed levels of 

ERG expression (Pearson’s r [95% CI] = 0.075 [-0.081, 0.227], P = 0.347; residual PShapiro-Wilks = 

0.771). Moreover, imputed TMPRSS2 expression was uncorrelated with observed ERG 

expression in tumor-adjacent normal prostate tissue in both the training dataset (N = 471; 

Pearson's r [95% CI]: 0.031 [-0.060, 0.121], P = 0.508; residual PShapiro-Wilks = 0.112) as well as 

normal prostatic expression data from TCGA (N = 45; Spearman's rho [Bootstrap 95% CI]: -0.091 

[-0.382, 0.202], P = 0.553). Further testing of the association of predicted TMPRSS2 levels with 

T2E fusion status (positive vs. negative) across all 262 samples did not reveal an association (P 

= 0.448). These findings suggest a germline-somatic interaction mechanism whereby germline 

variation may mediate cancer risk through its effect on the burden of a somatic driver: the 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion oncogene. 
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To clarify the transcriptional mechanisms of PrCa risk eQTLs, we examined the transcription 

factor (TF) occupancy of our modeled eQTL variants. Among the 19 genes with nominal 

replication, 13 showed evidence for transcriptional regulation by master regulators of PrCa gene 

expression in ChIP-Seq data for the prostate cell line VCaP (Table 3.2) [26]. Seven genes had at 

least one eQTL in a transcription factor binding site (TFBS) for Androgen Receptor (AR), a 

sentinel of prostatic expression, while one gene (PCAT1) had an eQTL in a TFBS for SPDEF, a 

prognostic marker for PrCa survival involved in AR regulation [27], and the remaining five had 

eQTLs highly correlated with variants in an AR TFBS (LD r2 ≥ 0.8). In contrast, only 30 of 100 

genes selected at random showed any evidence of a VCaP ChIP-Seq TFBS for AR, SPDEF, or 

ERG (Table S3.8), despite the 100 genes being significantly larger on average (81.7kb) than the 

19 genes of interest (25.1kb; P = 0.0065). Hence, we observed a significant enrichment of 

prostate-specific regulation at, or in proximity to, eQTL variants for these 19 associated genes (P 

= 0.0031; Bootstrap OREnrichment [95% CI] = 5.16 [1.82, 20.17]). 

 

Similar to a previous report of disrupted AR binding at LD proxies for PrCa GWAS peaks [28], 

inclusion of variants in high LD with the modeled eQTLs revealed additional AR and SPDEF 

binding sites, including at a known androgen-responsive enhancer variant for TMPRSS2 

rs8134378 [29]. Among the 31 variants in AR and SPDEF TFBS, 3 variants (rs8134378, 

rs11084033, rs2659051) were annotated in the NCBI LitVar database [30] with published reports 

corroborating their AR occupancy [29,31,32]. When cross-referenced with H3K27ac active-

enhancer marks from 19 primary prostate tumors [28], these 31 TFBS variants were significantly 

enriched at H3K27ac ChIP-Seq peaks (mean [SD]: 8.35 peaks [7.86]) in comparison to variants 

selected at random (N=10,000) from the Haplotype Reference Consortium r1.1 site list (mean 

[SD]: 0.59 peaks [2.71]; P = 9.35*10-45). Additionally, for 17 of the 21 variants in VCaP AR ChIP-
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Seq peaks, the allele predicted to increase AR binding affinity [33] was the same allele, or in high 

LD (r2 ≥ 0.8) with the eQTL allele, predicted to increase target gene expression (P = 0.0072; Table 

S3.9), including the rs8134378 TMPRSS2 enhancer variant and rs9979885, an AR TFBS variant 

in high LD with an AGAP7 eQTL (Figure 3.4). Collectively, this evidence illustrates an androgen-

responsive mechanism of allele-specific enhancer activity for the variants and genes implicated. 

 

Furthermore, DNAse-seq footprinting from the PrCa cell line LNCaP [34] revealed recurrent motifs 

for E2F, INSM1, MEF-2, VDR, and ZFX (Table S3.10), several of which have known involvement 

in PrCa development or progression [35-37]. In addition, ChIP-Seq annotations from non-prostate 

cell lines included motifs for 150 TF’s, including recurrent CTCF, HNF4A, MYC, POLR2A, and 

SIN3A motifs. A Reactome pathway enrichment analysis [38,39] of all 150 TF’s yielded numerous 

significant associations (FDR-adjusted P-value < 5.00*10-7) in several pathway hierarchies 

relevant to transcription, epigenetics, and oncogenesis (Table S3.11). Furthermore, TFBS 

inferred from DNAse-seq footprinting in non-prostate cell lines or Position Weight Matrices (PWM) 

included recurrent motifs for SRF, ZFP105, ELF3, FOXP1, and TCFAP2E, some with known roles 

in PrCa regulation or prognosis [40-42]. 

 

Chromatin conformation capture data (Hi-C) from LNCaP [43] supported promoter-enhancer 

interactions between our modeled eQTLs and their respective target genes. In particular, virtual 

4C interactions covered the positions of the modeled cis-eQTLs furthest upstream and 

downstream of 17 of the 19 genes of interest (Figure 3.5). The two exceptions, AGAP7 and 

NCOA4, had tighter distributions of Hi-C read values in proximity to the GWAS variant 

rs10993994, which notably attenuated both associations substantially in our conditional analysis, 

further supporting previous evidence for the regulation of AGAP7 and NCOA4 by the 10q11.12 

GWAS locus [10,11]. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The TWAS framework [6] leveraged offers a simple yet elegant method to explore the effects of 

gene expression on disease risk. Although it has been suggested that TWAS are prone to inflation 

and bias of test statistics [44], our sample size adjusted inflation factor did not indicate inflation 

(λ1000 = 1.01). Furthermore, while field effects may modulate the molecular characteristics of 

tumor-adjacent normal prostate tissue [45], our integration of paired genotype and expression 

data in a large number of training samples supports the robustness of our models against such 

molecular perturbations, in particular for a heterogeneous disease like prostate cancer [46]. 

Moreover, we performed a formal replication analysis in a large cohort in order to guard against 

bias or inflation and support the validity of our findings. While the penalized regression models 

used here may improve the model interpretability and parsimony through regularization, these 

models still face the challenge of selecting causal predictors among many highly correlated or 

collinear variables. Our experimental analyses presented illustrate how surveying the epigenomic 

landscape in proximity to TWAS model predictors may elucidate causal regulatory mechanisms 

that evade feature selection. Finally, our results demonstrate the utility of generating larger TWAS 

reference panels to produce better performing models of gene expression and facilitate the 

discovery of disease associated genes. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

In summary, we present results from a large-scale TWAS of PrCa that detected multiple novel 

mechanisms of gene expression and disease risk modulation. In addition to in silico experimental 

support for our findings, the directions of effect in our study for previously reported cancer genes 

are largely concordant with the prior literature. The protective genes reported here have generally 

been measured or predicted to be downregulated in PrCa (FAM57A, GEMIN4, VPS53) [5] or are 

suspected tumor-suppressors (MSMB, HOXA4) [9,32]. Notably, both tumor-promoting and tumor-
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suppressive effects have been observed for HNF1B [47,48] and the protein product TIS11D of 

ZFP36L2 [16,49]. However, the estimated protective direction of effect observed for PCAT1 

contradicts previous characterization [50] of this RNA oncogene. Although discordance between 

eQTL risk effects and disease-specific differential expression has been previously reported [51], 

the mechanisms underlying these inconsistencies remain to be elucidated. Collectively, our 

findings integrate data from diverse multi-omic assays to elucidate a network of genes, many 

androgen-regulated including TMPRSS2, and transcription factors active in PrCa. Joint 

consideration of the respective nodes and edge-relationships that comprise this network may 

provide a more comprehensive interpretation of the genetic and molecular etiology of PrCa and 

clarify directions for future modeling and investigation. 

 

3.7 Materials and Methods 

All statistical tests conducted were two-sided. 

 

3.7.1 Study Populations 

Subject data used for discovery and replication analyses are summarized in Table S3.1. 

 

3.7.2 Prediction of Gene Expression 

Samples used to develop our regularized models of prostate tissue gene expression were drawn 

from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) publicly available database of 

Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP phs000985.v1.p1). These data derive from a previous study 

that extracted DNA and RNA from histologically normal prostate tissue from consenting subjects 

(471 men; mean age [SD]: 60.1 [7.15] for the 249 men with age available) having undergone 

radical prostatectomy treatment for prostate cancer (N = 453; 63.6% Gleason 6, 36.4% Gleason 

7) or cystoprostatectomy treatment for bladder cancer (N = 18) [5]. Inclusion criteria were based 
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on a rigorous histopathological evaluation [5], which included the requirement of Gleason grade 

less than or equal to 7 in the presenting tumor and the absence of high-grade prostatic 

intraepithelial neoplasia and benign prostatic hyperplasia in the examined fresh frozen normal 

prostate tissue, among other criteria. Furthermore, the dataset was limited to unrelated subjects 

of European genomic ancestry. Expression quality control was previously described [5] and 

included evaluation of the effect of flowcell, lane, sample groups/plates, gene size, and GC 

content on sample mRNA abundance and expression level. After mRNA transcripts with low 

median gene count (less than 14) were filtered, the remaining gene counts were quantile 

normalized. 

 

The first step in our experimental design process (Figure 3.1a) was to impute unobserved 

genotypes for these training data, which included over 1.5 million genotyped variants, limited to 

common variants (minor allele frequency > 1%) in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P > 1.00*10-5) 

and with a call rate >95%, as described previously [5]. Prior to imputing these data to the 1000 

Genomes Project Phase III reference panel, which performs comparably to larger reference 

panels for common variants [52], we used a pre-phasing QC workflow to match the strand and 

reference allele recorded in the data with those observed in the reference panel, while excluding 

ambiguous variants and indel mutations. Next, these samples were phased and imputed using 

Eagle v2.3 [53] (cohort-based) and Beagle v4.1 [54], respectively. 

 

Gene boundaries (hg38) for the 17,233 transcripts measured in the training dataset were 

downloaded from the NCBI Gene database using the Biopython Entrez eutils REST API [55]. 

Genomic coordinates were converted from hg38 to hg19 (GRCh37) via UCSC liftOver [56]. For 

each of these transcripts, well-imputed (r2
INFO > 0.8) training data genetic variants located (a) in 

the 500kb region upstream of the start position, (b) between the start and end positions, inclusive, 
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or (c) in the 500kb region downstream of the end position, were extracted. Next, following the 

approach of PrediXcan [6], a regularized regression model was fit using the R (v3.2.2) package 

GLMNet [57] with the genetic cis-variants as the design matrix and the RNA-Seq transcript levels 

as the response variable. Additional individual-level covariates such as age were unavailable from 

dbGaP, but unlikely to bias model-training in light of their independence from germline genotype. 

Models with at least one non-intercept explanatory variable retained were successfully fit for 

13,258 genes, and leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) was used (loss function: R cv.glmnet 

type.measure = “mse”) to select model coefficients that minimize mean cross-validated error 

(regularization parameter: R predict s = “lambda.min”) and evaluate model performance r2 (R 

predict s = “lambda.min”). 

 

LOOCV models performed similarly to those generated by 10-fold cross-validation in application 

to a third, independent dataset of paired genotypes and normal prostatic expression data (RNA-

seq; N = 45 total subjects available) from TCGA (Figure 3.6), while providing a reproducible 

estimate of r2 insensitive to fold sampling variation. Furthermore, a comparison of cross-validated 

r2 for Elastic Net (α = 0.5) and LASSO (α = 1.0) models showed that the Elastic Net models were 

moderately more predictive on average (mean r2 = 0.138 vs. 0.135; P = 0.08). Hence, we used 

the Elastic Net models for transcriptome imputation. 

 

For each gene, the number of modeled variants and model r2 in our database were compared to 

the corresponding entry in the “TW_Prostate_0.5.db” database of GTEx models made available 

on the PredictDB website’s “GTEx-V6p-HapMap-2016-09-08” repository. To compare the out-of-

sample performance of our models against analogous models from GTEx, we again imputed 

expression in the TCGA normal prostate tissue dataset (N = 45) for the 1,753 genes present in 

both our models and GTEx that had expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) SNPs 
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observed/imputed in TCGA genotypes with r2
INFO > 0.5. We then standardized the distribution of 

observed expression FPKM’s for each gene, and also standardized the distributions of expression 

that were imputed using our models and GTEx. Finally, we measured both the Mean Squared 

Error (MSE) of the standardized imputed distributions of expression in comparison to the true 

standardized FPKM’s, and additionally measured the correlation (Spearman’s rho) of the 

standardized, imputed expression values with the true standardized normal prostate expression 

FPKM’s. We performed the same comparison between our models and a set of models developed 

from the same input dataset that modeled variants within 1Mb of gene boundaries. In particular, 

the correlation/MSE with TCGA expression was compared for 9,717 genes present in both sets 

of models and with eQTL SNPs imputed with r2
INFO > 0.5 in TCGA. Model composition was 

compared between our models and GTEx, for a set of 10 genes associated in our discovery 

analysis and present in both databases, by computing and visualizing the proportion of pairwise 

coverage (LD r2 > 0.3 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) of the variants in one model by any of 

the variants in its corresponding model. Heatmaps were generated using the R superheat library 

[58]. 

 

3.7.3 Transcriptome Wide Association Testing 

We undertook our discovery TWAS using data from the publicly available UK Biobank, a cohort 

of nearly 500,000 adult subjects recruited across the United Kingdom between 2006 and 2010 

and receiving healthcare from the UK National Health Service (NHS). Consenting participants 

contributed blood and urine samples to provide material for high-throughput genotyping and 

additional bioanalytical assays. Furthermore, the collected information and specimens were 

linked to lifetime NHS electronic health records, including ICD codes for diagnoses and 

procedures. 
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The UK Biobank data includes autosomal genotype data for 488,377 subjects, 223,513 male and 

264,864 female. We limited these subjects to individuals with both a self-reported and genetically 

inferred gender of male. Using KING v2.0 [59], we excluded first-degree relatives while prioritizing 

the inclusion of cases. To control for the potential confounding effects of ancestry and population 

structure in this largely ethnically white cohort [60], subjects were also excluded if they were 

beyond 5 standard deviations of the means for the first two genetic principal components (Figure 

S3.7), leaving 197,181 total subjects for the discovery analysis (mean [SD] age: 57.4 [8.1], BMI: 

27.9 [4.2]). Prostate cancer case control status was determined using ICD codes (ICD-9: "185", 

ICD-10: "C61" or "D07.5") in the UK Biobank cancer registry data, yielding 7,963 cases and 

189,218 controls. 

 

Imputed genotypes were included with our download of the UK Biobank data. These data were 

imputed at 33,619,058 variants using the Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC) reference 

panel of 64,976 haplotypes [61], covering the majority of known common variation, using 

SHAPEIT3 and IMPUTE4 for phasing and imputation, respectively [60]. Additional rare variants 

not present on the HRC panel (mean (SD) minor allele frequency: 0.008 (0.05), versus 0.04 (0.10) 

for HRC imputed variants) were imputed using UK10K and 1000 Genomes Project reference 

panels, bringing the total to 92,693,895 variants imputed. We found that the exclusion of these 

variants from our discovery analysis had a negligible impact on our results. 

 

Transcript levels were imputed using individual-level data using a modified version of the 

PrediXcan program [6]. The modifications implemented included allele matching (flipping and/or 

reverse complement) with direction-of-effect flipping for non-ambiguous variants, as well as 

parallelized segregation of genes by chromosome. Although modeled variants absent from the 

imputed discovery genotypes were treated as missing data and omitted from transcriptome 
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imputation, we noted a 92.9% overlap between variants imputed in the training data with r2
INFO > 

0.8 and those imputed with r2
INFO > 0.8 in the discovery and replication datasets. Of the 13,258 

gene prediction models developed in the training data, 1,244 were excluded from further analysis 

due to the absence of sex chromosome data in the discovery cohort (415 genes) or due to missing 

genotype data (829 genes). Prediction models for the remaining 12,014 genes were applied to 

197,181 discovery subjects, and resulting predictions of gene expression levels were tested for 

association with prostate cancer risk. 

 

Logistic regression models were used to assess the association between imputed transcript levels 

and prostate cancer status. To control for confounding, the models were adjusted for several 

covariates associated with prostate cancer risk, including age, body mass index, and 15 principal 

components of ancestry and population structure. For prostate cancer cases, age at diagnosis 

was used, whereas age at assessment was used for controls. Bonferroni correction for the 

number of genes tested (12,014) was applied to control for multiple hypothesis testing. Hence, 

genes with a P-value less than 4.16*10-6 were considered to be significantly associated in the 

discovery analysis, while the threshold for suggestive associations was set at one order of 

magnitude higher (P < 4.16*10-5). In addition to computing the genomic control inflation factor 

(λGC) [7], which is known to scale with sample size, we also generated a sample-size adjusted 

inflation factor (λ1000) for the discovery P-values [8]. 

 

3.7.4 Replication Association Testing and Trans-Ethnic Meta-Analysis 

We performed replication analyses in a sample of male Kaiser Permanente health plan members 

[62]. These data derive from three studies: the Kaiser Permanente Research Program on Genes, 

Environment, and Health (RPGEH), the ProHealth Study, and the California Men’s Health Study 

(CMHS). Samples were genotyped on custom, ethnic specific arrays based on self-reported 
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ethnicity and segregated into African American (AFR), East Asian (EAS), European (EUR), and 

Latino (LAT) analysis groups [63]. Imputation of the replication data to the 1000 Genomes Project 

reference panel was previously performed using SHAPEIT v2.5 and IMPUTE2 v2.3.1 [62,64,65]. 

Singleton variants were removed from the reference panel due to poor imputation quality, and 

each array (AFR, EAS, EUR, LAT) was phased separately due to only partial overlap of the SNPs 

on the different arrays. As noted earlier, while 92.9% of the imputed genetic variants with r2
INFO > 

0.8 in the training dataset were also imputed with r2
INFO > 0.8 in the discovery and replication data, 

those variants absent in the replication genotype data were omitted from transcriptome 

imputation. 

 

For association analysis, as before, first-degree relatives were excluded while prioritizing the 

retention of cases. Non-hispanic White (EUR) subjects (6,653 cases, 30,121 controls) were used 

for replication of the discovery findings (mean [SD] age: 66.3 [11.8], BMI: 27.2 [4.6]). Only the 

significant and suggestive genes from the discovery analysis were tested for association with 

prostate cancer case-control status by logistic regression, controlling for age (age at diagnosis for 

cases, age at assessment for controls), body mass index, and 20 ethnic-specific (i.e. estimated 

within the ethnic analysis group of interest) principal components of ancestry and population 

structure. Genes with a replication P-value less than 0.05 and a direction-of-effect consistent with 

the discovery findings were considered nominally replicated, while genes with a replication P-

value less than 0.0013 were considered to be replicated at a Bonferroni-significance level. 

 

For the genes that replicated nominally, we imputed their expression levels in the AFR, EAS, and 

LAT subjects (Table S3.2) and evaluated their association with prostate cancer case control 

status, again using logistic regression adjusted for age, body mass index, and 20 ethnic-specific 
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principal components. These results were aggregated in a fixed-effects meta-analysis using 

MetaSoft v2.0.0 [66] to produce the trans-ethnic meta-effects and associations for each gene. 

 

3.7.5 Analysis of TMPRSS2 Expression and TMPRSS2:ERG in TCGA Prostate 

Germline genotype and molecular phenotype data for prostate cancer subjects from The Cancer 

Genome Atlas was used to measure the relationship between TMPRSS2:ERG expression in 

prostate tumors and imputed TMPRSS2 expression in the corresponding normal prostate tissue. 

Tumoral ERG expression data from RNA-Seq was downloaded from the UCSC Xena Browser 

[67] and TMPRSS2:ERG (T2E) fusion status was downloaded from a database of TCGA gene 

fusion events [24]. Genotype data from The Cancer Genome Atlas were downloaded from the 

NCI Genomic Data Commons [68] and submitted to the Michigan Imputation Server [69] 

(Minimac3 v2.0.1, Eagle v2.3.5) for imputation using the Haplotype Reference Consortium 

reference panel (HRC r1.1 2016) [61]. Variants with an imputation r2
INFO < 0.5 were excluded from 

further analysis. The TMPRSS2 prediction model inferred from our training data was applied to 

the imputed TCGA genotypes. If a modeled eQTL variant was not available, a proxy variant in 

high LD (r2 > 0.8 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) was used. Subjects whose RNA samples 

showed evidence of degradation were excluded, as described previously [25]. A logistic 

regression model between predicted TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status and tumoral ERG expression 

was fit to draw the decision boundary between fusion positive and negative samples. Samples 

beyond the decision boundary (T2E-positive with ERG RPKM < 10.65, or T2E-negative with ERG 

RPKM > 10.65) were excluded to control for fusion status misclassification and reflect the well-

characterized correlation between ERG overexpression and T2E fusion status [70]. The 

correlation between imputed normal and observed tumoral expression was measured via 

Pearson’s r, with the normality of model residuals evaluated by the Shapiro-Wilks test, or 
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Spearman’s rho for limited sample sizes, with 95% confidence interval derived via bootstrap 

resampling with 10,000 iterations. 

 

3.7.6 Annotation of eQTL Transcription Factor Occupancy, Epigenomic Enrichment, Allele-

Specific Binding, and Hi-C Interactions for Replicated Genes 

For each of the genes that were associated and replicated nominally, transcription factor binding 

site (TFBS) occupancy of their respective eQTL variants was annotated using RegulomeDB v1.1 

[34]. The dbSNP variant rsid for modeled variants, as well as variants in high LD (r2 > 0.8 in 1000 

Genomes Phase III EUR) [71], was submitted to the RegulomeDB web portal and results were 

automatically downloaded and parsed using Selenium webdriver automation. Results were 

segregated into four descending categories according to their level of evidence and relevance to 

prostate cancer cell lines VCaP and LNCaP: (1) ChIP-Seq Protein Binding evidence in prostate 

cancer cell lines, (2) Motif inferred using DNAse-Seq footprinting in prostate cancer cell lines, (3) 

ChIP-Seq Protein Binding evidence in non-prostate cancer cell lines, and (4) Motif inferred from 

DNAse-Seq footprinting non-prostate cancer cell lines or predicted using a Position Weight Matrix 

(PWM). The enrichment of associated genes with evidence in category (1) was evaluated by a 

Fisher’s exact test in comparison to 100 genes selected at random from our prostate tissue eQTL 

database, with 10,000 bootstrap resampling iterations to evaluate the median and empirical 

distribution of the odds ratio. For categories (2) to (4), results were aggregated and tabulated 

across the genes queried to identify the most recurrent transcription factor binding sites and 

motifs. While motifs in categories (2) and (4) included the names of many protein families and 

complexes, category (3) was comprised of HGNC gene names for transcription factors, and 

served as a suitable input for a pathway analysis. Using PANTHER [38], we conducted a pathway 

analysis of Reactome pathway hierarchies [39], with parameters "organism" = "Homo sapiens", 
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"Analysis" = "Statistical overrepresentation test" (default settings), "Annotation Data Set" = 

"Reactome pathways", and "Test Type" = "Fisher’s Exact with FDR multiple test correction". 

 

To evaluate the enrichment of eQTL TFBS variants at prostate tissue epigenomic elements, 

H3K27ac active-enhancer marks were downloaded from 19 primary prostate tumors from the 

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, Accession: GSE96652) [28]. The colocalization of query 

variant positions with H3K27ac ChIP-Seq BED file intervals was tallied using an SQLite database, 

and compared to a null distribution of tallies for 10,000 randomly selected variants from the 

Haplotype Reference Consortium r1.1 site list by a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. 

 

The correlation between the allele-specific directions of effect on binding affinity and expression 

levels we examined for variants directly modeled to affect target gene expression, or in high 

linkage disequilibrium (LD) with a modeled eQTL, for the genes that were associated and 

nominally replicated. In particular, 25 base pair 3’ and 5’ flanking sequences were extracted from 

the UCSC table browser [72] using Selenium webdriver automation for variants present in ChIP-

Seq peaks for Androgen Receptor (AR) in the VCaP prostate cancer cell line. Next, two FASTA 

sequences containing the major and minor variant alleles were automatically submitted to the 

sTRAP Transcription Factor Affinity Prediction webserver [33], with parameters “matrix file” = 

“transfac_2010.1 vertebrates”, “background model” = "human_promoters", and “Multiple test 

correction” = "Benjamini-Hochberg." The result, a list of 904 transcription factor binding matrices 

ranked by the differential effect of the two alleles on binding affinity (as measured by the difference 

in log10(P-value) of observing an affinity of a given magnitude or greater under a certain 

background sequence model), was downloaded and processed. The direction of effect of a 

particular variant allele A1 on AR binding affinity was estimated using the rank-weighted 
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(“BindingRank”) average over 6 AR binding matrices m of the difference in log10(P-value) in 

comparison with the opposite allele A2: 

!
"#$%#$&'($)(+) 	./0!1 2+,4! − 	 ./0!1 2+,46 	7	4'	+(89#:;<

+=! . 

Finally, for each of the variants examined, the allele predicted to increase AR binding affinity was 

cross-referenced with the estimated effect of that allele, or its proxy allele, on gene expression 

levels. The concordance of the directions of effect on binding and expression was evaluated via 

binomial test with probability = 0.5 for the direction of effect. 

 

Putative promoter-enhancer interactions between the modeled eQTLs and their respective target 

genes was analyzed using Hi-C chromatin conformation capture data for the prostate cancer cell 

line LNCaP from the 3D Genome Browser [43]. A dataset of normalized LNCaP Hi-C read data 

("iced-rep-1") was queried to perform a "virtual 4C" for each of the genes of interest and generate 

a Hi-C read density histogram illustrating the physical interactions between a particular region 

(with the minimum available resolution of 40kb bins) and its neighboring genomic positions. For 

each of the genes of interest, the gene name was used as the query and anchoring point, with 

the exception of one gene (TIMM23) where the transcription start site was required to return non-

null results. In order to investigate the physical interactions most pertinent to our gene expression 

models, the genomic positions (hg19/GRCh37) of the modeled eQTL variants (Table S3.12) for 

each query gene were compared to the virtual 4C boundary of Hi-C read density in the extended 

region around the anchoring position. 
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3.7.7 Code Availability 

Analysis code is available at www.github.com/Wittelab/PrCa_TWAS. 

 

3.7.8 Data Availability 

The reference data used to train gene expression models are available via the NCBI database of 

Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap; Study Accession: 

phs000985.v1.p1). The UK Biobank data are available to approved researchers registered with 

the UK Biobank. Genotype data for participants of the Kaiser Permanente RPGEH Genetic 

Epidemiology Research on Aging (GERA) project are available for the 78% of GERA participants 

that consented to submit their data to dbGaP (Study Accession: phs000674.v2.p2). The complete 

GERA data, including cancer phenotypes, are available upon application to the KP Research 

Bank Portal. Data from The Cancer Genome Atlas are available on dbGaP (Study Accession: 

phs000178.v1.p1). Data generated during this study are available at 

www.github.com/Wittelab/PrCa_TWAS. 
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3.10 Tables 
 
Table 3.1. Discovery and Replication Analysis Summary Statistics for Significant and Suggestive 
Genes 
 

Gene 
Discovery (UK Biobank) Replication (KP) 

Model R2 Locus Meta 
P-value 

Beta (SE) P-value Beta (SE) P-value 

MSMB -1.63 (0.12) 2.97*10-41 -1.48 (0.14) 1.68*10-25 0.124 10q11.22 7.00*10-65 

NCOA4 0.75 (0.06) 1.34*10-38 0.66 (0.06) 6.50*10-25 0.402 10q11.22 1.53*10-61 

HNF1B 2.03 (0.16) 5.89*10-36 1.76 (0.19) 1.50*10-20 0.145 17q12 1.50*10-54 

AGAP7 1.21 (0.12) 2.05*10-24 0.60 (0.10) 7.88*10-9 0.204 10q11.22 1.90*10-28 

POU5F1B 3.64 (0.44) 8.40*10-17 3.42 (0.53) 1.11*10-10 0.033 8q24.21 6.44*10-26 

C19orf48 2.95 (0.39) 2.46*10-14 2.04 (0.40) 2.50*10-7 0.150 19q13.33 1.34*10-19 

KLK15 1.65 (0.23) 1.26*10-12 1.22 (0.27) 4.57*10-6 0.056 19q13.33 6.05*10-17 

PCAT1 -1.28 (0.18) 5.01*10-12 -1.41 (0.21) 1.85*10-11 0.072 8q24.21 6.47*10-22 

TMPRSS2 0.50 (0.08) 2.42*10-9 0.24 (0.08) 3.33*10-3 0.154 21q22.3 3.84*10-10 

FAM57A -0.50 (0.08) 4.23*10-9 -0.26 (0.10) 7.49*10-3 0.376 17p13.3 5.69*10-10 

PPP1R14A 1.80 (0.31) 9.99*10-9 1.48 (0.37) 6.07*10-5 0.206 19q13.2 3.31*10-12 

ZFP36L2 -4.06 (0.74) 4.26*10-8 -3.39 (0.87) 9.71*10-5 0.035 2p21 2.10*10-11 

BHLHA15 1.80 (0.33) 5.18*10-8 0.79 (0.28) 4.24*10-3 0.067 7q21.3 1.34*10-8 

GEMIN4 -2.16 (0.41) 1.39*10-7 -1.45 (0.48) 2.65*10-3 0.080 17p13.3 2.52*10-9 

STK25 4.97 (1.02) 9.85*10-7 3.80 (1.01) 1.76*10-4 0.100 2q37.3 9.82*10-10 

KLK1 0.36 (0.08) 7.71*10-6 0.31 (0.07) 6.24*10-6 0.143 19q13.33 2.27*10-10 

HOXA4 -5.71 (1.31) 1.43*10-5 -1.89 (0.94) 0.04 0.067 7p15.2 3.13*10-5 

VPS53 -2.30 (0.53) 1.68*10-5 -1.40 (0.51) 5.79*10-3 0.259 17p13.3 6.90*10-7 

TIMM23 3.31 (0.79) 2.77*10-5 3.46 (0.93) 1.89*10-4 0.080 10q11.22 2.01*10-8 
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Table 3.2. Replicated Genes with eQTLs in or tagging VCaP ChIP-Seq Transcription Factor 
Binding Sites 
 

Gene 
VCaP 
ChIP-
Seq 

TFBS 
Variant(s) (hg19 position) 

AGAP7 AR rs58186870 (chr10:51812898), rs58677292 (chr10:51812896), 
rs56106241 (chr10:51812825) 

BHLHA15 AR rs6975156 (chr7:97925533), rs7789380 (chr7:97956179), rs10953245 
(chr7:97855461) 

C19orf48 AR rs11665748* (chr19:51354396), rs78177998* (chr19:51345263), 
rs2659051* (chr19:51345567), rs11665698 (chr19:51354410) 

FAM57A AR rs461251* (chr17:619161), rs684232* (chr17:618964) 

GEMIN4 AR rs461251* (chr17:619161), rs684232* (chr17:618964) 

KLK1 AR rs11084033* (chr19:51353954) 

KLK15 AR rs78177998* (chr19:51345263) 

NCOA4 AR rs12571566 (chr10:51813068), rs61848292 (chr10:51813024), 
rs12569965 (chr10:51813070) 

PCAT1 SPDEF 

rs1516942 (chr8:128019902), rs28615829 (chr8:128018204), rs7844107* 
(chr8:128023385), rs73351621 (chr8:128014414), rs9693379 

(chr8:128022940), rs78316206* (chr8:128019308), rs2035637* 
(chr8:128023058), rs17830059 (chr8:128016372), rs73351629 

(chr8:128018465), rs16901898 (chr8:128015091) 

PPP1R14A AR rs73034946 (chr19:38460492) 

STK25 AR rs56390510* (chr2:242274488) 

TMPRSS2 AR rs56095453* (chr21:42893807), rs8134378 (chr21:42893757), rs8134657 
(chr21:42893907) 

VPS53 AR rs461251* (chr17:619161), rs684232* (chr17:618964) 
 
* Directly modeled eQTL variants in VCaP ChIP-Seq TFBS. Remaining variants in LD (r2 ≥ 0.8 in 
1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) with a modeled eQTL variant. 
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3.11 Figures 

Figure 3.1. TWAS Experimental Design and Comparison of Reference Panel Model Performance 
to GTEx 
 

	
 
Figure 3.1 Legend: “Experimental Design and Evaluation of Model Performance. 3.1a. 
Experimental design for TWAS study of prostate cancer risk. 3.1b. Scatter plot comparison of the 
cross-validated performance r2 for 1,884 gene expression models derived from GTEx prostate 
data (N = 87 subjects) versus the training dataset for the present study (N = 471). In addition to a 
linear regression line and 95% confidence interval, marginal histograms and density curves are 
included for both the x-axis (training data model performance) and y-axis (GTEx model 
performance), with the minimum and mean r2 values also labeled. Performance r2 was computed 
based on in-sample cross-validation in each respective dataset. 3.1c. Scatter plot comparison of 
the out-of-sample model performance for models derived from GTEx versus the training dataset. 
Both sets of models were applied to a TCGA normal prostate tissue dataset (N = 45) to measure 
the relationship between observed and imputed expression for 1753 genes. The correlation 
(Spearman’s rho) between imputed and observed expression is illustrated in red, while the Mean 
Squared Error of the predictions is illustrated in violet, both with marginal density curves.” 
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Figure 3.2. TWAS Discovery Associations 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2 Legend: “TWAS Discovery Associations. Two Manhattan plots depicting the 
transcriptome-wide associations with prostate cancer risk for genes with a positive direction of 
effect (“Risk Genes”, top) and genes with a negative direction of effect (“Protective Genes”, 
bottom) in the UK Biobank discovery cohort (N = 7,963 prostate cancer cases, 189,218 male 
controls). For both Manhattan plots, the associations (-log10(P-value), Y-axis) are plotted against 
the chromosome and position (X-axis) of the transcription start site of a given gene, with non-
significant genes on odd and even chromosomes colored in alternating shades. Thresholds for 
significant (P < 4.16*10-6) and suggestive (4.16*10-6 < P < 4.16*10-5) associations are illustrated 
by dashed grey lines, and genes nominally significant (P < 0.05) or unreplicated in the Kaiser 
Permanente RPGEH replication cohort are illustrated as red triangles and pink circles, 
respectively.” 
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Figure 3.3. TWAS Analysis Conditional upon Prostate Cancer Risk GWAS Variants and 
Correlation Between Imputed TMPRSS2 Expression and Observed ERG Expression 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3 Legend: “TWAS Analysis Conditional upon Prostate Cancer Risk GWAS Variants and 
Correlation Between Imputed TMPRSS2 Expression and Observed ERG Expression in TCGA 
Prostate Tumors. 3.3a. Scatter plot comparison of the associations in the UK Biobank discovery 
cohort before (X-axis, -log10(P-value)) and after (Y-axis, -log10(P-value)) adjusting a gene’s 
association for the genotypes at the previously reported lead variant for an adjacent prostate 
cancer risk GWAS locus. When the lead variant was not present in the imputed UK Biobank 
genotype dataset, a suitable proxy (r2 > 0.8 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) was used if 
available. The P-value threshold for Bonferroni-corrected significance (P < 4.16*10-6) is illustrated 
by dashed black lines in both the x- and y-axis dimensions, and genes nominally significant (P < 
0.05) or unreplicated in the Kaiser Permanente RPGEH replication cohort are illustrated as red 
triangles and pink circles, respectively. 3.3b. Scatter plot illustrating the relationship between 
imputed expression of TMPRSS2 in normal prostate tissue as predicted by germline cis-eQTL 
genotypes (x-axis) and observed tumoral expression of ERG (y-axis) in prostate cancer cases 
from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Data are colored by TMPRSS2:ERG (T2E) fusion status 
for T2E-positive (orange, N = 101) and T2E-negative (green, N = 161) subjects, as inferred from 
paired-end RNA-Seq data. Linear regression lines and 95% confidence intervals illustrate the 
respective means and trends for T2E-positive and T2E-negative subjects.” 
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Figure 3.4. Concordance Between Variant Effect on Androgen Receptor Binding Affinity and 
Proxy Variant Effect on Target Gene Expression Levels 
 

 
 
Figure 3.4 Legend. “Comparison of Variant Effect on Androgen Receptor (AR) TFBS Affinity and 
Modeled eQTL Effect on Gene Expression Levels. 3.4a. Illustration of the relationship between 
the effect of variant rs9979885 (orange) on prostatic TMPRSS2 expression levels (βeQTL), 
estimated from Elastic Net regression, and the effect of rs8134378 (teal) on AR binding (PBinding). 
In determining predictors of TMPRSS2 levels in normal prostate tissue, the penalized regression 
model selects rs9979885, a perfect LD proxy for rs8134378. As depicted by binding motif allele 
frequencies in the AR TFBS Motif sequence logo and previously validated experimentally, the 
rs8134378-G allele significantly improves the affinity of AR binding in comparison to the 
rs8134378-A allele, substantially improving the likelihood of AR occupancy (PBinding = 0.006 vs. 
0.187, using TRANSFAC Vertebrate Matrix V$AR_01, in comparison to human promoter 
background) according to sTRAP Transcription Factor Affinity Prediction Modeling. Likewise, the 
rs9979885-C allele, in total linkage disequilibrium (LD r2 = 1.0 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) 
with rs8134378-G, is predicted to increase expression of TMPRSS2 (located on the reverse-
strand of chromosome 21) in comparison to the rs9979885-T allele. The correlation between the 
alleles estimated to increase transcription factor binding and gene expression reflect the model’s 
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biologically relevant and mechanistic ascertainment of the effect of AR binding on TMPRSS2 
expression. 3.4b. Illustration of the relationship between the effect of variant rs142470094 
(orange) on prostatic AGAP7 expression (βeQTL) and the effect of rs58677292 (teal) on AR binding 
(PBinding). As depicted by the AR TFBS Motif sequence logo, the rs58677292-T allele significantly 
improves the affinity of AR binding in comparison to the rs58677292-C allele, increasing the 
likelihood of AR occupancy (PBinding = 0.009, vs. 0.225, using TRANSFAC Vertebrate Matrix 
V$AR_01 in comparison to human promoter background) according to sTRAP Modeling. 
Likewise, the rs142470094-A allele, in high linkage disequilibrium (LD r2 = 0.801 in 1000 
Genomes Phase III EUR) with rs58677292-T, is predicted to increase expression of AGAP7 
(located on the reverse-strand of chromosome 10) in comparison to the rs142470094-ATG indel, 
suggesting that the regulation of AGAP7 may be regulated in part by genetic polymorphism effects 
on Androgen Receptor binding.” 
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3.12 Supplementary Materials 
 
Table S3.1. Description of Populations and Datasets 
 

Dataset Source 
Subjects* Genomic Data 

Notes 
Cases Controls Number of 

Measurements Platform 

Discovery UK Biobank 7,963 189,218 92,693,895 
imputed genotypes 

Microarray 
Affymetrix  

Axiom 

Imputed using 
Haplotype  
Reference  

Consortium panel 

Replication 
Kaiser 

Permanente 
(GERA,  

ProHealth, 
CMHS) 

6,653 30,121 48,406,222 
imputed genotypes 

Microarray 
Affymetrix  

Axiom 
Imputed using 

1000 Genomes 
Phase III panel 

 
* Subjects restricted to unrelated, male individuals of European ancestry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S3.2. Description of Trans-Ethnic Populations and Datasets 
 

Dataset Source Ethnic 
Group 

Subjects 
Genomic Data Notes 

Cases Controls 

Trans-Eth-
nic 

Analysis 
Kaiser Permanente 
(GERA, ProHealth, 

CMHS) 

African 
American 662 1,700 

48,406,222 
imputed geno-

types 

Genotyped on  
Affymetrix Axiom 

Platform, 
Imputed using 

1000 Genomes 
Phase III Panel 

Latino 523 3,060 

East Asian 300 2,872 
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Table S3.3. Comparison of GTEx and Training Data Model Composition 
 

Gene 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

GTEx Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a Training Model Variant 

 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

Training Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a GTEx Model Variant 

 

ABR 

0 0 

Training Model Variants: 
rs35446675, rs62056505 

GTEx Model Variants:  
rs9902221, rs35015626, rs3744734, rs11657732, rs3867591, rs4968118, rs561261, rs2088276, 
rs7210401, rs2257222, rs11653269, rs2586240, rs12942046, rs2885350 

AGAP7 

0.08108108 0.75 

Training Model Variants: 
rs10708919, rs10824973, rs10824974, rs10826223, rs10993994, rs10994577, rs11003511, 
rs11284399, rs113007204, rs11327043, rs11548236, rs11592181, rs117156369, rs12146177, 
rs12770171, rs12777595, rs142470094, rs143254339, rs17178655, rs200598858, rs28671507, 
rs34726772, rs371975360, rs373320530, rs3849145, rs4935065, rs570896036, rs59363341, 
rs61847076, rs61847077, rs7070965, rs71502415, rs75933669, rs76874542, rs78937603, rs7905112, 
rs79995577 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs3793791, rs6537552, rs7071471, rs10825652, rs4630240, rs10740051, rs10761618, rs3001855 

APOM 

0.375 0.625 

Training Model Variants: 
rs147926185, rs2736157, rs3115674, rs3130048, rs3134962, rs34573382, rs367364, rs371249751, 
rs3869111, rs4999718, rs527506034, rs572241903, rs67682613, rs67841474, rs72548020, 
rs76343304 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs2534679, rs2855816, rs2855804, rs2855812, rs2246618, rs2857598, rs3131383, rs3101018, 
rs3132445, rs3130484, rs3131379, rs3117574, rs3131378, rs3117575, rs3117577, rs3115672, 
rs497309, rs1270942, rs433061, rs1150753, rs1150752, rs502771, rs502055, rs9271720 

GALNT3 

1 0.2307692 

Training Model Variants: 
rs112302955, rs11674422, rs11686403, rs12692777, rs13406280, rs13422985, rs13427924, 
rs13429321, rs13430211, rs144706611, rs1968293, rs2303393, rs2303394, rs35674334, rs3762552, 
rs41268661, rs5836051, rs62174818, rs62174820, rs67722214, rs71028502 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs16849949, rs11693434, rs1077617, rs1077618, rs16850090, rs1439994, rs7606577, rs6432808, 
rs11898238, rs699482, rs1895701, rs4667835, rs6721582, rs13017898, rs10930185, rs9677856, 
rs16851176, rs4667850, rs7564041, rs6432896, rs13032976, rs2031002, rs6716020, rs3748895, 
rs12474618, rs12622292 

KCNQ1 

0 0 

Training Model Variants: 
rs11022821, rs11025755, rs11042962, rs12271773, rs12292286, rs142914590, rs199907984, 
rs2519184, rs35224423, rs3842727, rs3842753, rs4929968, rs59469120, rs61870826, rs689, 
rs739545, rs7480143, rs79788804 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs11603658, rs11603670, rs10837859, rs10768964, rs17245213, rs1489945, rs12222287, 
rs12224008, rs10743009, rs592373, rs6578974, rs7113485, rs2585, rs3802971, rs7941585, 
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Gene 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

GTEx Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a Training Model Variant 

 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

Training Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a GTEx Model Variant 

 

rs6578256, rs6578257, rs756919, rs9645649, rs2106467, rs11023485, rs7929804, rs9666537, 
rs231359, rs231358, rs231917, rs4255520, rs231872, rs1057128, rs163150, rs7480855, rs2237892, 
rs2283228, rs4930012, rs12786533, rs367035, rs413781, rs7124487, rs4758468, rs3741355, 
rs4565879, rs11025452, rs7106188, rs7951998, rs2412194, rs7124812, rs7105826, rs12270220, 
rs10767227, rs7926739, rs7926974, rs7127562, rs4910716, rs11604961, rs885413, rs908165 

KLK15 

0 0 

Training Model Variants: 
rs2659124, rs266863, rs266878, rs78177998 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs919276 

NCOA4 

0.3947368 1 

Training Model Variants: 
rs10993994, rs10761581, rs10797293, rs10821609, rs10857544, rs10994470, rs11005000, 
rs11005001, rs113007204, rs11593018, rs117007447, rs11815907, rs12770171, rs140400658, 
rs149459027, rs199737079, rs201553402, rs2574950, rs2574979, rs2611492, rs2813326, rs2843566, 
rs3032323, rs35931666, rs36081243, rs3829175, rs4245023, rs4267018, rs4390270, rs55848837, 
rs61847076, rs61847077, rs61858186, rs6537554, rs7073005, rs7350420, rs78937603, rs7905981, 
rs7911198 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs10993994, rs1271629, rs2611513, rs4581397, rs4512771, rs6481165, rs6481166, rs11594356 

RPS2 

0.4285714 0.5 

Training Model Variants: 
rs397435, rs113892113, rs1141684, rs146974237, rs147400256, rs17135712, rs17135716, 
rs17135718, rs17135720, rs17808854, rs1860236, rs189020189, rs2286466, rs2294623, rs2745112, 
rs2815302, rs338786, rs35389185, rs3751884, rs397460, rs55949541, rs57669496, rs59576250, 
rs60599587, rs61136482, rs61652593, rs6366, rs66715980, rs71385705, rs7190034, rs7194876, 
rs72764895, rs757601, rs8050755, rs8052713, rs9921461 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs397435, rs8048165, rs761052, rs11861453, rs4347630, rs2941955, rs8050166, rs1040497, 
rs12599644, rs758335, rs35955001, rs35795901, rs36118556, rs35938501, rs17605, rs8460, 
rs12929367, rs34973300, rs2107321, rs3094778, rs3094772 

TMPRSS2 

0.3684211 0.1111111 

Training Model Variants: 
rs11463654, rs115578024, rs117016829, rs146564124, rs1557370, rs28360562, rs2839413, 
rs34205539, rs34983238, rs4327307, rs55992492, rs56095453, rs60687893, rs73231906, 
rs79783160, rs79872290, rs9978557, rs9979885, rs9984523 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs9305698, rs2837640, rs2837647, rs4818162, rs17000237, rs8128946, rs2837819, rs7279115, 
rs2150429, rs9977370, rs2837985, rs12482462, rs2837997, rs13048056, rs6517673, rs8134378, 
rs8134657, rs2838068, rs3850709, rs2309105, rs8130571, rs3895614, rs2309107, rs426173, 
rs6586329, rs408956, rs7282354, rs4920133, rs365163, rs220156, rs7280694, rs220160, rs220171, 
rs225311, rs9984851, rs2839502 

VPS53 0.07142857 0.4090909 
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Gene 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

GTEx Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a Training Model Variant 

 

 
Fraction of Variants in 

Training Models with LD r2 > 0.3 
with a GTEx Model Variant 

 

Training Model Variants: 
rs10708313, rs111583421, rs111764301, rs112189013, rs114972153, rs11652688, rs1237094, 
rs12449775, rs12952217, rs140168243, rs145868182, rs16953156, rs17620240, rs183156235, 
rs2456274, rs2543778, rs2740358, rs28396482, rs330999, rs331000, rs34185510, rs34699431, 
rs370503694, rs410157, rs4280315, rs437948, rs4531806, rs502018, rs555854868, rs55842940, 
rs6598823, rs7405543, rs7406992, rs76404864, rs77032846, rs77114150, rs77432469, rs79547623, 
rs8069166, rs9907824, rs9910739, rs9916862 

GTEx Model Variants: 
rs11650789, rs11867532, rs9748016, rs12453108, rs11652657, rs12951098, rs7219151, rs741677, 
rs9907102, rs7214033, rs12450330, rs8069369, rs2279890, rs7218263, rs592294, rs910920, 
rs2004532, rs17693812, rs2289632, rs12942046, rs3892291, rs12949506 

 
* Variants in bold present in both GTEx and Training Models 
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Table S3.4. Summary Statistics for Significant and Suggestive, Non-Replicating Genes 
 

Gene 
Discovery (UK Biobank) Replication (KP) 

Model R2 Locus 
Beta (SE) P-value Beta (SE) P-value 

SLC22A3 -0.38 (0.06) 1.30*10-10 -0.06 (0.06) 0.37 0.219 6q25.3 

CHMP2B 5.07 (0.83) 9.63*10-10 0.70 (0.55) 0.20 0.142 3p11.2 

SLC7A14 -2.62 (0.43) 1.50*10-9 -0.68 (0.52) 0.19 0.027 3q26.2 

CSNK2B -33.5 (5.81) 8.03*10-9 -9.11 (6.14) 0.14 0.035 6p21.33 

FOXP4 -3.04 (0.54) 1.75*10-8 -0.41 (0.67) 0.54 0.128 6p21.1 

VGLL3 8.27 (1.54) 7.25*10-8 -0.1 (0.72) 0.89 0.026 3p12.1 

FLOT1 -4.48 (0.86) 2.14*10-7 -0.06 (0.92) 0.95 0.128 6p21.33 

SLC22A2 -0.19 (0.04) 4.03*10-7 0.001 (0.04) 0.97 0.282 6q25.3 

PSORS1C3 0.09 (0.02) 4.21*10-7 0.01 (0.02) 0.54 0.596 6p21.33 

CTBP2 0.94 (0.19) 6.88*10-7 0.12 (0.22) 0.58 0.307 10q26.13 

STMN3 -17.3 (3.59) 1.38*10-6 -4.48 (2.65) 0.09 0.312 20q13.33 

LOC100505495 0.69 (0.14) 1.60*10-6 0.21 (0.16) 0.19 0.190 19q13.2 

ABR 25.0 (5.39) 3.65*10-6 3.78 (7.15) 0.60 0.047 17p13.3 

KCNQ1 5.51 (1.2) 4.06*10-6 -0.70 (0.49) 0.16 0.149 11p15.5 

DCAF12 -4.36 (1.01) 1.62*10-5 -0.43 (0.83) 0.60 0.110 9p13.3 

HIST1H2BJ 1.22 (0.29) 2.55*10-5 -0.08 (0.37) 0.82 0.059 6p22.1 

LY6G5C 3.12 (0.75) 3.23*10-5 -1.08 (0.72) 0.13 0.067 6p21.33 

HAT1 3.68 (0.89) 3.41*10-5 0.43 (0.86) 0.62 0.112 2q31.1 

PPA2 1.74 (0.42) 3.57*10-5 0.05 (0.32) 0.87 0.256 4q24 
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Table S3.5. Summary Statistics Conditional upon Prostate Cancer Risk GWAS Variants 
 

Gene Discovery 
Beta (SE) 

Discov-
ery 

P-value 

Condi-
tional 

Beta (SE) 

Conditional 
P-value 

PReplication 
< 0.05 ? Locus Adjusted 

Variant(s) 

Variant 
Position 
(hg19) 

MSMB -1.63 (0.12) 2.97*10-41 0.00 (0.00) 1 Yes 10q11.22 rs10993994 chr10:51549496 

NCOA4 0.75 (0.06) 1.34*10-38 -0.90 (0.42) 0.028 Yes 10q11.22 rs10993994 chr10:51549496 

HNF1B 2.03 (0.16) 5.89*10-36 1.22 (0.27) 7.75*10-6 Yes 17q12 
rs7501939 chr17:36101156 

rs11649743 chr17:36074979 

AGAP7 1.21 (0.12) 2.05*10-24 0.07 (0.18) 0.687 Yes 10q11.22 rs10993994 chr10:51549496 

POU5F1B 3.64 (0.44) 8.40*10-17 0.14 (0.52) 0.79 Yes 8q24.21 

rs6983267 chr8:128413305 

rs10086908 chr8:128011937 

rs10090154 chr8:128532137 

rs12543663 chr8:127924659 

rs12682344 chr8:128106784 

rs1487232 chr8:128005247 

rs16902094 chr8:128320346 

rs445114 chr8:128323181 

rs7463708 chr8:128104055 

C19orf48 2.95 (0.39) 2.46*10-14 1.25 (0.45) 0.00513 Yes 19q13.33 

rs2735839 chr19:51364623 

rs266870 chr19:51351934 

rs17632542 chr19:51361757 

KLK15 1.65 (0.23) 1.26*10-12 0.85 (0.33) 0.011 Yes 19q13.33 

rs2735839 chr19:51364623 

rs266870 chr19:51351934 

rs17632542 chr19:51361757 

PCAT1 -1.28 (0.18) 5.01*10-12 -0.31 (0.40) 0.440 Yes 8q24.21 

rs6983267 chr8:128413305 

rs10086908 chr8:128011937 

rs10090154 chr8:128532137 

rs12543663 chr8:127924659 

rs12682344 chr8:128106784 

rs1487232 chr8:128005247 

rs16902094 chr8:128320346 

rs445114 chr8:128323181 

rs7463708 chr8:128104055 

TMPRSS2 0.50 (0.08) 2.42*10-9 0.45 (0.09) 5.17*10-7 Yes 21q22.3 rs1041449 chr21:42901421 

FAM57A -0.50 (0.08) 4.23*10-9 -0.29 (0.20) 0.135 Yes 17p13.3 rs684232 chr17:618965 

PPP1R14A 1.80 (0.31) 9.99*10-9 -0.44 (1.04) 0.670 Yes 19q13.2 

rs8102476 chr19:38735613 

rs11672691 chr19:41985587 

rs61088131 chr19:42700947 

ZFP36L2 -4.06 (0.74) 4.26*10-8 -2.93 (0.93) 0.00165 Yes 2p21 rs1465618 chr2:43553949 

BHLHA15 1.80 (0.33) 5.18*10-8 -0.72 (0.71) 0.310 Yes 7q21.3 rs6465657 chr7:97816327 

GEMIN4 -2.16 (0.41) 1.39*10-7 1.78 (1.52) 0.243 Yes 17p13.3 rs684232 chr17:618965 

STK25 4.97 (1.02) 9.85*10-7 4.98 (1.02) 9.37*10-7 Yes 2q37.3 rs2292884 chr2:238443226 

KLK1 0.36 (0.08) 7.71*10-6 0.13 (0.09) 0.145 Yes 19q13.33 

rs2735839 chr19:51364623 

rs266870 chr19:51351934 

rs17632542 chr19:51361757 

HOXA4 -5.71 (1.31) 1.43*10-5 -2.67 (1.41) 0.059 Yes 7p15.2 rs10486567 chr7:27976563 
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Gene Discovery 
Beta (SE) 

Discov-
ery 

P-value 

Condi-
tional 

Beta (SE) 

Conditional 
P-value 

PReplication 
< 0.05 ? Locus Adjusted 

Variant(s) 

Variant 
Position 
(hg19) 

VPS53 -2.3 (0.53) 1.68*10-5 0.38 (0.86) 0.661 Yes 17p13.3 rs684232 chr17:618965 

TIMM23 3.31 (0.79) 2.77*10-5 1.24 (0.81) 0.122 Yes 10q11.22 rs10993994 chr10:51549496 

SLC22A3 -0.38 (0.06) 1.30*10-10 -0.21 (0.08) 0.010 No 6q25.3 
rs651164* chr6:160581374 

rs9364554 chr6:160833664 

CHMP2B 5.07 (0.83) 9.63*10-10 3.27 (1.26) 0.00954 No 3p11.2 rs17181170 chr3:87173324 

SLC7A14 -2.62 (0.43) 1.50*10-9 -1.29 (0.67) 0.053 No 3q26.2 

rs71277158 chr3:169999216 
rs14243674

9 chr3:169093100 

rs10936632 chr3:170130102 

CSNK2B -33.5 (5.81) 8.03*10-9 -29.6 (6.33) 5.97*10-5 No 6p21.33 
rs130067 chr6:31118511 

rs12665339 chr6:30601232 

FOXP4 -3.04 (0.54) 1.75*10-8 -1.21 (1.07) 0.259 No 6p21.1 rs1983891 chr6:41536427 

VGLL3 8.27 (1.54) 7.25*10-8 7.54 (2.38) 0.00151 No 3p12.1 rs2660753 chr3:87110674 

FLOT1 -4.48 (0.86) 2.14*10-7 -4.13 (0.87) 1.09*10-5 No 6p21.33 
rs130067 chr6:31118511 

rs12665339 chr6:30601232 

SLC22A2 -0.19 (0.04) 4.03*10-7 -0.08 (0.04) 0.057 No 6q25.3 
rs651164* chr6:160581374 

rs9364554 chr6:160833664 

PSORS1C3 0.09 (0.02) 4.21*10-7 0.08 (0.02) 0.00104 No 6p21.33 
rs130067 chr6:31118511 

rs12665339 chr6:30601232 

CTBP2 0.94 (0.19) 6.88*10-7 0.92 (0.42) 0.029 No 10q26.13 rs4962416 chr10:12669687
2 

STMN3 -17.3 (3.59) 1.38*10-6 -15.6 (3.65) 1.84*10-5 No 20q13.33 rs6062509 chr20:62362563 

LOC100505
495 0.69 (0.14) 1.60*10-6 0.60 (0.20) 0.00296 No 19q13.2 

rs8102476 chr19:38735613 

rs11672691 chr19:41985587 

rs61088131 chr19:42700947 

ABR 25.0 (5.39) 3.65*10-6 14.1 (5.95) 0.018 No 17p13.3 rs684232 chr17:618965 

KCNQ1 5.51 (1.2) 4.06*10-6 5.52 (1.2) 3.96*10-6 No 11p15.5 
rs7127900* chr11:2233574 

rs1881502 chr11:1507512 

DCAF12 -4.36 (1.01) 1.62*10-5 - - No 9p13.3 rs10122495
* chr9:34049779 

HIST1H2BJ 1.22 (0.29) 2.55*10-5 1.17 (0.29) 7.09*10-5 No 6p22.1 rs11545713
5 chr6:30073776 

LY6G5C 3.12 (0.75) 3.23*10-5 2.84 (0.76) 1.39*10-4 No 6p21.33 
rs130067 chr6:31118511 

rs12665339 chr6:30601232 

HAT1 3.68 (0.89) 3.41*10-5 3.59 (0.89) 5.56*10-5 No 2q31.1 rs12621278 chr2:173311553 

PPA2 1.74 (0.42) 3.57*10-5 0.60 (0.45) 0.185 No 4q24 
rs7679673 chr4:106061534 

rs11728350 ch4:106078097 

 
* Lead/Proxy SNP (r2 > 0.8 in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) not imputed for SLC22A2, 
SLC22A3, KCNQ1, DCAF12 
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Table S3.6. Summary statistics from mutually adjusted models including all significant or sugges-
tively associated genes in the same cytogenetic locus 
 

Locus Gene 
Conditional 
Beta (SE) 

Conditional 
P-value 

Discovery 
P-value 

6p21.33 CSNK2B -40.15 (11.01) 2.65*10-4 8.03*10-9 

 FLOT1 -2.57 (0.98) 0.00852 2.14*10-7 

 PSORS1C3 -0.035 (0.04) 0.333 4.21*10-7 

 LY6G5C 3.02 (0.79) 1.24*10-4 3.23*10-5 

6q25.3 SLC22A2 0.15 (0.09) 0.091 4.03*10-7 

 SLC22A3 -0.59 (0.14) 1.92*10-5 1.30*10-10 

8q24.21 POU5F1B 3.54 (0.44) 5.89*10-16 8.40*10-17 

 PCAT1 -1.23 (0.18) 3.18*10-11 5.01*10-12 

10q11.22 MSMB -3.43 (0.87) 8.48*10-5 2.97*10-41 

 NCOA4 -1.01 (0.43) 0.019 1.34*10-38 

 AGAP7 0.30 (0.19) 0.117 2.05*10-24 

 TIMM23 1.52 (0.87) 0.078 2.77*10-5 

17p13.3 FAM57A -0.43 (0.21) 0.042 4.23*10-9 

 GEMIN4 0.27 (1.02) 0.794 1.39*10-7 

 ABR 12.88 (6.08) 0.034 3.65*10-6 

 VPS53 -0.19 (0.75) 0.795 1.68*10-5 

19q13.2 PPP1R14A 1.78 (0.31) 1.24*10-8 9.99*10-9 

 LOC100505495 0.69 (0.14) 1.99*10-6 1.60*10-6 

19q13.33 KLK1 0.06 (0.09) 0.482 7.71*10-6 

 KLK15 0.99 (0.27) 2.32*10-4 1.26*10-12 

 C19orf48 2.05 (0.46) 6.54*10-6 2.46*10-14 
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Table S3.7. Summary Statistics for Trans-Ethnic Replication Meta-Analysis 
 

Gene 
Transeth-

nic Meta P-
Value 

Transeth-
nic Meta 
Beta (SE) 

AFR 
Beta 
(SE) 

AFR 
P-value 

LAT 
Beta 
(SE) 

LAT 
P-value 

EAS 
Beta 
(SE) 

EAS 
P-value 

Direction of 
Effect 

(AFR / LAT / 
EAS) 

Discovery 
+ Replica-
tion Meta 
Beta (SE) 

MSMB 1.63*10-4 -1.18 (0.31) -0.37 
(0.5) 0.45 -2.04 

(0.52) 
7.74*10-

5 
-1.22 
(0.66) 0.06 - / - / - -1.57 (0.09) 

NCOA4 2.06*10-4 0.55 (0.15) 0.14 
(0.24) 0.56 0.93 

(0.24) 
8.74*10-

5 
0.56 
(0.3) 0.06 + / + / + 0.71 (0.04) 

HNF1B 0.36 0.43 (0.46) -0.25 
(0.93) 0.79 0.48 

(0.64) 0.46 1.03 
(0.97) 0.29 - / + / + 1.91 (0.12) 

AGAP7 0.11 0.39 (0.25) -0.34 
(0.38) 0.37 0.97 

(0.4) 0.02 0.82 
(0.54) 0.13 - / + / + 0.87 (0.08) 

POU5F1B 0.22 1.52 (1.25) 2.49 
(1.95) 0.20 1.58 

(1.97) 0.42 -0.70 
(2.88) 0.81 + / + / - 3.55 (0.34) 

C19orf48 0.35 0.95 (1.02) 3.18 
(1.67) 0.06 -2.10 

(1.48) 0.16 4.81 
(2.54) 0.06 + / - / + 2.51 (0.28) 

KLK15 0.23 0.72 (0.6) 1.35 
(0.95) 0.15 -0.72 

(0.98) 0.46 2.03 
(1.28) 0.11 + / - / + 1.46 (0.18) 

PCAT1 0.00568 -1.52 (0.55) -2.95 
(0.91) 0.0012 -0.08 

(0.8) 0.92 -2.44 
(1.34) 0.07 - / - / - -1.33 (0.14) 

TMPRSS2 0.65 -0.11 (0.24) -0.02 
(0.35) 0.94 0.003 

(0.34) 0.99 -1.90 
(1.06) 0.07 - / + / - 0.37 (0.06) 

FAM57A 0.77 -0.07 (0.24) -0.04 
(0.48) 0.93 -0.26 

(0.35) 0.47 0.20 
(0.45) 0.65 - / - / + -0.40 (0.06) 

PPP1R14A 0.00461 2.41 (0.85) 3.16 
(1.45) 0.03 2.23 

(1.32) 0.09 1.64 
(1.73) 0.34 + / + / + 1.66 (0.24) 

ZFP36L2 0.73 0.71 (2.01) 0.30 
(3.94) 0.94 -3.87 

(2.99) 0.20 8.22 
(3.74) 0.03 + / - / + -3.78 (0.56) 

BHLHA15 0.36 0.67 (0.74) 1.18 
(1.3) 0.36 -0.08 

(0.99) 0.94 2.56 
(2.04) 0.21 + / - / - 1.20 (0.21) 

GEMIN4 0.68 -0.43 (1.07) -0.31 
(1.77) 0.86 -1.65 

(1.68) 0.33 1.47 
(2.21) 0.51 - / - / + -1.86 (0.31) 

STK25 0.08 4.36 (2.52) 1.00 
(4.55) 0.83 5.23 

(4.09) 0.20 6.61 
(4.5) 0.14 - / - / - 4.39 (0.72) 

KLK1 0.89 -0.02 (0.16) 0.21 
(0.31) 0.50 -0.34 

(0.24) 0.14 0.24 
(0.28) 0.39 + / - / + 0.33 (0.05) 

HOXA4 0.27 -3.07 (2.81) -8.13 
(5.69) 0.15 -3.89 

(3.53) 0.27 11.0 
(7.96) 0.17 - / - / + -3.18 (0.76) 

VPS53 0.74 -0.32 (0.96) 0.71 
(1.4) 0.62 -2.38 

(1.81) 0.19 0.06 
(1.92) 0.97 + / - / + -1.83 (0.37) 

TIMM23 0.98 0.05 (2.29) -5.69 
(3.79) 0.13 5.45 

(3.52) 0.12 -0.88 
(5.04) 0.86 - / + / - 3.37 (0.6) 
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Table S3.8. 100 Randomly Selected Genes Tested for eQTLs in or tagging VCaP ChIP-Seq 
Transcription Factor Binding Sites 
 

Gene* 
VCaP 

ChIP-Seq 
TFBS 

Variant(s) (hg19 position) 

APOB AR rs10187591 (chr2:21675836) 

B4GALT7 

AR rs189174826 (chr5:177426027) 

SPDEF rs2545799 (chr5:176852185) 

C6orf164 

AR rs34019278 (chr6:87986767), rs34107692 (chr6:88268343), 
rs4707351 (chr6:87929303) 

ERG rs12660483 (chr6:88250619), rs12663400 (chr6:88250588), 
rs16879532 (chr6:88250389), rs62417675 (chr6:88250739) 

C6orf72 AR rs10872650 (chr6:150082094), rs75507681 (chr6:150082412) 

CASD1 AR rs13234526 (chr7:94136930) 

DDX5 AR rs11396994 (chr17:62704919) 

DENND5A AR rs35091868 (chr11:9120639) 

DPM2 AR rs2244331 (chr9:130216119) 

DTNB AR rs7591899 (chr2:25389158) 

FAM82A1 AR 

rs114704307 (chr2:37886656), rs13027679 (chr2:38051088), 
rs4670210 (chr2:37886900), rs4670211 (chr2:37887017), 

rs4670748 (chr2:37886777), rs56809883 (chr2:37886494), 
rs6759224 (chr2:37887089) 

GLIPR2 SPDEF rs2002096** (chr9:36317062), rs2002097* (chr9:36317122), 
rs2002098** (chr9:36317142) 

KCNE2 AR rs35056247** (chr21:36100726) 
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Gene* 
VCaP 

ChIP-Seq 
TFBS 

Variant(s) (hg19 position) 

LHX6 AR rs10818657 (chr9:125010884), rs10818659 (chr9:125011196), 
rs10985577 (chr9:125010922) 

LHX6 ERG rs10818657 (chr9:125010884), rs10818659 (chr9:125011196), 
rs10985577 (chr9:125010922) 

LOC391322 
AR rs62233992** (chr22:24798636) 

SPDEF rs5760299 (chr22:24666834) 

LOC440925 AR rs10198822 (chr2:171536324) 

MAGI1 AR rs10510945 (chr3:65817202), rs17073922 (chr3:65817182), 
rs2291243 (chr3:65093125) 

NDRG1 AR rs10108529 (chr8:134339616), rs111444688 (chr8:134339324), 
rs2976550 (chr8:134368713), rs58908089 (chr8:134338957) 

NENF 
AR rs61828532 (chr1:212178262), rs6678627** (chr1:212363071) 

ERG rs6678627** (chr1:212363071) 

NUDCD1 SPDEF rs74942793 (chr8:110574281) 

NUDT13 AR 
rs12250907 (chr10:75023247), rs148172640 (chr10:75336306), 

rs1880701 (chr10:75313231), rs74318005 (chr10:75336209), 
rs76487112 (chr10:75336453), rs77602688 (chr10:75336475) 

OTOGL AR rs10862045 (chr12:80475448), rs17007452 (chr12:81243404) 

PGBD1 
AR rs149963 (chr6:28017131), rs9368562 (chr6:28174401) 

SPDEF rs9368544 (chr6:27986528), rs9393870 (chr6:27986882) 

PLA2G7 AR rs73736658 (chr6:46789576) 

PTPRM AR 

rs12456630 (chr18:8337539), rs595649** (chr18:8341609), 
rs607396** (chr18:7755225), rs627141** (chr18:8342476), 
rs627146 (chr18:8342477), rs657374** (chr18:8380472), 

rs7505095 (chr18:7635884) 

SEC14L1 AR rs117380308 (chr17:75093140), rs117812440** (chr17:75093216) 

SH3TC2 SPDEF rs77063086** (chr5:148941570) 
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Gene* 
VCaP 

ChIP-Seq 
TFBS 

Variant(s) (hg19 position) 

TRIM61 ERG rs78760223** (chr4:166115453) 

TXNDC16 AR rs17125551 (chr14:53012546) 

UBP1 AR rs34444514 (chr3:33678933) 

ZNF845 AR rs34092966 (chr19:53867321), rs59716235** (chr19:54125278) 

 

* Tested Genes: AGMAT, ANXA3, APBA2, APBB3, APOB, APOBEC3A, B4GALT7, BPIFB2, 
C13orf15, C6orf164, C6orf72, CASD1, CDA, CDC40, CRIPAK, CXCL17, CYB561, DBNDD1, 
DDX5, DENND5A, DPM2, DTNB, EEA1, ENTPD3-AS1, FAM43B, FAM70B, FAM78B, FAM82A1, 
FCER1G, FLJ42627, FOXA3, FREM1, GLIPR2, HPS4, KCNE2, KCNJ11, KREMEN2, LHX6, 
LOC100507218, LOC391322, LOC440925, LRIG1, LRRC20, MAGI1, MED25, MED28, MFSD6L, 
MKS1, MORC2-AS1, MPO, MTX2, NBN, NBPF7, NDRG1, NENF, NTNG1, NUDCD1, NUDT13, 
NUDT7, OTOGL, P2RY2, PAQR8, PDCD11, PEX6, PGBD1, PIWIL2, PLA2G7, PLEKHM2, 
PPIL2, PRKACA, PTPLB, PTPRM, PURA, RANBP2, RPL23AP53, RPN1, RSRC1, RTP4, 
SEC14L1, SEMA4G, SH3TC2, SLC2A6, SLC6A1, SPATS2L, SZT2, TBRG4, TGOLN2, THPO, 
TIMP2, TMEM200C, TRIM61, TRIM9, TXNDC16, UBL7, UBP1, UPK3BL, WDR77, ZNF100, 
ZNF845, ZNF846 
 
** Directly modeled eQTL variants in VCaP ChIP-Seq TFBS. Remaining variants in LD (r2 ≥ 0.8 
in 1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) with a modeled eQTL variant. 
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Table S3.9. Comparison of Directions of Effect on Androgen Receptor (AR) Binding Affinity (using 
sTRAP Transcription Factor Affinity Prediction) and Target Gene Expression Levels, either di-
rectly or by Modeled LD Proxy eQTL, for Variants in VCaP AR ChIP-Seq Peaks 
 

Androgen  
Receptor 

 (AR) TFBS 
Variant 

Variant Effect on AR Binding Affinity Variant (or LD Proxy) Effect on Gene Expression 

TRANSFAC 
Vertebrate 

2010.1 Matrix 

Effect of Allele A1 
on sTRAP AR 

Binding Affinity: 
log10(P Binding_A1) – 
log10 (PBinding_A2)  

[Rank] 

Rank-Weighted 
Average of 

Allele A1 Effect 
on Binding Affinity 

Modeled eQTL 
Variant 

A1 ↔ mA1 
A2 ↔ mA2 

Effect of mA1 Allele 
on Target Gene 

Expression 

rs58186870 
Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: G 

V$AR_01 0.750 [6] 

0.552 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs142470094 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.801) 

βeQTL = 0.016 (AGAP7) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_04 0.693 [8] 

V$AR_03 0.006 [372] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_02 0.002 [473] Modeled Allele mA2: ATG 

V$AR_Q6 -0.001 [506] 
Target Gene(s): AGAP7 

V$AR_Q2 -8.48*10-5 [683] 

rs58677292 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_01 1.41 [1] 

3.04 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs142470094 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.801) 

βeQTL = 0.016 (AGAP7) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_04 1.29 [2] 

V$AR_02 1.07 [4] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_03 0.630 [15] Modeled Allele mA2: ATG 

V$AR_Q2 0.159 [89] 
Target Gene(s): AGAP7 

V$AR_Q6 -4.00*10-5 [714] 

rs56106241 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: G 

V$AR_02 0.928 [9] 

0.598 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs142470094 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.809) 

βeQTL = 0.016 (AGAP7) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_Q6 0.717 [16] 

V$AR_03 0.376 [54] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_01 0.251 [90] Modeled Allele mA2: ATG 

V$AR_Q2 0.240 [93] 
Target Gene(s): AGAP7 

V$AR_04 0.096 [185] 

rs6975156 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q6 0.072 [182] 

0.012 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs7790229 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.988) 

βeQTL = 3.66E-04 
(BHLHA15) 

Increase in Expression 

V$AR_03 0.051 [232] 

V$AR_Q2 0.030 [308] Modeled Allele mA1: G 

V$AR_02 0.021 [362] Modeled Allele mA2: A 

V$AR_01 0.015 [412] 
Target Gene(s): BHLHA15 

V$AR_04 0.005 [569] 

rs7789380 
Allele A1: G 
Allele A2: A 

V$AR_01 0.108 [103] 

0.014 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs7790229 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.968) βeQTL = 3.65E-04 

(BHLHA15) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_04 0.054 [162] 

V$AR_03 -0.012 [304] Modeled Allele mA1: G 
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Androgen  
Receptor 

 (AR) TFBS 
Variant 

Variant Effect on AR Binding Affinity Variant (or LD Proxy) Effect on Gene Expression 

TRANSFAC 
Vertebrate 

2010.1 Matrix 

Effect of Allele A1 
on sTRAP AR 

Binding Affinity: 
log10(P Binding_A1) – 
log10 (PBinding_A2)  

[Rank] 

Rank-Weighted 
Average of 

Allele A1 Effect 
on Binding Affinity 

Modeled eQTL 
Variant 

A1 ↔ mA1 
A2 ↔ mA2 

Effect of mA1 Allele 
on Target Gene 

Expression 

V$AR_Q6 -0.004 [393] Modeled Allele mA2: A 

V$AR_02 0.003 [417] 
Target Gene(s): BHLHA15 

V$AR_Q2 -5.20*10-4 [546] 

rs10953245 
Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q6 0.092 [116] 

0.012 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs35527492 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.996) 

βeQTL = -0.015 
(BHLHA15) 

Decrease in Expression 

V$AR_03 0.027 [267] 

V$AR_02 0.017 [329] Modeled Allele mA1: T 

V$AR_Q2 0.006 [466] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_04 0.002 [575] 
Target Gene(s): BHLHA15 

V$AR_01 0.002 [593] 

rs11665748 
Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: G 

V$AR_Q2 0.20 [83] 

0.030 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs11665748 (Self, 
No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.004 (C19orf48) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_03 0.082 [165] 

V$AR_01 0.061 [188] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_02 -0.050 [209] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_04 0.045 [220] 
Target Gene(s): C19orf48 

V$AR_Q6 -0.039 [236] 

rs78177998 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q2 0.142 [108] 

0.035 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs78177998 (Self, 
No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.017 (C19orf48) 
βeQTL = 0.021 (KLK15) 

Mean Increase 
in Expression 

V$AR_Q6 0.135 [112] 

V$AR_04 0.082 [161] Modeled Allele mA1: T 

V$AR_03 0.022 [346] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_01 0.015 [391] Target Gene(s): C19orf48, 
KLK15 V$AR_02 0.008 [463] 

rs2659051 
Allele A1: G 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q6 0.019 [302] 

0.003 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs2659051 (Self, No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.003 (C19orf48) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_04 0.013 [350] 

V$AR_03 0.011 [365] Modeled Allele mA1: G 

V$AR_01 0.005 [439] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_02 0.004 [456] 
Target Gene(s): C19orf48 

V$AR_Q2 7.64*10-4 [579] 

rs11665698 
Allele A1: C 
Allele A2: A 

V$AR_01 0.219 [171] 0.026 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs11665748 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.959) 

βeQTL = 0.004 (C19orf48) 
Increase in Expression V$AR_04 0.167 [210] 
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Androgen  
Receptor 

 (AR) TFBS 
Variant 

Variant Effect on AR Binding Affinity Variant (or LD Proxy) Effect on Gene Expression 

TRANSFAC 
Vertebrate 

2010.1 Matrix 

Effect of Allele A1 
on sTRAP AR 

Binding Affinity: 
log10(P Binding_A1) – 
log10 (PBinding_A2)  

[Rank] 

Rank-Weighted 
Average of 

Allele A1 Effect 
on Binding Affinity 

Modeled eQTL 
Variant 

A1 ↔ mA1 
A2 ↔ mA2 

Effect of mA1 Allele 
on Target Gene 

Expression 

V$AR_Q6 -0.083 [293] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_Q2 0.051 [335] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_03 0.002 [566] 
Target Gene(s): C19orf48 

V$AR_02 -7.08*10-6 [835] 

rs461251 
Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: G 

V$AR_02 0.207 [82] 

0.010 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs461251 (Self, No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.035 (FAM57A) 
βeQTL = 0.016 (GEMIN4) 
βeQTL = 0.035 (VPS53) 

Mean Increase 
in Expression 

V$AR_01 -0.137 [125] 

V$AR_Q2 -0.101 [163] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_04 0.060 [221] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_03 0.049 [241] Target Gene(s): FAM57A, 
GEMIN4, VPS53 V$AR_Q6 0.005 [486] 

rs684232 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q2 0.081 [171] 

0.004 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs684232 (Self, No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.017 (FAM57A) 
βeQTL = 0.002 (GEMIN4) 
βeQTL = -0.003 (VPS53) 

Mean Increase 
in Expression 

V$AR_02 -0.017 [315] 

V$AR_04 -0.014 [347] Modeled Allele mA1: T 

V$AR_03 -0.012 [357] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_01 -0.002 [515] Target Gene(s): FAM57A, 
GEMIN4, VPS53 V$AR_Q6 -7.11*10-4 [617] 

rs11084033 
Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_Q6 0.181 [72] 

0.014 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs11084033 (Self, 
No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 0.059 (KLK1) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_02 -0.052 [177] 

V$AR_04 -0.035 [224] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_01 -0.022 [282] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_Q2 4.21 [655] 
Target Gene(s): KLK1 

V$AR_03 -9.35*10-5 [755] 

rs12571566 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_03 0.458 [23] 

0.056 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs10797293 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.863) 

βeQTL = -0.005 (NCOA4) 
Decrease in Expression 

V$AR_Q6 -0.295 [47] 

V$AR_02 0.052 [236] Modeled Allele mA1: G 

V$AR_Q2 0.038 [262] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_04 -0.038 [264] 
Target Gene(s): NCOA4 

V$AR_01 -4.11*10-3 [440] 

rs61848292 V$AR_03 0.160 [81] 0.026 βeQTL = 0.005 (NCOA4) 
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Androgen  
Receptor 

 (AR) TFBS 
Variant 

Variant Effect on AR Binding Affinity Variant (or LD Proxy) Effect on Gene Expression 

TRANSFAC 
Vertebrate 

2010.1 Matrix 

Effect of Allele A1 
on sTRAP AR 

Binding Affinity: 
log10(P Binding_A1) – 
log10 (PBinding_A2)  

[Rank] 

Rank-Weighted 
Average of 

Allele A1 Effect 
on Binding Affinity 

Modeled eQTL 
Variant 

A1 ↔ mA1 
A2 ↔ mA2 

Effect of mA1 Allele 
on Target Gene 

Expression 

Allele A1: A 
Allele A2: G V$AR_02 0.093 [129] Increase in AR Binding rs10797293 (Proxy, 

1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.876) 
Increase in Expression 

V$AR_Q2 0.005 [434] Modeled Allele mA1: C 

V$AR_Q6 5.67*10-4 [632] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_04 3.17*10-6 [856] 
Target Gene(s): NCOA4 

V$AR_01 0 [904] 

rs12569965 
Allele A1: G 
Allele A2: T 

V$AR_Q6 0.124 [168] 

0.010 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs10797293 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.863) 

βeQTL = -0.005 (NCOA4) 
Decrease in Expression 

V$AR_Q2 0.014 [407] 

V$AR_02 -0.010 [434] Modeled Allele mA1: G 

V$AR_01 6.42*10-4 [642] Modeled Allele mA2: C 

V$AR_03 -1.80*10-4 [699] 
Target Gene(s): NCOA4 

V$AR_04 2.90*10-5 [790] 

rs73034946 
Allele A1: T 
Allele A2: C 

V$AR_03 0.189 [94] 

0.024 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs241955 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 0.921) 

βeQTL = 0.018 
(PPP1R14A) 

Increase in Expression 

V$AR_Q6 0.043 [273] 

V$AR_Q2 0.017 [375] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_02 0.016 [379] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_01 1.19*10-5 [823] Target Gene(s): 
PPP1R14A V$AR_04 3.67*10-7 [880] 

rs56390510 
Allele A1: C  
Allele A2: G 

V$AR_02 0.082 [133] 

0.003 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs56390510 (Self, 
No Proxy) 

βeQTL = -0.001 (STK25) 
Decrease in Expression 

V$AR_03 -0.065 [157] 

V$AR_01 0.018 [254] Modeled Allele mA1: C 

V$AR_04 0.009 [323] Modeled Allele mA2: G 

V$AR_Q2 -0.006 [364] 
Target Gene(s): STK25 

V$AR_Q6 8.93*10-4 [514] 

rs56095453 
Allele A1: A  
Allele A2: T 

V$AR_03 -0.029 [313] 

9.17*10-4 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs56095453 (Self, 
No Proxy) 

βeQTL = 9.08E-04 
(TMPRSS2) 

Increase in Expression 

V$AR_02 0.027 [322] 

V$AR_01 0.007 [414] Modeled Allele mA1: A 

V$AR_Q2 0.005 [436] Modeled Allele mA2: T 

V$AR_Q6 0.005 [437] 
Target Gene(s): TMPRSS2 

V$AR_04 0.004 [462] 
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Androgen  
Receptor 

 (AR) TFBS 
Variant 

Variant Effect on AR Binding Affinity Variant (or LD Proxy) Effect on Gene Expression 

TRANSFAC 
Vertebrate 

2010.1 Matrix 

Effect of Allele A1 
on sTRAP AR 

Binding Affinity: 
log10(P Binding_A1) – 
log10 (PBinding_A2)  

[Rank] 

Rank-Weighted 
Average of 

Allele A1 Effect 
on Binding Affinity 

Modeled eQTL 
Variant 

A1 ↔ mA1 
A2 ↔ mA2 

Effect of mA1 Allele 
on Target Gene 

Expression 

rs8134378 
Allele A1: G 
Allele A2: A 

V$AR_01 1.50 [1] 

2.80 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs9979885 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 1.0) 

βeQTL = 0.019 
(TMPRSS2) 

Increase in Expression 

V$AR_04 1.41 [3] 

V$AR_Q2 0.838 [12] Modeled Allele mA1: C 

V$AR_02 0.727 [16] Modeled Allele mA2: T 

V$AR_03 0.380 [40] 
Target Gene(s): TMPRSS2 

V$AR_Q6 0.028 [310] 

rs8134657
Allele A1: G 
Allele A2: A 

V$AR_02 0.076 [181] 

0.008 
Increase in AR Binding 

rs9979885 (Proxy, 
1000G EUR LD r2 = 1.0) 

βeQTL = 0.019 
(TMPRSS2) 

Increase in Expression 

V$AR_01 0.018 [334] 

V$AR_Q6 0.017 [342] Modeled Allele mA1: C 

V$AR_04 0.003 [485] Modeled Allele mA2: T 

V$AR_Q2 0.002 [521] 
Target Gene(s): TMPRSS2 

V$AR_03 -3.93*10-5 [786] 
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Table S3.10. Nominally Replicated Genes with eQTLs in or tagging LNCaP DNAse-Seq Tran-
scription Factor Footprints 
 

Gene LNCaP Footprinting TFBS [Variant(s) (hg19 position)] 

AGAP7 
FOXM1 [rs113815588 (chr10:51506033)], TAL1::TCF3 [rs11599004 
(chr10:51488377)], TBX15 [rs11599004 (chr10:51488377)], Tal-1beta:ITF-2 
[rs11599004 (chr10:51488377)], p53decamer [rs144495132 (chr10:51565358)] 

BHLHA15 

AFP1 [rs2132276 (chr7:97826339)], BLIMP1 [rs6465658 (chr7:97816637)], CACD 
[rs6465658 (chr7:97816637)], E2A [rs35983874 (chr7:97916460)], E47 [rs6968193 
(chr7:97915901)], FOXM1 [rs11772293 (chr7:97925930)], GLI1 [rs7778015 
(chr7:97920269)], HMGIY [rs141996715 (chr7:97676379)], Hand1:E47 [rs6945554 
(chr7:97972945)], INSM1 [rs34616135 (chr7:97840144)], IPF1 [rs34124383 
(chr7:98027787)], IRF-7 [rs3779193 (chr7:98028465)], MAF [rs34616135 
(chr7:97840144)], MEF-2 [rs12666406 (chr7:97790990)], MZF1 [rs3801251 
(chr7:98027617)], NFE2L2 [rs34616135 (chr7:97840144)], Nrf-2 [rs34616135 
(chr7:97840144)], P50:RELA-P65 [rs10953255 (chr7:97923197)], Pax-4 [rs10953255 
(chr7:97923197)], RREB-1 [rs7778015 (chr7:97920269)], RREB1 [rs7778015 
(chr7:97920269)], SREBP [rs7778015 (chr7:97920269)], Spz1 [rs6465663 
(chr7:97918882)], TBX5 [rs34835415 (chr7:97962647)], TP53 [rs6965016 
(chr7:97807881)], Zfx [rs34695842 (chr7:97931061), rs73147342 (chr7:97928721)] 

C19orf48 
CTCF [rs2569451* (chr19:51520199)], Freac-7 [rs11665698 (chr19:51354410)], Pax-
4 [rs2075693 (chr19:51518497)], SOX [rs2659051* (chr19:51345567)], SOX2 
[rs2659051* (chr19:51345567)], Sp1 [rs2569451* (chr19:51520199)] 

FAM57A 
INSM1 [rs2295479 (chr17:636821)], LRF [rs2456274* (chr17:618407)], MZF1 
[rs2291779* (chr17:653986)], MZF1_5-13 [rs2291779* (chr17:653986)], RREB1 
[rs2295479 (chr17:636821)], Sox2 [rs3087833 (chr17:657729)], VDR [rs865702 
(chr17:568152)] 

GEMIN4 VDR [rs865702 (chr17:568152)] 

HNF1B 
Ikaros [rs9901746* (chr17:36103148)], MEF2A [rs8064454* (chr17:36101585)], 
PPARdirectrepeat1 [rs11263762* (chr17:36101925)], Zfx [rs757209* 
(chr17:36102832)] 

HOXA4 Ikaros [rs2237340 (chr7:27779764)], Klf4 [rs72598505 (chr7:27755171)], Sp1 
[rs28372805 (chr7:27702801)] 

KLK1 

CACD [rs266128* (chr19:51296491)], E2F [rs55716643* (chr19:51297824), 
rs55735528* (chr19:51297825)], E2F-1 [rs55716643* (chr19:51297824), rs55735528* 
(chr19:51297825)], E47 [rs7258708* (chr19:51299644)], GCNF [rs9991* 
(chr19:51301229)], LXR [rs3833237* (chr19:51302473)], MTF-1 [rs11084033* 
(chr19:51353954)], NF-kappaB [rs55716643* (chr19:51297824)], NFKB1 
[rs55716643* (chr19:51297824)], PPARG::RXRA [rs7258708* (chr19:51299644)], 
PPARgamma:RXRalpha [rs7258708* (chr19:51299644)], ZBRK1 [rs1043315* 
(chr19:51302153)] 
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Gene LNCaP Footprinting TFBS [Variant(s) (hg19 position)] 

NCOA4 
Cart-1 [rs4935090 (chr10:51491124)], HFH4(FOXJ1) [rs2611507 (chr10:51518672)], 
HNF3 [rs2611507 (chr10:51518672)], INSM1 [rs12783102 (chr10:51489666)], 
PPARG [rs2611471 (chr10:51503558)], Pitx3 [rs12783102 (chr10:51489666)], TFII-I 
[rs2611491 (chr10:51489392)] 

PPP1R14A MAZR [rs12611084 (chr19:38746271)], MEF-2 [rs376018088 (chr19:38284426)] 

STK25 

BLIMP1 [rs61604879 (chr2:242172408)], CIZ [rs35094131* (chr2:242126210)], CP2 
[rs1348611 (chr2:242087890)], Cdc5 [rs7568 (chr2:242291742)], GR [rs7568 
(chr2:242291742)], IRF2 [rs12618809 (chr2:242249121)], NRSF [rs62186360 
(chr2:242166211)], PLAG1 [rs111937035 (chr2:242212176)], PPARG [rs144426547 
(chr2:242198934)], PU.1 [rs61604879 (chr2:242172408)], Pbx [rs56390510* 
(chr2:242274488)], REST [rs62186360 (chr2:242166211)], SREBP [rs1064767 
(chr2:242167336)], Zic2 [rs34577714 (chr2:242046993)] 

TMPRSS2 
Gfi1b [rs13433394 (chr21:42831909)], HNF1 [rs56095453 (chr21:42893807)], HNF1A 
[rs56095453 (chr21:42893807)], Lhx3 [rs118060196 (chr21:43305854)], NF-AT 
[rs34205539* (chr21:42871545)], OTX [rs118060196 (chr21:43305854)], Pax-2 
[rs56095453 (chr21:42893807)] 

VPS53 

AP-4 [rs12952217* (chr17:1018425)], ARP-1(COUP-TF2) [rs55883617 
(chr17:836107)], E2F [rs2440054 (chr17:1031751)], FOXO1 [rs2254247 
(chr17:629272)], LRF [rs2456274* (chr17:618407)], MEF-2 [rs74365978 
(chr17:527849)], Pitx2 [rs189251824 (chr17:406736)], RSRFC4 [rs74365978 
(chr17:527849)], VDR [rs865702 (chr17:568152)] 

 
* Directly modeled eQTL variants in VCaP ChIP-Seq TFBS. Remaining variants in LD (r2 ≥ 0.8 in 
1000 Genomes Phase III EUR) with a modeled eQTL variant. 
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Table S3.11. Pathway Analysis of Transcription Factors with Non-Prostate Cancer Cell Line 
ChIP-Seq Peaks at or tagged by eQTL Variants for Nominally Replicated Genes 
 

Reactome Pathway* 
Fold 

Enrich-
ment 

Raw 
P-value** FDR 

TFAP2 (AP-2) family regulates transcription of cell cycle factors >100 3.54*10-7 1.53*10-5 

    ↳ Transcriptional regulation by the AP-2 (TFAP2) family of 
transcription factors 36.6 1.93*10-11 4.79*10-9 

        ↳ Generic Transcription Pathway 6.11 3.64*10-19 7.24*10-16 

            ↳ Gene Expression 3.9 6.30*10-17 6.27*10-14 

HDACs deacetylate histones 17.7 2.97*10-7 1.34*10-5 

    ↳ Chromatin modifying enzymes 12.6 1.38*10-16 9.12*10-14 

        ↳ Chromatin organization 12.6 1.38*10-16 6.84*10-14 

Unclassified 0.47 7.16*10-14 2.85*10-11 

Factors involved in megakaryocyte development and platelet 
production 12.9 2.64*10-12 8.77*10-10 

    ↳ Hemostasis 3.43 4.21*10-5 0.00101 

Regulation of TP53 Activity through Acetylation 23.3 4.45*10-5 0.00105 

    ↳ Regulation of TP53 Activity 8.82 3.67*10-7 1.55*10-5 

        ↳ Transcriptional Regulation by TP53 7.64 4.73*10-12 1.34*10-9 

RORA activates gene expression 24.8 3.58*10-6 1.02*10-4 

    ↳ Circadian Clock 21.6 1.35*10-10 2.43*10-8 

Activation of anterior HOX genes in hindbrain development dur-
ing early embryogenesis 17.3 1.33*10-10 2.93*10-8 

    ↳ Activation of HOX genes during differentiation 17.3 1.33*10-10 2.64*10-8 

Activation of the AP-1 family of transcription factors 40.2 1.08*10-4 0.00228 
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Reactome Pathway* 
Fold 

Enrich-
ment 

Raw 
P-value** FDR 

    ↳ MAPK targets/ Nuclear events mediated by MAP kinases 35.7 3.06*10-10 5.08*10-8 

        ↳ MAP kinase activation in TLR cascade 20.1 2.06*10-9 2.74*10-7 

CDO in myogenesis 19.2 8.86*10-5 0.00196 

    ↳ Myogenesis 19.2 8.86*10-5 0.00198 

        ↳ Developmental Biology 4.37 3.96*10-10 6.06*10-8 

ERCC6 (CSB) and EHMT2 (G9a) positively regulate rRNA ex-
pression 13.8 2.85*10-4 0.00541 

    ↳ Positive epigenetic regulation of rRNA expression 11.8 1.83*10-5 4.80*10-4 

        ↳ Epigenetic regulation of gene expression 13.4 1.64*10-9 2.33*10-7 

 

* Tested Transcription Factors: ARID3A, ATF1, ATF2, ATF3, BACH1, BATF, BCL11A, BCL3, 
BCLAF1, BHLHE40, BRCA1, CBX3, CCNT2, CDX2, CEBPB, CEBPD, CHD1, CHD2, CREB1, 
CREBBP, CTBP2, CTCF, CTCFL, E2F1, E2F4, E2F6, EBF1, EGR1, ELF1, ELK1, ELK4, EP300, 
ESR1, ETS1, EZH2, FOS, FOSL1, FOSL2, FOXA1, FOXA2, FOXM1, FOXP2, GABPA, GABPB1, 
GATA1, GATA2, GATA3, GATA6, GTF2B, GTF2F1, HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC6, HMGN3, HNF4A, 
HNF4G, HSF1, IKZF1, IRF1, IRF3, IRF4, JUN, JUNB, JUND, KDM5A, KDM5B, MAFF, MAFK, 
MAX, MAZ, MBD4, MEF2A, MEF2C, MEIS1, MTA3, MXI1, MYBL2, MYC, NANOG, NFATC1, 
NFE2, NFIC, NFKB1, NFYA, NFYB, NR2F2, NR3C1, NRF1, PAX5, PBX3, PHF8, PML, POLR2A, 
POU2F2, PRDM1, RAD21, RBBP5, RCOR1, REST, RFX3, RFX5, RUNX3, RXRA, SAP30, 
SETDB1, SIN3A, SIRT6, SIX5, SMARCA4, SMARCB1, SMARCC1, SMARCC2, SMC3, SP1, 
SP2, SP4, SPI1, SREBF1, SRF, STAT1, STAT2, STAT3, STAT5A, SUZ12, TAF1, TAF7, TAL1, 
TBL1XR1, TBP, TCF12, TCF3, TCF7L2, TEAD4, TFAP2A, TFAP2C, THAP1, TRIM28, UBTF, 
USF1, USF2, WRNIP1, YY1, ZBTB33, ZBTB7A, ZEB1, ZKSCAN1, ZNF143, ZNF217, ZNF263, 
ZNF274 
 
** PANTHER Overrepresentation Test of Reactome Pathways (Fisher's Exact Test) 
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Table S3.12. Modeled eQTL Variants for Nominally Replicated Genes 
 

Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

MSMB 
rs10993994 

0.137382087372 * chr10.51549496.T.C 

NCOA4 

rs10761581, rs10797293, rs10821609, rs10857544, rs10993994, rs10994470, 
rs11005000, rs11005001, rs113007204, rs11593018, rs117007447, rs11815907, 
rs12770171, rs140400658, rs149459027, rs199737079, rs201553402, rs2574950, 
rs2574979, rs2611492, rs2813326, rs2843566, rs3032323, rs35931666, rs36081243, 
rs3829175, rs4245023, rs4267018, rs4390270, rs55848837, rs61847076, rs61847077, 
rs61858186, rs6537554, rs7073005, rs7350420, rs78937603, rs7905981, rs7911198 

-0.00894975773274 * chr10.51568378.T.G + 0.0053262686578 * chr10.51835528.G.C 
+ -0.0100170608091 * chr10.51550917.C.T + -7.60408177822e-05 * 
chr10.51086922.T.C + -0.2495579856 * chr10.51549496.T.C + -0.019690752174 * 
chr10.51558660.G.A + 0.00637687964868 * chr10.52054965.T.C + 
0.000910455747353 * chr10.52054970.G.A + -0.000231873538128 * 
chr10.51593069.GACA.G + 0.000761879352574 * chr10.52055245.G.A + 
0.109067814805 * chr10.52058576.T.C + 0.00595177814957 * chr10.52054796.T.C + 
0.0357638592524 * chr10.51549314.C.T + 0.00785398673495 * chr10.51831312.A.G 
+ -0.00880980208611 * chr10.51086267.G.A + 0.000414694880872 * 
chr10.52059234.CCCCG.C + -0.00931080615415 * chr10.51486999.G.A + 
0.010577733828 * chr10.52040307.T.A + 0.464074907611 * chr10.52073163.A.C + -
0.00786138331763 * chr10.51489370.C.G + 0.0125046334695 * chr10.52038589.G.A 
+ -0.00791445008919 * chr10.51489367.C.T + -0.0021681297676 * 
chr10.51520177.GT.G + -0.00188236610413 * chr10.51520488.T.TAA + 
0.000608972401374 * chr10.52055431.GA.G + 0.00110085119848 * 
chr10.51127454.G.A + 0.00437469046241 * chr10.51812441.A.C + 
0.00304823805185 * chr10.52056410.G.A + -0.00114939310707 * 
chr10.51101320.C.T + -0.00656208544015 * chr10.51502552.G.T + -
0.00172837018682 * chr10.51591402.C.G + -0.00182008995604 * 
chr10.51591433.C.T + 0.000785786671181 * chr10.52059207.A.G + 3.70640325888e-
05 * chr10.51104456.A.G + 0.00200382301535 * chr10.52054031.C.T + 
0.0126773682794 * chr10.51594462.T.C + -0.00150812936556 * chr10.51580467.C.G 
+ -0.0122302730826 * chr10.51128662.G.A + -0.0391468481301 * 
chr10.51537475.G.A 

HNF1B 

rs11263761, rs11263762, rs11263763, rs11651052, rs12453443, rs12945081, 
rs2522964, rs34444303, rs3760511, rs67143603, rs7405696, rs757209, rs8064454, 
rs9901746 

0.0176642411056 * chr17.36097775.G.A + 0.0106249688443 * chr17.36101926.G.A + 
0.00593439653366 * chr17.36103565.G.A + 0.0164237656249 * chr17.36102381.A.G 
+ 0.00383561821556 * chr17.36104121.C.G + -0.00433697040406 * 
chr17.36139423.G.A + -0.200489148648 * chr17.35809215.T.A + -0.0135539048535 * 
chr17.36146301.G.A + 0.00274038763262 * chr17.36106313.T.G + 0.0137098504649 
* chr17.36108231.T.C + 0.00640905880796 * chr17.36102035.G.C + 
0.00807980627394 * chr17.36102833.G.A + 0.0212022148065 * chr17.36101586.A.C 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

+ 0.0108593178563 * chr17.36103149.G.A 

AGAP7 

rs10708919, rs10824973, rs10824974, rs10826223, rs10993994, rs10994577, 
rs11003511, rs11284399, rs113007204, rs11327043, rs11548236, rs11592181, 
rs117156369, rs12146177, rs12770171, rs12777595, rs142470094, rs143254339, 
rs17178655, rs200598858, rs28671507, rs34726772, rs371975360, rs373320530, 
rs3849145, rs4935065, rs570896036, rs59363341, rs61847076, rs61847077, 
rs7070965, rs71502415, rs75933669, rs76874542, rs78937603, rs7905112, 
rs79995577 

-0.0164381253676 * chr10.50984396.TA.T + -0.000133144679 * chr10.51807210.T.C 
+ -0.00195796863568 * chr10.51807214.G.A + -0.0258779900236 * 
chr10.51538825.G.A + -0.0949913982669 * chr10.51549496.T.C + -0.0532322726589 
* chr10.51561241.G.A + -0.00310934830515 * chr10.51808564.C.T + -
0.0528098666038 * chr10.50992529.CT.C + -0.00262505782264 * 
chr10.51593069.GACA.G + -0.0191389426875 * chr10.51807447.TC.T + 
1.80731815775 * chr10.51589581.C.T + -0.061318256217 * chr10.51582686.G.A + -
0.143398918738 * chr10.50970768.C.T + -0.00414741934056 * chr10.51807814.G.T + 
0.000842146508394 * chr10.51549314.C.T + 0.208275983265 * chr10.51500625.G.C 
+ -0.0162242018032 * chr10.51834814.A.ATG + -0.00586362861622 * 
chr10.51807458.T.G + -0.0106407482386 * chr10.51561799.G.A + -0.0824639873494 
* chr10.51510383.C.CA + 0.0134645833032 * chr10.51820916.C.A + 0.641422180216 
* chr10.50979780.AT.TT + -0.019542588235 * chr10.51505009.GA.G + 
0.0209086549522 * chr10.51602606.C.A + 0.0257423733021 * chr10.51049548.G.A + 
0.00962156672871 * chr10.51814612.T.C + 6.35504883565 * 
chr10.51834675.C.CAAAAAAAATAAT + -3.37563385649e-05 * chr10.51810982.C.A + 
-0.00391681333647 * chr10.51591402.C.G + -0.00411826106369 * 
chr10.51591433.C.T + -0.0370849915106 * chr10.51560207.G.A + 0.213355801062 * 
chr10.51546115.G.A + 0.0186975295641 * chr10.51563351.G.T + 1.37827784019 * 
chr10.51006811.C.T + -0.00389823208345 * chr10.51580467.C.G + 
0.00361897717409 * chr10.51807402.T.G + -0.0628093030571 * chr10.51508576.T.C 

POU5F1B 
rs6470510 

-0.0431840297396 * chr8.128429660.T.C 

C19orf48 

rs10421146, rs10421906, rs10445554, rs11084032, rs11665748, rs11668685, 
rs200343323, rs2042905, rs2091181, rs2411331, rs2569451, rs2569748, rs2659051, 
rs266121, rs2691225, rs2691226, rs2691227, rs2691229, rs2739443, rs28665094, 
rs34988149, rs368439913, rs41275784, rs4239492, rs4801855, rs4802742, 
rs4802751, rs62114265, rs67013619, rs7250580, rs73584983, rs73592857, 
rs75759612, rs78177998, rs79178205, rs79473488 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

0.00306265890853 * chr19.51290110.C.T + 5.63081634606e-06 * 
chr19.51290499.C.G + 0.00306057280778 * chr19.51349716.T.C + 
0.00214925200808 * chr19.51349602.A.G + 0.00439840993708 * chr19.51354397.G.A 
+ 0.0157733001015 * chr19.51304566.A.C + 0.00670821927457 * 
chr19.51351233.TC.T + 0.00631532408493 * chr19.51288886.G.C + -
0.00782146656458 * chr19.51592564.G.T + 0.00102856175279 * chr19.51350880.T.A 
+ -0.0038233278571 * chr19.51520200.C.T + -0.0217730628708 * 
chr19.51341455.G.A + 0.00277007588133 * chr19.51345568.C.G + -0.0230028300193 
* chr19.51299959.C.G + 0.00380311279741 * chr19.51545463.T.C + 
0.00590257323745 * chr19.51545481.A.G + 0.00394336591438 * chr19.51545746.G.A 
+ 0.00592373866007 * chr19.51546642.T.C + -0.0172018849026 * 
chr19.51341326.G.A + 0.00418587908405 * chr19.51472388.C.T + -
0.00679562092422 * chr19.51341672.T.A + 1.27243205496e-05 * 
chr19.51545899.C.CAAA + 0.0229570780608 * chr19.51191057.A.C + 
0.00340393981385 * chr19.51348711.C.T + 0.00329791092634 * chr19.51348572.T.G 
+ 0.0131001014862 * chr19.51303304.A.C + 0.00406584327004 * 
chr19.51348229.G.C + -0.0496882556072 * chr19.51260408.T.C + 0.00726900652243 
* chr19.51288968.GT.G + -0.00458819656997 * chr19.51519803.A.G + 
0.00238487528189 * chr19.51290173.A.G + 0.0211927824316 * chr19.51377607.A.G 
+ 0.0206363768769 * chr19.51374807.G.T + -0.0170806221405 * chr19.51345264.T.C 
+ 0.0245842204102 * chr19.51374738.T.A + 0.0237211984311 * chr19.51374748.C.G 

KLK15 
rs2659124, rs266863, rs266878, rs78177998 

0.0238490159221 * chr19.51354597.A.T + 0.0683401469369 * chr19.51355650.T.C + 
0.0108892759773 * chr19.51359114.G.C + -0.0210133552355 * chr19.51345264.T.C 

PCAT1 

rs10481163, rs10481164, rs11448589, rs1551513, rs1551515, rs16901904, 
rs17762878, rs17762938, rs2035637, rs4473999, rs4573233, rs55986178, rs6651240, 
rs7015383, rs73351641, rs74485418, rs7823297, rs7823764, rs7824011, rs7824393, 
rs78316206, rs7842175, rs7844107, rs9656964 

0.00434644993826 * chr8.128027957.C.T + 0.00416499165824 * chr8.128027962.G.A 
+ 0.00469715477781 * chr8.128026938.T.TA + 0.00419227410122 * 
chr8.128025599.T.C + 0.00643664585733 * chr8.128025404.T.A + 0.00452411784113 
* chr8.128027502.T.C + 0.000265069708467 * chr8.128025053.A.G + 
0.00578785355167 * chr8.128025857.T.C + 0.00947153815595 * chr8.128023059.C.A 
+ 0.00600236049439 * chr8.128025762.C.T + 0.00665868785762 * 
chr8.128025263.G.A + -0.0202266345905 * chr8.127880198.T.G + 0.012563543274 * 
chr8.128026046.A.T + -0.0123143977939 * chr8.127877650.G.T + 0.00680111210722 
* chr8.128025212.G.A + 0.038983875254 * chr8.128010900.C.T + 0.00566990692551 
* chr8.128025916.C.T + 0.0051718210671 * chr8.128026262.A.G + 
0.00530684882918 * chr8.128026203.G.C + 0.00486403229287 * chr8.128026684.A.G 
+ 0.0489450044711 * chr8.128019309.C.T + 0.00502307449685 * 
chr8.128026317.T.C + 0.00764242098458 * chr8.128023386.G.A + 
0.00591192532044 * chr8.128025777.C.G 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

FAM57A 

rs12601740, rs150674644, rs2291779, rs2456274, rs2474694, rs2644715, rs331013, 
rs34623718, rs35334456, rs434307, rs444385, rs461251, rs4968105, rs4968131, 
rs4968165, rs555854868, rs59580892, rs60060532, rs62053809, rs67456235, 
rs684232, rs71358511, rs72810245, rs7406992, rs79350209, rs866304 

-0.0124022348699 * chr17.500930.G.A + 0.169097544159 * chr17.513245.G.T + 
0.00193676015626 * chr17.653987.T.C + -0.0546123536101 * chr17.618408.C.A + -
0.018276552175 * chr17.618039.G.A + 0.0576312442288 * chr17.632686.G.A + 
0.000290952996585 * chr17.530790.A.G + -0.00910534216656 * chr17.642578.G.A + 
-0.00309884130924 * chr17.641579.G.A + 0.00018815749347 * chr17.554080.C.T + 
0.00906572870338 * chr17.474543.G.A + -0.0354891941649 * chr17.619162.A.G + 
0.00373084447143 * chr17.652520.G.A + -0.00129063209071 * chr17.851747.T.C + 
0.0122287234505 * chr17.470314.A.C + -0.0107561716841 * chr17.559940.ATG.A + 
0.00169111453502 * chr17.654039.T.G + -0.00012697937473 * chr17.581194.C.T + -
0.000253342457818 * chr17.595538.T.C + 0.00118017329531 * chr17.651744.G.A + -
0.0172601309388 * chr17.618965.T.C + -0.00249845702506 * chr17.645583.C.T + 
0.0185225664779 * chr17.637644.G.T + 0.00553634905784 * chr17.839964.T.C + -
0.00477583103008 * chr17.1010578.A.G + 0.0227533231577 * chr17.587729.T.C 

PPP1R14A 

rs11667256, rs16975963, rs241955, rs4802297, rs76443179, rs78558945, rs8102454, 
rs8102476 

-0.0916856234536 * chr19.38735804.A.T + -0.000524997762054 * 
chr19.38325536.C.G + -0.0184406198822 * chr19.38278677.A.G + -0.107508387273 * 
chr19.38738130.G.C + 0.0017409209128 * chr19.38669622.G.A + 0.0119593923459 * 
chr19.38695262.G.A + -0.0438319491267 * chr19.38735480.G.A + -
0.00607730868168 * chr19.38735613.C.T 

TMPRSS2 

rs11463654, rs115578024, rs117016829, rs146564124, rs1557370, rs28360562, 
rs2839413, rs34205539, rs34983238, rs4327307, rs55992492, rs56095453, 
rs60687893, rs73231906, rs79783160, rs79872290, rs9978557, rs9979885, rs9984523 

-0.0102969463693 * chr21.42615842.C.CT + -0.0800036525789 * chr21.42465543.T.C 
+ 0.0492252837785 * chr21.43307925.G.A + -0.041305801796 * chr21.42837861.C.T 
+ -0.0358688118432 * chr21.42830690.A.G + -0.116019464346 * chr21.42878126.A.C 
+ 0.00629164112659 * chr21.43316078.G.A + -0.0543239611019 * 
chr21.42871545.A.AT + -0.0200658280075 * chr21.42868997.A.C + -
0.0114960724042 * chr21.42901033.G.A + -0.0229050986786 * chr21.42830902.T.A + 
0.000907537203622 * chr21.42893808.T.A + -0.0238165702039 * 
chr21.42830901.A.G + 0.0622456885647 * chr21.42892348.C.T + 0.0102475802835 * 
chr21.43318259.C.T + -0.220301885661 * chr21.42950876.C.A + -0.106451363426 * 
chr21.42882462.C.T + -0.0194301704637 * chr21.42886232.C.T + -0.0212779026067 
* chr21.42884031.C.T 

GEMIN4 

rs2467247, rs2474694, rs2740345, rs2740358, rs2750006, rs330999, rs331000, 
rs410157, rs461251, rs58042979, rs684232, rs866304 

0.00348546234718 * chr17.671146.C.T + -0.00184042938832 * chr17.618039.G.A + 
0.0071462388132 * chr17.667377.G.A + 0.00678810236252 * chr17.617059.T.C + 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

0.00126415335444 * chr17.659371.G.A + 0.00303055432413 * chr17.609658.A.T + 
0.00265569057402 * chr17.609506.T.C + 0.000270842613009 * chr17.598240.T.C + -
0.0160820796779 * chr17.619162.A.G + 0.00584130291999 * chr17.675201.C.T + -
0.00205545553941 * chr17.618965.T.C + 0.0113949377251 * chr17.587729.T.C 

BHLHA15 

rs10953238, rs111849767, rs11760930, rs34649939, rs34672324, rs34838763, 
rs35527492, rs6465657, rs67420939, rs75021532, rs77191343, rs7790229 

-0.0257104557007 * chr7.97676259.C.T + -0.0140635826194 * chr7.97911618.G.A + -
1.66211862928e-05 * chr7.97915789.G.A + -0.00511897399717 * 
chr7.97849359.CA.C + -0.0184295579838 * chr7.97989237.A.AT + -
0.00010039582709 * chr7.97898810.C.CT + -0.0146750578599 * chr7.97849464.C.T + 
-0.00156960865299 * chr7.97816327.C.T + -2.45703120296e-05 * chr7.97850599.A.C 
+ -0.037316085092 * chr7.97949650.G.A + -0.101611487644 * chr7.97978909.G.A + -
0.000365598477451 * chr7.97919338.G.A 

ZFP36L2 
rs1038822, rs115425585, rs7600872 

0.0200002093389 * chr2.43738173.T.C + 0.0181183454022 * chr2.43741596.T.A + 
0.00430544688611 * chr2.43789231.T.C 

STK25 

rs10187363, rs10933546, rs10933548, rs11677414, rs11884197, rs11896191, 
rs12612578, rs12619677, rs141659095, rs143748637, rs144944572, rs151280108, 
rs201892214, rs35094131, rs56061376, rs56390510, rs58226367, rs59542139, 
rs60515663, rs62186363, rs62186405, rs62186406, rs62186408, rs62186410, 
rs62186419, rs62186420, rs67625947, rs72484048, rs73002114, rs75011974, 
rs9679681 

0.00299945864137 * chr2.242053823.C.T + -0.00058306111082 * chr2.242225998.T.A 
+ -0.000458427179922 * chr2.242234837.T.C + -0.000256800381638 * 
chr2.242237797.G.A + -0.000364387906858 * chr2.242242786.C.T + -
0.000569227762938 * chr2.242226751.T.C + -0.000405469687864 * 
chr2.242236660.G.A + -0.000540988503264 * chr2.242213195.A.G + -
0.00171472917614 * chr2.242317685.AT.A + -0.00129155229699 * 
chr2.242280809.TACTA.T + -0.0013297205376 * chr2.242921866.CTG.C + -
0.00192277168033 * chr2.242312353.C.CT + 0.000302753730719 * 
chr2.242043565.CAAA.C + 0.00167883173069 * chr2.242126210.GA.G + -
0.000357450806604 * chr2.242243435.T.C + -0.00124400006102 * 
chr2.242274489.G.C + -0.000518734114298 * chr2.242227547.C.T + -
0.000594380818493 * chr2.242213649.T.C + -0.000593239333926 * 
chr2.242214258.G.A + -0.00931176362478 * chr2.242176429.G.A + -
0.000497855085793 * chr2.242232153.C.G + -0.000477674360028 * 
chr2.242233456.A.G + -0.000440055621908 * chr2.242235651.A.G + -
0.000422424517483 * chr2.242235858.T.C + -0.000344761624544 * 
chr2.242246865.C.T + -0.000331453962084 * chr2.242246875.T.C + -
0.000539530075697 * chr2.242227400.C.A + -0.000519437988534 * 
chr2.242227359.G.C + -0.00128980338326 * chr2.242280924.G.A + -
0.00206683471309 * chr2.241940582.C.T + 0.00297475496895 * chr2.242147264.C.A 

HOXA4 rs12670250, rs13245339, rs147853527, rs17427421, rs55947942, rs572478750, 
rs6957243 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

0.0069169410998 * chr7.27577103.A.G + 0.00344771096665 * chr7.27562097.T.C + -
0.00256440157884 * chr7.27040802.G.A + -0.00658285648347 * chr7.27118974.C.T + 
-0.0572972369606 * chr7.27611838.A.T + -0.0273058261967 * 
chr7.26938274.ATTTTTT.A + -0.00769292432381 * chr7.27440061.C.T 

VPS53 

rs10708313, rs111583421, rs111764301, rs112189013, rs114972153, rs11652688, 
rs1237094, rs12449775, rs12952217, rs140168243, rs145868182, rs16953156, 
rs17620240, rs183156235, rs2456274, rs2543778, rs2740358, rs28396482, rs330999, 
rs331000, rs34185510, rs34699431, rs370503694, rs410157, rs4280315, rs437948, 
rs4531806, rs502018, rs555854868, rs55842940, rs6598823, rs7405543, rs7406992, 
rs76404864, rs77032846, rs77114150, rs77432469, rs79547623, rs8069166, 
rs9907824, rs9910739, rs9916862 

0.00298129077698 * chr17.611084.CA.C + 0.00195062562676 * chr17.798817.T.C + -
0.00613046163368 * chr17.167086.T.C + -0.00596664716686 * 
chr17.1015861.A.AAGGAAGGAAGAG + -0.00338818791926 * chr17.869131.G.A + 
0.000410485449557 * chr17.278302.A.G + -0.00618916427239 * chr17.619842.C.T + -
0.0173870631382 * chr17.286649.C.T + 0.0198549114246 * chr17.1018426.C.G + 
0.0138650982732 * chr17.1040403.C.T + -0.000184660719197 * chr17.837689.G.GA 
+ 0.000585399094848 * chr17.424880.G.A + -0.00248607380249 * chr17.833158.T.G 
+ -0.00453669234117 * chr17.1013159.C.T + -0.00414880836343 * chr17.618408.C.A 
+ 0.00788759715298 * chr17.565745.C.T + 0.00273519223973 * chr17.617059.T.C + 
0.00111313653078 * chr17.513349.C.T + 0.0043351266551 * chr17.609658.A.T + 
0.00587696757966 * chr17.609506.T.C + 0.00463763465831 * chr17.1016613.G.A + 
0.006638399938 * chr17.581890.A.T + -0.00736333372148 * chr17.167104.T.G + 
0.00621332619983 * chr17.598240.T.C + -0.00866766645637 * chr17.188593.C.T + -
0.00795426797882 * chr17.623356.C.G + -0.00387866475792 * chr17.151348.G.T + 
0.0142911183555 * chr17.631307.C.T + 0.00749022132583 * chr17.559940.A.G + 
1.51475771512e-06 * chr17.160523.G.A + 0.00544940504489 * chr17.610094.G.C + -
7.53717157369e-05 * chr17.1038663.G.A + 0.0146910407207 * chr17.839964.T.C + 
0.00353161645929 * chr17.293274.A.G + 0.0138399043631 * chr17.123961.G.A + 
0.0201782533238 * chr17.276966.T.A + -0.00135914436027 * chr17.713598.C.T + 
0.0083116137637 * chr17.240172.G.C + 0.00323314487033 * chr17.293138.G.A + 
0.477739322465 * chr17.813875.G.A + 0.0402301617326 * chr17.421755.A.G + -
0.00801902962172 * chr17.1038188.A.G 

KLK1 

rs10401588, rs1043315, rs10445554, rs1061476, rs1061477, rs11084032, 
rs11084033, rs1135766, rs11573, rs11668998, rs12610777, rs1654513, rs200343323, 
rs2292185, rs2411331, rs2456585, rs2560931, rs2560933, rs2659103, rs2659104, 
rs266114, rs266122, rs266123, rs266125, rs266127, rs266128, rs3745526, rs3833237, 
rs4239492, rs4801853, rs4801855, rs4802741, rs4802751, rs529333024, 
rs547476048, rs55716643, rs55735528, rs55929248, rs560911495, rs62113224, 
rs7258708, rs73592857, rs925013, rs9991 

0.00777013304966 * chr19.51305287.A.G + 0.00225280727302 * chr19.51302154.G.A 
+ 0.003348928652 * chr19.51349716.T.C + 0.0112736509913 * chr19.51360087.G.A + 
0.00498653350085 * chr19.51360096.T.C + 0.00396236238451 * chr19.51349602.A.G 
+ 0.0587706899223 * chr19.51353955.C.A + 0.0278058515406 * chr19.51359503.A.G 
+ 0.0273384543727 * chr19.51359497.T.C + 0.00271511004203 * 
chr19.51299342.C.T + 0.00273032259905 * chr19.51303727.T.C + -0.0256729957034 
* chr19.51402682.C.T + 0.0348077751087 * chr19.51351233.TC.T + 
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Gene 
Modeled eQTL Variant(s): 

dbSNP rsid’s (top row), and 
Effect size * [chr].[hg19 position].[reference allele].[effect allele] (bottom row) 

0.0157456158306 * chr19.51358688.C.T + 0.00474425251644 * chr19.51350880.T.A + 
0.00334400701562 * chr19.51304104.C.T + 0.00229175502738 * chr19.51305784.C.T 
+ 0.00362599924585 * chr19.51304434.A.G + 0.0159491250027 * 
chr19.51323881.T.G + 0.0128883191981 * chr19.51323947.A.G + 0.00684026168041 
* chr19.51332670.C.T + 0.00308692963367 * chr19.51298912.T.C + 
0.00329724597333 * chr19.51297944.A.G + 0.00144739594979 * chr19.51296796.A.T 
+ 0.0018564904141 * chr19.51296698.A.G + 0.00454700579494 * 
chr19.51296492.T.C + 0.00217690039912 * chr19.51302202.T.A + 
0.000790476509333 * chr19.51302473.T.TAAG + 0.00401854055943 * 
chr19.51348711.C.T + 0.0156087262113 * chr19.51301395.C.T + 0.00553089412199 
* chr19.51348572.T.G + 0.00232725099209 * chr19.51301456.G.A + 
0.0185343465966 * chr19.51348229.G.C + 0.0948208612213 * chr19.51457477.G.A + 
0.0915166955879 * chr19.51457479.C.A + 0.00326334447186 * chr19.51297825.G.A 
+ 0.0170500351121 * chr19.51297826.C.A + 0.00194302264881 * 
chr19.51300139.C.T + 0.0751734934729 * chr19.51360418.C.CAA + 2.11805673516 * 
chr19.51367130.G.A + 0.00285191914505 * chr19.51299645.G.A + 
0.000378423374998 * chr19.51377607.A.G + 0.0596297774773 * chr19.51353601.A.G 
+ 0.0161801019435 * chr19.51301230.G.A 

TIMM23 

rs10994675, rs113007204, rs11548236, rs117273914, rs17720205, rs3813713, 
rs41306524, rs56148635, rs61847076, rs61847077, rs72795895, rs72795897, 
rs72797707, rs78937603 

0.0143871572222 * chr10.51563993.G.A + -0.000871296228078 * 
chr10.51593069.GACA.G + 9.70381305779e-06 * chr10.51589581.C.G + 
0.00322934621867 * chr10.51580469.A.C + -0.00294106781801 * 
chr10.51579413.C.T + 0.00374199298267 * chr10.51571131.C.G + 0.01290561066 * 
chr10.51582894.C.T + 0.0008502740194 * chr10.51587237.G.A + -0.00168021247519 
* chr10.51591402.C.G + -0.000253470364938 * chr10.51591433.C.T + 
0.00105413433729 * chr10.51580410.C.A + 0.00103687481119 * chr10.51581889.T.A 
+ 0.000586982824098 * chr10.51592727.C.G + -0.00246296684203 * 
chr10.51580467.C.G 
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Figure S3.1. Comparison of GTEx and Training Data Model Composition 
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Figure S3.1 Legend: “Heatmaps of linkage disequilibrium (LD) r2 between eQTL variants mod-
eled in GTEx v6p Prostate PredictDB dataset (“GTEx Model”) and those modeled using the 
dbGaP training data (“Training Model”) for this study. The margin colors highlight whether a par-
ticular modeled variant derives from the “GTEx Model,” “Training Model,” or was present in “Both 
Models” for a particular gene, while the broader LD patterns reveal the extent of similarity or 
dissimilarity for models developed for the expression levels of the same gene in two different 
datasets.” 
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Figure S3.2. Comparison of Number of Modeled eQTL Variants between TWAS Reference Pan-
els 
 

 
 
Figure S3.2 Legend: Scatter plot comparison of the cross-validated performance r2 for 1,884 
gene expression models derived from GTEx prostate data (N = 87 subjects) versus the training 
dataset for the present study (N = 471). In addition to a linear regression line and 95% confidence 
interval, marginal histograms and density curves are included for both the x-axis (training data 
model performance) and y-axis (GTEx model performance), with the minimum and mean r2 values 
also labeled. 
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Figure S3.3. Comparison of Training Data Models Generated using ±500kb and ±1Mb Gene-
Centric Windows 
 

 
 
Figure S3.3 Legend: Comparison of Model Performance in TCGA Normal Prostate Tissue Ex-
pression (N = 45 subjects) for Training Data Models Developed Using Genotypes in ±500kb vs. 
±1Mb Windows. Scatter plot comparison of the correlation to observed RNA-seq expression and 
mean-squared error (MSE) of imputed TCGA normal prostate expression through Elastic Net 
Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation (LOOCV) modeling of all variants within one megabase of gene 
boundaries (Y-axis) versus a half-megabase (X-axis) using the same training dataset of N = 471 
prostate tissue samples. The correlation (Spearman’s rho) between imputed and observed ex-
pression is illustrated in red, while the Mean Squared Error of the predictions is illustrated in violet, 
both with marginal density curves. Marginal density curves are included with mean values 
(“MSEMean”, “rhoMean”) labeled. 
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Figure S3.4. Quantile-Quantile Plot of Discovery Association Analysis 
 

 
 
Figure S3.4 Legend: Quantile-Quantile Plot of PrCa TWAS Associations from the UK Biobank 
Discovery Analysis. Comparison of observed versus expected (uniform) distributions of –
log10(TWAS P-values). Genes with a protective vs. risk direction of effect are illustrated in light 
blue and navy, respectively, and the 95% confidence interval is depicted in grey. The identity line 
(y = x) is illustrated in black, and genomic inflation factor λGC listed in the legend. 
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Figure S3.5. Virtual 4C Analysis of LNCaP Hi-C Data for 19 Associated Genes 
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Figure S3.5 Legend: Virtual 4C of LNCaP Hi-C Data for Associated Genes of Interest. Illustration 
of the physical interactions between the promoter region of a given gene and its neighboring 
genomic loci. Y-axis values (blue) reflect the number of sequencing reads mapped to a given 
genomic position (X-axis) that were physically ligated to the 40kb window containing the anchor-
ing point (red) locus in chromatin conformation capture (Hi-C) experiment data from the LNCaP 
prostate cancer cell line. Green and pink arrows illustrate the genomic positions of the furthest 
upstream and downstream modeled eQTL variants, respectively, predicted to up- or down-regu-
late expression levels of the particular target gene of interest. 
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Figure S3.6. Comparison of Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOOCV) and 10-fold Cross Vali-
dation Models 
 

 
 
Figure S3.6 Legend: Comparison of Model Performance for Leave-One-Out Cross Validation 
(LOOCV) and 10-fold Cross Validation (CV) Training Data Models, in Application to TCGA Normal 
Prostate Tissue Expression (N = 45 subjects). 6a. Scatter plot comparison of mean-squared error 
(MSE) of imputed TCGA normal prostate expression versus observed RNA-seq measurements 
using 10-fold CV (Y-axis) and LOOCV (X-axis) models developed from training dataset. In addi-
tion to a linear regression line and 95% confidence interval, marginal histograms and density 
curves are included with mean values (“MSEMean”) labeled. 6b. Scatter plot comparison of Spear-
man’s correlation between imputed TCGA normal prostate expression and observed RNA-seq 
measurements using 10-fold CV (Y-axis) and LOOCV (x-axis) models developed from training 
dataset. In addition to a linear regression line and 95% confidence interval, marginal histograms 
and density curves are included with mean values (“rhoMean”) labeled. 
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Figure S3.7. Genetic Principal Components for Men from the UK Biobank, Colored by Self-
Reported Ethnicity 
 

 

 
 
Figure S3.7 Legend: Genetic Principal Components for Male UK Biobank Participants. Illustra-
tion of the first (PC1) and second principal component (PC2) of genetic ancestry for male subjects 
from the UK Biobank (with both self-identified and genetically inferred gender of male). Top: Joint 
distribution of PC1 and PC2, with subjects color-coded by self-reported ancestry. Bottom: Illus-
tration of subjects (yellow) within 5 standard deviations of the PC1 and PC2 means for self-iden-
tified “White” subjects that were carried into the discovery analysis. 
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Chapter 4 

Association Study of Over 200,000 Subjects Reveals Novel 

Rare Variants and Clarifies Cumulative Effect of Common 

Variants on Prostate Cancer Susceptibility 

 

4.1 Background 

The predominant technological approach for assaying genetic variation, DNA microarrays, has 

focused on assessing genetic variants observed relatively frequently in the population (e.g. in at 

least 1 of every 50 individuals) for several reasons, including the algorithmic challenges of 

confidently measuring and predicting rare occurrences. Meanwhile, the body of research on 

prostate cancer genetics, as well as other traits and diseases, suggests that the failure to consider 

“rare” variants observed less frequently in the population may obscure a large portion of the 

overall picture of genetic risk. Although rare variants may only account for genetic risk in the select 

number of individuals that carry them, due to evolutionary forces of natural selection, it is possible 

that they may explain a disproportionately large amount of the genetic burden for those patients 

that harbor them. To evaluate the hypothesis that rare variants play a substantial role in prostate 

cancer genetic risk, we gathered several datasets containing more than 200,000 male subjects. 

This included custom genetic data that we tailored to specifically target rare, and biologically 

functional, variation that would be otherwise ignored by other genotyping approaches. In parallel, 

we sought to evaluate the performance of the common prostate cancer risk variants previously 

reported on predicting prostate cancer incidence, and discover new biological risk mechanisms. 
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4.2 Abstract 

Background 

The potential association between rare genetic variants and prostate cancer (PrCa) has been 

understudied due to challenges with imputation. Furthermore, the cumulative effect of all known 

PrCa risk variants may be of similar magnitude as high penetrance mutations.  

 

Objective 

To identify rare variants associated with PrCa susceptibility, and better characterize the 

mechanisms and cumulative disease risk associated with common risk variants, by integrating 

large population-based cohorts, custom genotyping microarrays, and imputation reference 

panels. 

 

Design, Setting, and Participants 

11,649 men (6,196 PrCa cases, 5,453 controls) of European ancestry from the Kaiser 

Permanente (KP) Research Program on Genes, Environment and Health (RPGEH), ProHealth 

Study, and California Men’s Health Study were genotyped and meta-analyzed with 196,269 

European-ancestry male subjects (7,917 PrCa cases, 188,352 controls) from the UK Biobank. 

 

Outcome Measurements and Statistical Analysis 

We used logistic regression to calculate odds ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and p-values for 

associations between individual variants and polygenic risk scores (PRS) and PrCa. 

 

Results and Limitations 

Six novel loci were genome-wide significant in our meta-analysis, including two rare variants 

(minor allele frequency < 0.01). A PRS of 187 known PrCa variants was strongly associated with 
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risk (90th vs. 10th decile OR = 7.66, P = 1.80*10-239). Many of the 187 variants exhibited functional 

signatures of gene expression regulation or transcription factor binding. 

 

Conclusions 

Our finding of two novel rare variants associated with PrCa in KP and UK Biobank subjects should 

motivate further consideration of the role of low frequency polymorphisms in the disease. Our 

observation of an almost 8-fold increase in PrCa risk for men in the top decile of the PRS suggests 

that such a score may have similar predictive ability as high penetrance genes. 

 

Patient Summary 

We detected new rare genetic markers associated with PrCa risk and showed that men who have 

many known low risk variants are at a very high risk of developing this common disease, 

suggesting a role for germline genetics in PrCa screening. 

 

4.3 Introduction 

For a number of diseases, including prostate cancer (PrCa), there has been limited success in 

detecting associated rare genetic variants, some of which may have substantial effect sizes [1]. 

This is in part due to the difficulty of measuring or imputing rare variants in adequately powered 

studies. Still, some rare germline variants associated with prostate cancer have been detected, 

such as the DNA damage repair gene BRCA2 [2] and the developmental transcription factor 

HOXB13 [3]. While relatively few have been discovered, rare variants, in aggregate, may 

comprise a substantial portion of PrCa risk heritability [4]. 

 

In contrast, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of more common variants have identified 

over 150 independent genetic variants associated with PrCa [5]. Each variant is typically 
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associated with only a modest increase in PrCa risk, and thus not of sufficient magnitude to be 

clinically significant. However, combining all associated variants together into a single polygenic 

risk score (PRS) may distinguish men with a meaningfully increased risk of PrCa.  

 

To investigate the impact of rare and common variants on PrCa, we undertook a large scale 

genome-wide study of over 200,000 male subjects from two large cohorts: Kaiser Permanente 

(KP) in California [6] and the UK Biobank (UKB) [7]. Genotype microarrays, including GWAS 

backbones and custom rare variant content, were assayed in both cohorts, and unmeasured 

genotypes were imputed using a reference panel of over 27,000 phased Haplotype Reference 

Consortium (HRC) genomes [8]. We evaluated associations between individual rare and common 

variants and PrCa and interpreted the evolutionary origin and functional mechanisms of novel 

findings, using multi-omics data. We also performed PRS modeling and functional 

characterization for the known common risk variants. 

 

4.4 Methods and Materials 

4.4.1 Study Populations 

We studied two multi-ethnic cohorts of PrCa cases and non-diseased controls: 1) KP subjects 

from the Northern California Research Program on Genes, Environment and Health (RPGEH), 

the California Men’s Health Study (CMHS) and the ProHealth Study; and 2) the UKB. The KP 

cohort included 6,196 male cases and 5,453 male controls of European-ancestry (mean age at 

diagnosis for cases = 68.1 years, mean age at baseline among controls = 71.5). The UKB cohort 

included 7,917 cases and 188,352 controls of European ancestry (mean age at diagnosis = 64.1, 

mean age among controls = 57.1). The sample sizes for non-European-ancestry individuals 

(African-ancestry from KP and UKB, Asian-ancestry from KP and UKB, Hispanic ancestry from 
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KP) were substantially smaller. Subject demographics and characteristics are described in detail 

in Table S4.1. 

 

4.4.2 Custom Microarray Design and Genotyping 

To directly assay or tag putatively functional rare variation in samples from KP, we collaborated 

with Affymetrix Inc. on the design of a custom Axiom DNA microarray (Figure S4.1a) that was 

complementary to the GWAS array previously genotyped in the KP population [9]. The algorithm 

used to select variants on the custom array (Figure S4.1b) resulted in 416,047 variant probesets 

comprising 54 distinct modules, including missense and loss-of-function mutations, rare exonic 

mutations from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and dbGaP prostate cancer tumor exomes 

[10, 11], and variants to supplement the previously genotyped GWAS array [6] (Table S4.2). Many 

modules and much of the design content overlapped with the probesets on the UKB Affymetrix 

Axiom array, for which the array design, sample processing, and genotyping have been detailed 

[7]. 

 

Saliva biospecimens from KP participants were processed for DNA extraction using a protocol 

previously reported [9]. DNA samples from KP were processed using Samasy [12], a sample 

management system providing a visual and machine interface to facilitate robot liquid handling 

automation from source plates to destination plates matched by age, case status, and ethnicity. 

The algorithm implemented for destination plate randomization is described in the Supplementary 

Materials. A total of 173 96-well destination plates were amplified to increase DNA yields, and 

200 ng of input DNA per well were array hybridized for 48 hours at 48 °C and genotyped using 

an Affymetrix GeneTitan Multi-Channel instrument. 
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4.4.3 Quality Control and Imputation  

Detailed descriptions of the sample and genotype quality control (QC) procedures are given in 

the Supplementary Materials. Briefly, for the KP samples, we excluded specimens with poor 

resolution fluorescent measurements (DQC < 0.75) or call rate < 0.95 (Figure S4.2a). Based on 

heterozygosity rate, call rate, and plate call rate, samples were further stratified into three tiers 

that were used to guide genotype quality control. Specifically, genotype calls and posterior cluster 

locations from higher tier samples (as a consequence of higher input DNA quantities) were 

prioritized and used as empirical priors for resolving genotypes of lower tier samples using the 

Affymetrix AxiomGT1 algorithm (Figure S4.2b) [13]. Genotypes were also filtered based on batch 

differences across the RPGEH, CMHS, and ProHealth, and based on the fold-difference in minor 

allele frequency (MAF) relative to the HRC and 1000 Genomes Project reference panels. These 

genotypes were then merged with previously assayed GWAS genotypes for the KP subjects, 

whose QC was described in a prior publication [6]. 

 

The KP data were phased using Eagle v2.3 (cohort-based) [14], and imputed using Minimac3 to 

two reference panels: (1) a subpopulation of 27,165 HRC genomes accessible via the European 

Genome Archive (EGAS00001001710), and (2) the 1000 Genomes Project Phase III reference 

panel. Single nucleotide variant calls were imputed using the union of (1) and (2), and indel 

polymorphisms were imputed using (2) (Figure S4.3). Singletons and variants with r2
INFO < 0.3 

were removed from the imputed genotypes, and individuals were classified into ethnic analysis 

groups (African, East Asian, European, or Hispanic ancestry) based on genomic ancestry [15, 

16].  

 

For the UKB data, pre-imputation QC protocols have been previously described [7]. Genotypes 

were imputed using three reference panels: the complete HRC reference, the UK10K reference, 
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and the 1000 Genomes Project Phase III reference panel. For three UKB ethnic groups (African, 

European, or South Asian ancestry), we excluded poorly imputed (r2
INFO < 0.3) and very rare (MAF 

< 3*10-5) genotypes from our analyses. 

 

4.4.4 Association Analyses  

Associations between variant genotypes and prostate cancer were evaluated for European-

ancestry subjects using logistic regression with adjustment for age (for PrCa cases, age at 

diagnosis, versus age at baseline for controls), body mass index, genotyping array, and principal 

components of ancestry. The KP models controlled for 20 principal components using PLINK 

v2.00 [17], and the UKB models were adjusted for 10 principal components. The KP and UKB 

data were combined by fixed-effect meta-analysis using Metasoft v2.0.0 [18]. Gene-based rare 

variant tests (observed MAF < 1%) were conducted with SKAT using the rvtests package 

(v20171009) [19], and meta-analyzed by Fisher’s method [20] using R v3.3.3. 

 

4.4.5 Evolutionary History of Rare Variants 

To quantify the recency in origin of rare prostate cancer risk variants, we examined the extended 

haplotype homozygosity (EHH), or the length of a haplotype on which a variant allele resides, 

using the reference panel of 27,165 phased HRC genomes and the selscan package [21]. We 

also quantified the integrative haplotype score (iHS), or log ratio between a variant’s major and 

minor alleles of the area under the EHH curves for each allele [21], to reflect differences in allelic 

age or selective pressure between the derived and ancestral alleles. The iHS was computed using 

an EHH cutoff of 0.05, including both upstream (iHSL) and downstream (iHSR) of the query 

position.  
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4.4.6 Polygenic Risk Score Analyses 

For each individual, their PRS was computed by multiplying the effect sizes for each of the 187 

previously reported PrCa risk loci (log ORs) by their genotype dosages, and then summing the 

resulting 187 values together (Table S4.3). The odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for 

associations between standardized PRS values (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1) and prostate 

cancer case-control status were estimated using logistic regression with adjustment for the same 

covariates modeled in our association analyses, with the exception of genotyping array to ensure 

model convergence. 

 

4.4.7 Functional Annotation 

To consider the functional relevance of the known PrCa risk variants, we integrated two different 

analyses and sources of data. We trained elastic net regression models of normal prostatic gene 

expression, with a linear combination of germline genotypes as the predictor, using GLMNet [22] 

and a dataset of 471 subjects with normal prostate tissue RNA expression and genotype data 

[23]. Among the 187 previously reported prostate cancer risk variants, as well as the novel 

genome-wide significant variants implicated here, those directly modeled or in linkage 

disequilibrium (LD r2 > 0.5) with a modeled variant in our expression models were reported. For 

the same set of variants, allele-specific differential transcription factor binding affinity was also 

estimated using sTRAP transcription factor affinity prediction [24] with the major and minor alleles. 

 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Rare Variant Association Analysis and Evolutionary Characterization 

Genome-wide significant associations (PMeta < 5*10-8) were observed at six novel loci (>3 Mb away 

and LD r2 < 0.005 in all 1000 Genomes Phase III populations, relative to known loci). Among the 

six loci (Figure 4.1; Table 4.1), three variants (rs557046152, rs555778703, and rs62262671) were 
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at least nominally significant with consistent directions of effect in both the KP and UKB data, and 

two were rare in European ancestry populations: rs557046152 (MAF = 0.003) and rs555778703 

(MAF = 0.009). The remaining three variants were associated only in the UK Biobank. An 

additional gene-based rare variant meta-analysis, using the sequence kernel association test 

(SKAT) and variants with MAF < 0.01, yielded a significant association at HOXB13 (P = 1.72*10-

7; Figure S4.4), a well-characterized prostate cancer risk locus harboring a rare yet highly 

penetrant missense founder mutation rs138213197 [3]. SKAT also identified a suggestive P-value 

for ILDR1 (P = 7.46*10-6), a gene primarily expressed in prostate tissue [25]. 

 

We observed atypically long-range LD for HOXB13 rs138213197, beyond a 1Mb window from 

the lead variant (Figure S4.5). This observation was substantiated by considerable extended 

haplotype homozygosity for the rare missense allele (Figure 4.2a). In particular, rs138213197 had 

an integrated haplotype score (iHS) equal to 2.87 (iHSL: 3.53, iHSR: 2.54) in our HRC haplotype 

data, greater than the nominal |iHS| > 2 threshold, reflecting the recent origin or selective 

constraint at the rs138213197 locus. Likewise, for the novel rare variant rs555778703, the rare G 

risk allele (Figure 4.2b) had an iHS equal to 2.31 (iHSL: 2.00, iHSR: 2.79). For a proxy variant 

rs57029021 (LD r2 = 0.666 in 1000 Genomes Project Phase III EUR) of the novel rare variant 

rs557046152 (which was unmeasured in the EGA HRC reference genomes), the rare A allele had 

an iHS equal to 0.87 (iHSL: 1.60, iHSR: 0.77; Figure 4.2c). 

 

4.5.2 Polygenic Risk Scores and Functional Interpretation  

For European-ancestry subjects in KP and UKB, there was a strong association between being 

in the top versus bottom decile of the PRS and prostate cancer (Figure 4.3; OREUR [95% CI] = 

7.66 [6.78, 8.64], P = 1.80*10-239; ORKP_EUR = 6.54 [5.45, 7.85], P = 1.32*10-90; ORUKB_EUR = 8.63 
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[7.18, 10.4], P = 5.49*10-117). However, the PRS association was substantially attenuated among 

non-European ancestry ethnic groups (OR < 2.5; Table S4.4). 

 

To characterize the functional consequences of common variants, we examined their effects on 

gene expression and transcription factor binding. Among 187 previously reported PrCa risk 

variants, and 3 novel associations, 28 were in linkage disequilibrium (LD r2 > 0.5 in 1000 Genomes 

Project Phase III EUR) with an expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) variant in our regularized 

models of normal prostatic expression levels (Table 4.2). Furthermore, 21 variants were predicted 

to significantly alter transcription factor binding site (TFBS) affinities (Table 4.3). rs2680708 

showed the greatest fold change in predicted binding affinity (log-difference PBinding = 6.09) of any 

variant-TF pair analyzed (Table 4.3). Among the novel variants from the association analyses, 

rs62262671 was predicted to have a large impact (log-difference PBinding = 3.03) on binding affinity 

for Oct1, a TF with a known impact on PrCa and AR signaling [26]. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

We combined genotype data from two large cohorts of over 200,000 prostate cancer (PrCa) cases 

and controls, with a reference panel of greater than 27,000 phased genomes, to investigate the 

effects of rare genetic variants, and the mechanisms and cumulative impact of common variants, 

on prostate cancer risk. Three novel loci, including two rare variants (rs557046152 at 8p12, 

rs555778703 at 4q31.21) and one common variant (rs62262671 at 3p21.31), were associated 

with PrCa risk in our meta-analysis of European-ancestry subjects from the KP and UKB cohorts.  

 

The PRS associations we observed for European ancestry men were stronger than reported 

previously when there were only 105 known PrCa risk variants [6]. However, for non-European 

ancestry men, the PRS associations were of smaller magnitude than previously reported. This 
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suggests that many of the newly discovered variants are specific to European ancestry men, and 

that, although current PrCa risk models may be sufficiently predictive for European-ancestry 

individuals to be implemented as a screening tool in clinical practice, more research into the 

germline genetic basis of prostate cancer among non-European ancestry men is needed. 

 

Integration of gene expression and transcription factor binding site affinity data suggested novel 

mechanisms for many of the common PrCa variants previously reported. One example is a highly 

significant change in binding affinity at rs2680708. This finding is especially interesting given that 

rs2680708 abrogates a binding site for Androgen Receptor, a master regulator of prostatic gene 

expression. While our functional analyses did not nominate any genes whose expression may be 

affected as a consequence of eliminating this particular binding site, further study may reveal the 

effect of rs2680708 on the dysregulation gene expression or additional molecular processes. We 

also identified a putative mechanism of Oct1 binding for the newly implicated rs62262671 risk 

variant, which was also identified as an eQTL affecting the expression of RBM6 and UBA7. These 

findings suggest that Oct1 may be involved in the regulation of the expression of these two genes, 

and provides a hypothesis for future functional follow-up regarding the involvement of these genes 

in prostate cancer development. 

 

The mechanisms through which the rare, noncoding variants we identified are associated with 

prostate cancer remain unclear. This underscores the challenge of not only detecting—but also 

interpreting—how rare variants impact the genetic etiology of complex traits using existing gene-

based methodology and functional genomic datasets. It is possible that improved functional 

datasets may clarify the effects of rare variants on expression, splicing, or methylation. However, 

the paucity of associations with rare variants in the intermediate range (0.1% < MAF < 1%), given 
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sample sizes of hundreds of thousands of subjects, begs the question of how helpful improved 

functional datasets will be.  

 

Selective scans, which use population genetics metrics (such as EHH and iHS) to identify 

signatures of positive or negative natural selection [21], face similar challenges rare variants 

naturally reside on longer haplotypes and obscure the direction of any selective forces that may 

act upon them [27]. If, in fact, polymorphisms more exclusive, or even private, to a particular 

lineage or family comprise a substantial portion of disease risk for PrCa (or other traits), then new 

approaches and assays for both detecting and characterizing the relevant anomalies of these 

causal variants will be needed. These considerations are of particular importance given the 

proliferation of rare polymorphisms as a result of recent explosive human population expansion 

[28]. Hence, with the majority of all human variation shifting towards the low end of the allele 

frequency spectrum, identifying operative aberrations poses a significant challenge. 

 

In spite of these challenges, a decade of GWAS research [29] has advanced the genetic 

characterization of prostate cancer considerably. Our implementation of a PRS model for PrCa 

demonstrates this remarkable progress and the predictive power of aggregating PrCa risk loci. 

Furthermore, our PRS results demonstrate a widening gap in performance between European-

ancestry and non-European ancestry subpopulations. These findings reinforce the challenges of 

transferability for GWAS summary statistics across diverse or admixed populations with distinct 

demographic histories [30], and motivate further study and recruitment of multi-ethnic cohorts.  

 

4.7 Conclusions 

By undertaking a GWAS in the large KP and UKB population-based cohorts we detected multiple 

novel PrCa risk loci, including two rare variants, rs557046152 and rs555778703. Our PRS 
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analysis of known common PrCa risk variants indicated that European ancestry men in the 

highest PRS decile have a substantially increased risk that may be of clinical importance. 

Functional characterization of PrCa risk variants using gene expression and transcription factor 

binding affinity data revealed putative mechanisms. However, further study is needed to more 

fully illuminate the biological interactions that facilitate the influence of PrCa risk loci, in particular 

for rare variants.  
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4.10 Tables 

Table 4.1. Novel Prostate Cancer Susceptibility Associations from the Meta-Analysis of European 
Ancestry Subjects from Kaiser Permanente and UK Biobank 
 

Risk Variant 
dbSNP rsid 

Genomic Locus 
gnomAD MAF 
Risk Allele (Ref) 

Kaiser Permanente (KP) 
EUR Subjects 

(6,196 cases, 5,453 controls) 

UK Biobank (UKB) 
EUR Subjects 

(7,917 cases, 188,352 controls) 
Meta-Analysis 

KP + UKB EUR Subjects 

Odds Ratio 
[95% CI] P-value r2

INFO Odds Ratio 
[95% CI] P-value r2

INFO Odds Ratio 
[95% CI] P-value 

rs557046152 
Locus: 8p12 
MAF: 0.003* 

G (GTT) 

2.26 
[1.72, 2.96] 

3.70*10-9 0.94 
1.40 

[1.06, 1.85] 
0.019 0.85 

1.79 
[1.47, 2.17] 

4.50*10-9 

rs555778703 
Locus: 4q31.21 

MAF: 0.009 
G (A) 

1.54 
[1.08, 2.17] 

0.016 0.50 
2.00 

[1.54, 2.58] 
1.64*10-7 0.74 

1.82 
[1.48, 2.24] 

1.65*10-8 

rs62262671 
Locus: 3p21.31 

MAF: 0.133 
G (A) 

1.18 
[1.09, 1.27] 

3.47*10-5 0.98 
1.10 

[1.05, 1.15] 
7.56*10-5 1.0 

1.12 
[1.07, 1.16] 

3.55*10-8 

Significantly Associated Variants in Meta-Analysis, Absent Nominal Significance in Both Cohorts 

rs80242938 
Locus: 16p13.3 

MAF: 0.0002 
G (A) 

7.10 
[9.5*10-5, 
5.3*106] 

0.73 0.67 
11.7 

[5.17, 26.7] 
4.18*10-9 0.80 

11.7 
[5.16, 26.6] 

3.95*10-9 

rs149892036 
Locus: 8q12.1 

MAF: 0.001 
T (C) 

1.53 
[0.81, 2.88] 

0.19 0.80 
2.31 

[1.71, 3.12] 
5.37*10-8 0.85 

2.14 
[1.63, 2.81] 

4.32*10-8 

rs139191981 
Locus: 3q26.33 

MAF: 0.0005 
A (G) 

0.88 
[0.19, 4.09] 

0.88 0.90 
7.62 

[3.93, 14.8] 
1.87*10-9 0.92 

5.43 
[2.95, 9.97] 

4.96*10-8 

 
* rs557046152 (merged into rs78795568 in dbSNP build 151) minor allele frequency from 1000 
Genomes Project Phase III EUR (not present in gnomAD). Remaining minor allele frequencies 
from gnomAD European (non-Finnish) frequency. 
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Table 4.2. Normal Prostate Tissue Expression eQTLs Correlated with PrCa Risk Variants 

Previously 
Reported  
PrCa Risk 

Variant 

Gene 
Name 

Number of eQTL 
Variants Targeting 

Gene and with 
LD r2 > 0.5 with 

Risk Variant 

eQTL Variants (chr.hg19pos.ref.alt) 

rs17599629 LYSMD1 1 eQTLs rs17599629 (chr1.150658287.A.G) 

rs1775148 RAB7L1 1 eQTLs rs1775148 (chr1.205757824.C.T) 

rs13385191 C2orf43 1 eQTLs rs13385191 (chr2.20888265.A.G) 

rs2430386 EHBP1 3 eQTLs 
rs201697978 (chr2.62876580.A.C), 
rs12713462 (chr2.62804482.C.T), 

rs142973842 (chr2.63056706.TTG.T) 

rs13016083 ACVR2A 4 eQTLs 

rs7423878 (chr2.148689369.T.C), 
rs7600869 (chr2.148551232.C.G), 

rs70992173 (chr2.148570502.AT.A), 
rs1424949 (chr2.148542963.T.G) 

rs62262671 
RBM6 1 eQTLs rs62262671 (chr3.49649873.A.G) 

UBA7 1 eQTLs rs62262671 (chr3.49649873.A.G) 

rs12653946 IRX4 1 eQTLs rs12653946 (chr5.1895829.C.T) 

rs1983891 FOXP4 5 eQTLs 

rs913074 (chr6.41538545.T.C), 
rs4714486 (chr6.41542417.C.T), 
rs4714485 (chr6.41536587.T.G), 
rs1886816 (chr6.41544494.A.G), 
rs6458228 (chr6.41543793.C.A) 

rs9469899 UHRF1BP1 1 eQTLs rs9469899 (chr6.34793124.G.A) 

rs1933488 RGS17 1 eQTLs rs6557267 (chr6.153433701.C.T) 

rs9364554 SLC22A3 2 eQTLs 
rs1112444 (chr6.160835192.C.A), 
rs9364554 (chr6.160833664.C.T) 

rs6465657 BHLHA15 1 eQTLs rs6465657 (chr7.97816327.C.T) 

rs1182 C9orf78 5 eQTLs 

rs55946414 (chr9.132583289.A.T), 
rs1043186 (chr9.132573290.C.T), 

rs3842225 (chr9.132575426.GC.G), 
rs11787741 (chr9.132578284.A.G), 
rs13283469 (chr9.132582014.C.T) 

rs10993994 

MSMB 1 eQTLs rs10993994 (chr10.51549496.T.C) 

NCOA4 1 eQTLs rs10993994 (chr10.51549496.T.C) 

AGAP7 1 eQTLs rs10993994 (chr10.51549496.T.C) 

rs4962416 CTBP2 5 eQTLs 

rs4962416 (chr10.126696872.T.C), 
rs12769019 (chr10.126697327.A.G), 
rs4962720 (chr10.126696840.G.T), 

rs12769682 (chr10.126697494.G.C), 
rs4962419 (chr10.126697114.G.A) 

rs61890184 PPFIBP2 1 eQTLs rs61890184 (chr11.7547587.G.A) 

rs12785905 SYT12 2 eQTLs 
rs12785905 (chr11.66951965.G.C), 
rs12785906 (chr11.66951966.G.C) 
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Previously 
Reported  
PrCa Risk 

Variant 

Gene 
Name 

Number of eQTL 
Variants Targeting 

Gene and with 
LD r2 > 0.5 with 

Risk Variant 

eQTL Variants (chr.hg19pos.ref.alt) 

rs11568818 MMP7 1 eQTLs rs11568818 (chr11.102401661.T.C) 

rs11214775 TMPRSS5 1 eQTLs rs11214775 (chr11.113807181.G.A) 

rs138466039 PKNOX2 1 eQTLs rs138466039 (chr11.125054793.C.T) 

rs80130819 COL2A1 1 eQTLs rs80130819 (chr12.48419618.A.C) 

rs684232 

FAM57A 2 eQTLs 
rs2474694 (chr17.618039.G.A), 
rs684232 (chr17.618965.T.C) 

GEMIN4 2 eQTLs 
rs2474694 (chr17.618039.G.A), 
rs684232 (chr17.618965.T.C) 

rs142444269 C17orf79 1 eQTLs rs142444269 (chr17.30098749.C.T) 

rs12956892 SEC11C 16 eQTLs 

rs4940816 (chr18.56745159.A.G),  
rs4940817 (chr18.56745263.T.G), 
rs4940815 (chr18.56745144.A.G), 
rs4940812 (chr18.56742965.G.A), 
rs4940810 (chr18.56742446.T.C), 
rs4940811 (chr18.56742904.A.G), 
rs12956892 (chr18.56746315.G.T), 
rs12327532 (chr18.56744666.T.G), 
rs12326997 (chr18.56743138.A.G), 
rs12327517 (chr18.56744475.T.C), 
rs12327515 (chr18.56744457.T.C),  

s10579935 (chr18.56742710.GTAAA.G), 
rs12327308 (chr18.56743208.T.G), 
rs4940809 (chr18.56742291.T.C), 

rs34192989 (chr18.56744092.T.C), 
rs4940442 (chr18.56742873.A.G) 

rs7241993 ATP9B 1 eQTLs rs9967549 (chr18.76774276.A.C) 

rs8102476 

CATSPERG 2 eQTLs 
rs8102476 (chr19.38735613.C.T), 
rs8102454 (chr19.38735480.G.A) 

PPP1R14A 2 eQTLs 
rs8102476 (chr19.38735613.C.T), 
rs8102454 (chr19.38735480.G.A) 

rs5945572 NUDT11 5 eQTLs 

rs1327304 (chrX.51214176.C.A), 
rs1327302 (chrX.51210615.G.A), 
rs5945572 (chrX.51229683.A.G), 
rs58498379 (chrX.51223415.C.T), 
rs1327303 (chrX.51214169.C.T) 

rs4844289 NLGN3 1 eQTLs rs4844289 (chrX.70407983.A.G) 
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Table 4.3. Predicted Impact of PrCa Risk Variants on Transcription Factor Binding Affinity 
 

Previously 
Reported 
PrCa Risk 

Variant 
Genomic Locus 
Risk Allele (Alt) 

 
Transcription 

Factor 
PBinding 

Risk Allele 
PBinding 

Alt Allele 

 
Log-Difference 
in Transcription  
Factor Binding 

P-value Between 
Risk Allele and 
Alternate Allele 

 

TRANSFAC�
Vertebrate 2010.1 

Matrix Name 

rs2680708 
17q22 
G (A) 

AR 0.49 3.91E-07 6.09 AR_Q6 

DBP 0.13 3.91E-07 5.53 DBP_Q6 

rs5799921 
12q21.33 
GA (G) 

HMGIY 0.37 3.38E-07 6.04 HMGIY_Q6 

rs2660753 
3p12.1 
T (C) 

AP1 
0.55 2.10E-06 5.42 AP1_Q6_01 

0.42 2.10E-06 5.3 AP1_Q4_01 

rs7210100 
17q21.33 

A (G) 
DELTAEF1 0.57 2.31E-06 5.39 DELTAEF1_01 

rs9600079 
13q22.1 

T (G) 
TATA 8.98E-07 0.15 5.22 TATA_C 

rs742134 
22q13.2 

G (A) 

STAT5A 0.01 4.03E-08 5.12 STAT5A_03 

HNF1 2.70E-03 4.03E-08 4.83 HNF1_Q6_01 

rs9625483 
22q12.1 

A (G) 
MAFB 1.56E-06 0.2 5.1 MAFB_01 

rs5759167 
22q13.2 

G (T) 
DBP 0.07 9.55E-07 4.84 DBP_Q6 

rs10086908 
8q24.21 

T (C) 
GATA3 2.39E-06 0.07 4.47 GATA3_01 

rs59308963 
2q33.1 

- (ATTCTGTC) 
TCF11 1.44E-05 0.37 4.41 TCF11_01 

rs1935581 
10q23.31 

C (T) 

STAT1 3.43E-06 0.06 4.27 STAT1_03 

STAT4 3.43E-06 0.05 4.16 STAT4_01 

rs4245739 
1q32.1 
A (C) 

HNF4 6.83E-05 0.98 4.16 HNF4_Q6_02 

rs1283104 
3q13.12 

G (C) 
FXR 7.42E-04 5.35E-08 4.14 FXR_Q2 

rs76551843 
5q35.1 
A (G) 

IPF1 4.73E-05 0.58 4.09 IPF1_Q6 
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Previously 
Reported 
PrCa Risk 

Variant 
Genomic Locus 
Risk Allele (Alt) 

 
Transcription 

Factor 
PBinding 

Risk Allele 
PBinding 

Alt Allele 

 
Log-Difference 
in Transcription  
Factor Binding 

P-value Between 
Risk Allele and 
Alternate Allele 

 

TRANSFAC�
Vertebrate 2010.1 

Matrix Name 

rs6869841 
5q35.2 
A (G) 

HOXA3 0.29 4.25E-05 3.84 HOXA3_01 

rs13385191 
2p24.1 
G (A) 

NFAT1 0.39 5.95E-05 3.82 NFAT1_Q6 

rs1571801 
9q33.2 
A (C) 

ZNF333 4.16E-05 0.27 3.82 ZNF333_01 

rs339331 
6q22.1 
T (C) 

IRF8 0.37 6.58E-05 3.75 IRF8_Q6 

rs1283104 
3q13.12 

G (C) 
PNR 2.66E-04 5.35E-08 3.7 PNR_01 

rs182314334 
3q25.1 
T (C) 

POU1F1 0.04 7.81E-06 3.69 POU1F1_Q6 

rs17694493 
9p21.3 
G (C) 

STAT 0.34 8.04E-05 3.62 STAT_Q6 
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4.11 Figures 
 
Figure 4.1. Prostate Cancer Risk Meta-Analysis Manhattan Plot for Kaiser Permanente and UK 
Biobank European-Ancestry Subjects 
 

 
 
Figure 4.1 Legend: “Genome-Wide Manhattan Plot of Prostate Cancer Risk. Manhattan plot 
depicting the results of a meta-analysis of male European-ancestry subjects from the Kaiser 
Permanente (KP; N = 6,196 PrCa cases, 5,453 controls) and UK Biobank (UKB; N = 7,917 PrCa 
cases, 188,352 controls) cohort genome-wide associations with prostate cancer (PrCa) risk. The 
associations (-log10(P-value), Y-axis) are plotted against the chromosome (1-22, X, Y, XY-
pseudoautosomal region XY-PAR, and mitochondrial chromosome MT) and position (X-axis) of 
the genotyped or imputed genetic variants, with thresholds for significant (P < 5.0*10-8) and 
suggestive (5.0*10-7 < P < 5.0*10-8) associations illustrated by dashed grey lines. Non-significant 
loci on odd and even chromosomes are colored in alternating shades, and all variants with P > 
0.05 are excluded from the plot. Triangular data points illustrate variants that were meta-analyzed 
between KP and UKB, while squares and circles indicate variants present exclusively in the KP 
or UKB summary statistics, respectively. Previously discovered PrCa loci are highlighted in pink 
for a 2 Mb window around the reported lead variant, which is highlighted in red, and previously 
unreported loci reaching genome-wide significance in our meta-analysis are colored in teal. 
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Figure 4.2. Extended Haplotype Homozygosity of Prostate Cancer Associated Rare Variants 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2 Legend: “Haplotype Lengths for Rare PrCa Risk Variants. Extended haplotype 
homozygosity (EHH) plots illustrating the decay in non-recombinant linkage (Y-axis) with 
increasing distance along the length of the haplotypes centered at two alleles of a “core” query 
variant (X-axis). Differences in EHH, iHH (the area under the EHH curve), and iHS (the log-ratio 
between the iHH for the derived and ancestral allele) may reflect a difference in allelic age 
between the derived and ancestral alleles, or alternatively the selective pressure to retain a 
particular allele with preference to the alternative. 2a. EHH curves for the rare HOXB13 G84E 
missense variant and Northern European founder mutation rs138213197, for which the iHS value 
of 2.87 (iHSL: 3.53, iHSR: 2.54) reflects the more recent origin of the derived G84E allele 
rs138213197-T. 2b. EHH curves for the novel rare variant association rs555778703, with an iHS 
value of 2.31 (iHSL: 2.00, iHSR: 2.79). 2c. EHH curves for rs57029021, an LD proxy variant for the 
novel rare indel association rs557046152 (LD r2 = 0.666 in 1000 Genomes Project Phase III EUR) 
with an iHS value of 0.87 (iHSL: 1.60, iHSR: 0.77).” 
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Figure 4.3. Polygenic Risk Score Modeling of Prostate Cancer Across KP and UKB Ethnic 
Groups 
 

 
 
Figure 4.3 Legend: “Prostate Cancer Polygenic Risk Score Performance. A polygenic risk score 
(PRS) of 187 previously reported prostate cancer (PrCa) risk variants was applied to subjects of 
four continental ancestries from two cohorts (Kaiser Permanente, KP, and UK Biobank, UKB): (1) 
Hispanic ancestry (KP), (2) Asian ancestry (KP and UKB), (3) African ancestry (KP and UKB), 
and (4) European ancestry (KP and UKB). The Y-axis illustrates the magnitude of the odds ratio 
and 95% confidence interval for the association between PRS values and PrCa case-control 
status within a given decile of the PRS, in relation to the bottom decile as a reference group. 
Models were adjusted for age, body mass index, and principal components of ancestry.” 
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4.11 Supplementary Materials 

4.11.1 Custom Microarray Design and Genotyping 

In our design of a DNA microarray with predominantly custom, functionally relevant markers, the 

SNP selection procedure was conducted as follows. First, a set of target markers was 

constructed. This target set included variants previously associated in genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS), significant and suggestive, of prostate cancer (PrCa) associated traits (PSA 

level, gene-by-gene interactions), other correlated traits (breast cancer, height, body mass index, 

obesity, diabetes, and others), and also uncorrelated traits (all NHGRI GWAS catalog traits). 

Additionally, a set of pan-cancer candidate genes was compiled by experimental colleagues, and 

all rare variants in windows centered around these genes were included in the target set. Rare 

variant in windows around highly mutated genes from the somatic cancer database COSMIC 

were also included. Furthermore, rare variants from a series of whole genome and whole exome 

sequence analyses (of African American PrCa case normal genomes [1], The Cancer Genome 

Atlas (TCGA) [2] and dbGaP [3] normal exomes, and ENCODE PrCa DNAse I hypersensitive 

regions) were put into the target set. 

 

Next, variant selection was conducted with complementarity to the GWAS array previously 

assayed in the study population in order to limit redundancy (Figure S4.1b), drawing from a 

candidate set disjoint from the GWAS array markers. This produced a set of primarily rare 

selected markers optimized for coverage of the target set, through tagging and direct genotyping 

(Figure S4.1a; Table S4.2). 

 

Genotyping sample DNA plates without special attention to matching case and control covariates 

can lead to batch effects. In order to minimize batch effects and expedite genotyping, a sample 

management system (Samasy) [4] and sample selection algorithm were designed and 
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implemented to robot-automate DNA sample allocation. The greedy sample selection algorithm 

for moving case and control DNA samples from source plates to destination plates was designed 

with the following objectives: 1) Use all available PrCa cases on source plates, 2) Select equal 

numbers of controls and cases, 3) Frequency match the distribution of race and age in controls 

and cases, while oversampling African American controls and rare (race and age) strata to 

improve power, 4) Select all required samples from a source plate at one time so lab workers will 

only have to locate and handle a source plate once, 5) Optimize work flow so sets of source and 

destination plates can be simultaneously loaded and unloaded from the Biomek liquid handling 

robot. 

 

4.11.2 Quality Control and Imputation 

In order to produce the highest confidence genotype calls for the greatest number of samples and 

probesets, sample quality was first evaluated to screen for and eliminate potential outliers that 

may negatively impact downstream genotype clustering. Sample quality control was executed in 

three stages. First, signal-to-noise (“Dish QC”, ranging from 0 to 1) was computed for each sample 

based on intensity data calculated from the raw microarray fluorescence images. A threshold was 

drawn to exclude samples with low signal-to-noise (Dish QC < 0.75) based on the inflection point 

of the empirical distribution of Dish QC values. Next, 20,000 diagnostic “Step1” probesets were 

genotyped using 5 sample batches (grouped chronologically based on sample processing dates) 

to obtain empirical distributions of sample call rates for each batch. A call rate threshold was 

drawn based on the inflection points of these distributions to exclude samples with low call rates 

(CR < 0.95) or missing covariates from further analyses, leaving 14,818 samples. The remaining 

samples were re-genotyped at all 416,047 “Step2” probesets using the same chronological 

packaging. Plotting the correlations between heterozygosity rate and call rate three tiers of sample 

quality: higher quality samples (“HQ”), lower quality samples (“LQ”), and plate quality control 
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(“PQC) samples which were assayed on plates with low average call rates. This concluded 

sample quality control and provided a basis for evaluating quality control of probesets through 

additional re-genotyping. 

 

Given the remaining 14,818 samples, each labeled according to three tiers of sample quality 

(“HQ”, “LQ”, “PQC”), re-genotyping was performed to separate well resolved probesets from those 

susceptible to batch effects, and strategies were implemented to correct for these batch effects 

for the greatest number of probesets. First, all 14,818 samples, regardless of tier, were genotyped 

across all 416,047 probesets (“Genotype All-by-All”). Genotype clusters were next evaluated 

across all probesets, and classified as being either well resolved across all samples (i.e. “Good,” 

not susceptible to batch effects), well resolved across only “HQ” samples, or poorly resolved. In 

order to remedy batch effects, first the “HQ” resolved probesets were considered. An Empirical 

Bayes genotyping strategy was implemented in which the well resolved “HQ” genotype clusters 

were used to sequentially guide the genotyping of samples in the lower quality “LQ” and “PQC” 

tiers. By packaging lower quality sample tiers with higher quality tiers, and using the posterior 

“HQ” cluster centers as AxiomGT1 [5] priors for re-genotyping, genotype calls were produced for 

each probeset across all sample tiers. Minor allele frequency (MAF) was compared among 

sample tiers in order to identify probesets where call frequencies were in agreement and in 

disagreement. Genotype calls for which MAF agreed among tiers were retained as final 

genotypes for their respective probesets, while those probesets exhibiting MAF disagreements 

among tiers were combined with the other poorly resolved probesets for a series of procedures. 

 

These procedures included re-thresholding the genotype cluster metric Heterozygous Strength 

Offset (“HetSO Failures”), which measures the displacement of the heterozygous cluster in 

relation to the homozygous clusters, as well as performing linear regression to remove plate 
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effects from probeset intensity values (“Plate Normalize”). The latter procedure led to the 

reclassification of probesets as well resolved, and as poorly resolved. The latter were processed 

through additional steps to identify monomorphic probesets based on a genotype cluster metric 

Homozygote Ratio Offset (“HomRO”) and isolate calls for only “HQ” samples (“HQ Genotypes 

Good?”). These “HQ only” probesets, in addition to the reclassified plate-normalized probesets, 

were combined with the “Good” probesets for optimization of both polymorphic probeset detection 

sensitivity (“Minor Homozygote, Het Cluster Strengthening”) and also rare variant detection 

sensitivity (“Rare Variant Per-Plate Re-Genotyping”). 

 

Additional variants were filtered based on genotype discordance with the Haplotype Reference 

Consortium [6] and 1000 Genomes Project (AFR/EUR) reference panel [7] minor allele 

frequencies. Furthermore, variants for which the association was abrogated upon stratification of 

samples by study (ProHealth, RPGEH/GERA, CMHS) were excluded. 

 

4.11.3 Evolutionary History of Rare Variants 

For generating a genetic map to be used in calculating EHH and iHS, the predictGMAP program 

[8] was used to interpolate genetic map positions, using 1000 Genomes Project OMNI genetic 

map files as a reference [9]. The selscan package [10] was run with the settings “--keep-low-freq”, 

“--max-extend 0”, “--threads 8”, and “--ehh-win 500000,” with the exception that “--ehh-win 

1000000” was invoked for the HOXB13 G84E mutation rs138213197 to account for longer range 

LD. The integrative haplotype score (iHS) was computed manually using a python script 

implementing equations (4) and (5) from the selscan publication [10]. 
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4.11.4 Polygenic Risk Score Analyses 

Polygenic risk scores (PRS) of PrCa risk were computed by taking sum of the effect sizes for 187 

previously reported PrCa risk loci [11-32] (Table S4.3). This included the 105 variants previously 

modeled by Hoffmann et al. in 2015 [33], the 63 novel variants discovered by Schumacher et al. 

in 2018 in the European-ancestry PRACTICAL consortium [34], as well as summary statistics 

reported for an additional 20 independent variants (LD r2 ≤ 0.3 in 1000 Genomes Project Phase 

III EUR) [35-39]. 

 

4.11.5 Functional Annotation 

To interpret the functional relevance of the known PrCa risk variants, we trained elastic net 

regression models of normal prostatic gene expression. Training samples with paired genotype 

and gene expression data were drawn from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) publicly available database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP phs000985.v1.p1).  

Training data derived from a study which collected histologically normal prostate tissue from 

consenting subjects (471 European-ancestry men; mean age [SD]: 60.1 [7.15] for the 249 men 

with age available) having undergone radical prostatectomy treatment for prostate cancer (N = 

453; 63.6% Gleason 6, 36.4% Gleason 7) or cystoprostatectomy treatment for bladder cancer (N 

= 18). Inclusion criteria, histopathological assessment, sample processing, and quality control 

were described previously for these data [40]. 

 

We imputed unobserved training data genotypes to the 1000 Genomes Project Phase III 

reference panel using a pre-phasing workflow to match the strand and reference allele recorded 

in the data with those observed in the reference panel, while excluding ambiguous variants and 

indel mutations. Next, samples were phased and imputed using Eagle v2.3 [41] (cohort-based) 

and Beagle v4.1 [42], respectively. Gene boundaries (hg38) for 17,233 transcripts were 
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downloaded from the NCBI Gene database using the Biopython Entrez eutils REST API [43]. 

Genomic coordinates were converted from hg38 to hg19 (GRCh37) via UCSC liftOver [TODO]. 

For each transcript, well-imputed (r2
INFO > 0.8) training data genetic variants located (a) in the 

within 500kb of the start position, (b) between the start and end positions, inclusive, or (c) within 

500kb of the end position, were extracted. Next, following the PrediXcan gene expression model 

training procedure [44], a regularized regression model was fit with the R (v3.2.2) package 

GLMNet [45], with genetic variants in cis to a given transcript as the design matrix, and the 

transcript RNA-Seq RPKM levels as the response variable. Models with at minimum one non-

intercept explanatory variable retained were produced for 13,258 genes, and leave-one-out cross 

validation (LOOCV) was utilized (loss function: R cv.glmnet type.measure = “mse”) to select 

coefficients minimizing mean cross-validated error (regularization parameter: R predict s = 

“lambda.min”). 

 

To examine allele-specific effects on transcription factor binding site affinity for the set of known 

PrCa variants, 25 base pair 3’ and 5’ flanking sequences were downloaded from the UCSC table 

browser [46] via Selenium webdriver automation. Next, FASTA sequences containing both the 

major and minor variant alleles were automatically analyzed through the sTRAP Transcription 

Factor Affinity Prediction webserver [47], with parameters “matrix file” = “transfac_2010.1 

vertebrates”, “background model” = "human_promoters", and “Multiple test correction” = 

"Benjamini-Hochberg." 
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Table S4.1. Description of Populations and Datasets 
 

Ethnic 
Group 

Kaiser Permanente UK Biobank 

Cases Controls Cases Controls 

European 
Ancestry 

Count: 6,196 Count: 5,453 Count: 7,917 Count: 188,352 

Age [SD]: 68.1 [7.9] Age [SD]: 71.5 [10.8]  Age [SD]: 64.1 [5.6] Age [SD]: 57.1 [8.1] 

BMI [SD]: 26.9 [4.2] BMI [SD]: 27.0 [4.4] BMI [SD]: 27.6 [4.0] BMI [SD]: 27.8 [4.6] 

African 
Ancestry 

Count: 992 Count: 564 Count: 174 Count: 3,020 

Age [SD]: 65.1 [7.4] Age [SD]: 63.6 [11.9] Age [SD]: 61.4 [6.5] Age [SD]: 51.7 [8.0] 

BMI [SD]: 28.3 [6.0] BMI [SD]: 28.5 [5.2] BMI [SD]: 28.0 [3.6] BMI [SD]: 27.9 [5.6] 

Asian 
Ancestry** 

Count: 267 Count: 245 Count: 68 Count:  4,868 

Age [SD]: 67.7 [8.0] Age [SD]: 71.2 [10.7] Age [SD]: 64.7 [5.5] Age [SD]: 53.7 [8.7] 

BMI [SD]: 25.1 [3.4] BMI [SD]: 25.2 [3.3] BMI [SD]: 24.9 [6.3] BMI [SD]: 26.1 [6.2] 

Hispanic 
Ancestry 

Count: 482 Count: 619 -- -- 

Age [SD]: 66.0 [7.5] Age [SD]: 67.1 [11.9] -- -- 

BMI [SD]: 27.7 [4.3] BMI [SD]: 27.8 [4.4] -- -- 

 
* Subjects restricted to unrelated individuals. 
** KP: East Asian, UKB: South Asian 
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Table S4.2. Custom Microarray Design Modules 
 

Module Name Number of 
Variants* Module Description 

Missense 67,846 Nonsynonymous coding mutations 

Tag 57,607 Variants tagging targeted content in other modules 

Bad (EUR) 33,646 GWAS markers that did not previously pass QC on Affy EUR Array [1] 

Bad (AFR) 33,584 GWAS markers that did not previously pass QC on Affy AFR Array [2] 

Fine Mapping 29,096 Variants selected from previously reported prostate cancer GWAS loci 

LOF 24,783 Loss-of-function coding mutations 

WES_TCGA 24,167 Rare variants from TCGA prostate cancer patient normal tissue exomes [3] 

Witte_somatic 17,792 Rare variants in windows around genes from important cancer pathways 

CandGene4 17,095 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (4th tier) 

Exome319_tier2 16,366 Variants from the Affy Exome319 exome chip (2nd tier) 

CandGene1 13,586 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (1st tier) 

CandGene3 9,465 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (3rd tier) 

A_A_Rare 9,394 Rare variants from African American prostate cancer patient normal exomes 

HSS 9,081 Rare variants from ENCODE PrCa cell line DNAse I hypersensitive regions 

HGMD 8,557 Rare variants from HGMD database gene regions 

Cosmic 7,233 Rare variants from recurrently somatically mutated cancer genes  

CandGene5 7,095 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (5th tier) 

tier2 eQTL 6,918 Variants associated with gene expression levels 

cancer 6,706 UK Biobank cancer variation module 

Exome319_tier1 6,402 Variants from the Affy Exome319 exome chip (1st tier) 

Neanderthal 5,680 Variants thought to be introduced during Human-Neanderthal introgression 

LOF novel 5,194 Loss-of-function coding mutations 

HGMD novelprescue 5,132 Rare variants from HGMD database gene regions 

8k eQTL 4,662 Variants associated with gene expression levels in different tissues 

GWAS compatibility 3,992 Variants for boosting GWAS coverage 

CandGene2 2,597 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (2nd tier) 

WES_dbgap 1,426 Rare variants from dbGaP prostate cancer patient normal tissue exomes [4] 

HLA/KIR 1,408 Variants in HLA / KIR genes 

ADME 1,183 Pharmacogenomics variants 

chrY 806 Variants located on chromosome Y 

ASHG 742 Variants from cancer genes presented at 2013 ASHG conference 

AfAmrImputed 583 African American GWAS imputed variants 

GWAS_enrichment_tier1.4 454 Variants from the NHGRI GWAS catalog (4th tier) 

KIR 418 Variants in the KIR gene 

BioBank1_LoF_tier1 367 Loss-of-function coding mutations 

Kaiser GWAS 283 Variants associated in GWAS in the Kaiser Permanente RPGEH cohort 

Diabetes_Metabochip 274 Variants related to metabolic, cardiovascular, and anthropometric traits 

Telomere 261 Variants associated with leukocyte telomere length 

GWAS_enrichment_tier1.1 243 Variants from the NHGRI GWAS catalog (1st tier) 

Height 221 Variants associated with height 
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Module Name Number of 
Variants* Module Description 

Diabetes_GWAS 211 Variants associated with diabetes 

ApoE 203 Variants in the ApoE gene 

BrCa 183 Variants associated with breast cancer risk 

chrMT 180 Variants located on the mitochondrial chromosome 

GWAS_enrichment_tier1.3 140 Variants from the NHGRI GWAS catalog (3rd tier) 

Ovarian 137 Variants associated with ovarian cancer risk 

Blood eQTL 125 Variants associated with gene expression levels in blood cells 

GWAS_enrichment_tier1.2 51 Variants from the NHGRI GWAS catalog (2nd tier) 

CandGene0 50 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (0th tier) 

CandGene6 24 Rare variants in windows around cancer-related candidate genes (6th tier) 

Radiogen 4 Variants associated with radiogenomic phenotypes 

special 2 Variants to be forced on the array 

Alzheimers 2 Variants associated with Alzheimer’s risk 

CandGene1 1 Variants from 1st list of cancer-related candidate genes 

 
* Total sums to greater than the number of genotyped probesets because certain probesets were 
members of multiple modules. 
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Table S4.3. Information and Summary Statistics for 187 Variants Modeled in Prostate Cancer 
Polygenic Risk Score 
 

dbSNP rsid Cytogenetic 
Band hg19 Position Risk Allele Ref Allele Odds Ratio Source of Summary Statistics 

rs636291 1p35 10556097 A G 1.18 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs56391074 1p22.3 88210715 A AT 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs17599629 1q21 150658287 G A 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs34579442 1q21.3 153899900 C CT 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs1218582 1q21 154834183 G A 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4245739 1q32 204518842 A C 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1775148 1q32 205757824 C T 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs62106670 2p25.1 8597123 T C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11902236 2p25 10117868 A G 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs9287719 2p25 10710730 C T 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs13385191 2p24 20888265 G A 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1465618 2p21 43553949 A G 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs721048 2p15 63131731 A G 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2430386 2p15 63178111 T C 1.14 Berndt et al. 2015 [35] 

rs74702681 2p14 66652885 T C 1.17 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs10187424 2p11 85794297 A G 1.09 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11691517 2q13 111893096 T G 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs13016083 2q22.3 148570945 T C 1.13 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12621278 2q31 173311553 A G 1.33 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs34925593 2q31.1 174234547 C T 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs59308963 2q33.1 202123479 T TATTCTGTC 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs2292884 2q37 238443226 G A 1.14 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs3771570 2q37 242382864 A G 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2660753 3p12 87110674 T C 1.13 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7629490 3p11 87241497 T C 1.15 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs2055109 3p11 87467332 C T 1.2 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1283104 3q13.12 106962521 G C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs7611694 3q13 113275624 A C 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10934853 3q21 128038373 A C 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6763931 3q23 141102833 T C 1.04 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs182314334 3q25.1 152004202 T C 1.09 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs142436749 3q26.2 169093100 G A 1.25 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs71277158 3q26.2 169999216 T G 1.22 Berndt et al. 2015 [35] 

rs10936632 3q26 170130102 A C 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10009409 4q13 73855253 T C 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1894292 4q13 74349158 G A 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12500426 4q22 95514609 A C 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs17021918 4q22 95562877 C T 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7679673 4q24 106061534 C A 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6825684 4q24 106084643 G A 1.17 Fehringer et al. 2016 [37] 

rs2242652 5p15 1280028 G A 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12653946 5p15 1895829 T C 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2121875 5p12 44365545 G T 1.05 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10793821 5q31.1 133836209 T C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs76551843 5q35.1 169172133 A G 1.31 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 
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dbSNP rsid Cytogenetic 
Band hg19 Position Risk Allele Ref Allele Odds Ratio Source of Summary Statistics 

rs6869841 5q35 172939426 A G 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4976790 5q35.3 177968915 T G 1.08 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs4713266 6p24 11219030 C T 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7767188 6p22 30073776 A G 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12665339 6p21.33 30601232 G A 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs130067 6p21 31118511 G T 1.05 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs3096702 6p21 32192331 A G 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs115306967 6p21 32400939 G C 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs9296068 6p21.32 32988695 T G 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs9469899 6p21.31 34793124 A G 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs1983891 6p21 41536427 T C 1.09 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4711748 6p21.1 43694598 T C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs9443189 6q14 76495882 G A 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2273669 6q21 109285189 G A 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs339331 6q22 117210052 T C 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1933488 6q25 153441079 A G 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs651164 6q25.3 160581374 G A 1.14 Marzec et al. 2016 [36] 

rs4646284 6q25.3 160581544 TG T 1.18 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs9364554 6q25 160833664 T C 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs138004030 6q27 170475879 G A 1.27 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs527510716 7p22.3 1944537 C G 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11452686 7p21.1 20414110 T TA 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12155172 7p15 20994491 A G 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10486567 7p15 27976563 G A 1.19 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs17621345 7p14.1 40875192 A C 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs56232506 7p12 47437244 A G 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6465657 7q21 97816327 C T 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2928679 8p21 23438975 T C 1.05 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1512268 8p21 23526463 A G 1.18 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11135910 8p21 25892142 A G 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12543663 8q24 127924659 C A 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1487232 8q24.21 128005247 A G 1.33 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs10086908 8q24 128011937 T C 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1016343 8q24 128093297 T C 1.25 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs13252298 8q24 128095156 A G 1.19 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6983561 8q24 128106880 C A 1.47 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs116041037 8q24 128131809 A G 2.45 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs16902094 8q24.21 128320346 G A 1.21 Marzec et al. 2016 [36] 

rs445114 8q24 128323181 T C 1.14 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs16902104 8q24 128340908 T C 1.21 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6983267 8q24 128413305 G T 1.23 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6999921 8q24 128440928 G A 1.23 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs7000448 8q24 128441170 T C 1.14 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1447293 8q24 128472320 C T 1.14 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs11986220 8q24 128531689 A T 1.36 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs12549761 8q24 128540776 C G 1.38 Conti et al. 2017 [38] 

rs1048169 9p22.1 19055965 C T 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs17694493 9p21 22041998 G C 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 
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dbSNP rsid Cytogenetic 
Band hg19 Position Risk Allele Ref Allele Odds Ratio Source of Summary Statistics 

rs10122495 9p13.3 34049779 T A 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs817826 9q31 110156300 C T 1.41 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1571801 9q33 124427373 A C 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1182 9q34.11 132576060 A C 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs141536087 10p15.3 854691 GCGCA G 1.08 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs76934034 10q11 46082985 T C 1.13 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10993994 10q11 51549496 T C 1.23 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1935581 10q23.31 90195149 C T 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs3850699 10q24 104414221 A G 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7094871 10q25.2 114712154 G C 1.04 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs2252004 10q26 122844709 G T 1.16 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4962416 10q26 126696872 C T 1.09 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1881502 11p15.5 1507512 T C 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs7127900 11p15 2233574 A G 1.22 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs61890184 11p15.4 7547587 A G 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs547171081 11p11.2 47421962 CGG C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs1938781 11q12 58915110 C T 1.16 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2277283 11q12.3 61908440 C T 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12785905 11q13.2 66951965 C G 1.12 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12418451 11q13 68935419 A G 1.14 Marzec et al. 2016 [36] 

rs11228565 11q13 68978580 A G 1.23 Marzec et al. 2016 [36] 

rs10896449 11q13 68994667 G A 1.19 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11228594 11q13 69023087 A G 1.15 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs7940107 11q13 69027770 A G 1.2 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs11290954 11q13.5 76260543 AC A 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11568818 11q22 102401661 A G 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1800057 11q22.3 108143456 G C 1.16 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11214775 11q23 113807181 G A 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs138466039 11q24.2 125054793 T C 1.32 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs878987 11q25 134266372 G A 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs2066827 12p13.1 12871099 T G 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs10845938 12p13.1 14416918 G A 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs80130819 12q13 48419618 A C 1.14 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs10875943 12q13 49676010 C T 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs902774 12q13 53273904 A G 1.17 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7968403 12q14.2 65012824 T C 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs5799921 12q21.33 90160530 GA G 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs1270884 12q24 114685571 A G 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7295014 12q24.33 133067989 G A 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs9600079 13q22 73728139 T G 1.01 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1004030 14q11.2 23305649 T C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11629412 14q13.3 37138294 C G 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs8008270 14q22 53372330 G A 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7153648 14q23 61122526 C G 1.11 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs34582366 14q23.1 61933357 G T 1.42 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7141529 14q24 69126744 G A 1.09 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs8014671 14q24 71092256 G A 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4924487 15q15.1 40922915 C G 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 
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dbSNP rsid Cytogenetic 
Band hg19 Position Risk Allele Ref Allele Odds Ratio Source of Summary Statistics 

rs6493618 15q21 53537453 T C 2 Wang et al. 2015 [39] 

rs33984059 15q21.3 56385868 A G 1.19 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs112293876 15q22.31 66764641 C CA 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11863709 16q21 57654576 C T 1.16 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12051443 16q22 71691329 A G 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs201158093 16q23.3 82178893 TAA TA 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs684232 17p13 618965 G A 1.1 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs28441558 17p13.1 7803118 C T 1.16 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs142444269 17q11.2 30098749 C T 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs11649743 17q12 36074979 G A 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7501939 17q12 36101156 C T 1.22 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11650494 17q21 47345186 A G 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs7210100 17q21 47436749 A G 1.51 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2680708 17q22 56456120 G A 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs1859962 17q24 69108753 G T 1.19 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs8093601 18q21.2 51772473 C G 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs28607662 18q21.2 53230859 C T 1.08 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12956892 18q21.32 56746315 T G 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs533722308 18q21.33 60961193 CT C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs10460109 18q22.3 73036165 T C 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs7241993 18q23 76773973 G A 1.09 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11666569 19p13.11 17214073 C T 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs118005503 19q12 32167803 G C 1.09 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs8102476 19q13 38735613 C T 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11672691 19q13 41985587 G A 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs61088131 19q13.2 42700947 T C 1.06 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs2735839 19q13 51364623 G A 1.15 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs103294 19q13 54797848 C T 1.28 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs11480453 20q11.21 31347512 C CA 1.05 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs12480328 20q13 49527922 T C 1.13 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6091758 20q13.2 52455205 G A 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs2427345 20q13 61015611 G A 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6062509 20q13 62362563 A C 1.12 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs1041449 21q22 42901421 G A 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2238776 22q11 19757892 G A 1.08 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs9625483 22q12.1 28888939 A G 1.14 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs9623117 22q13 40452119 C T 1.18 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs5759167 22q13 43500212 G T 1.16 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs742134 22q13 43518275 G A 1.2 Schumacher et al. 2011 [28] 

rs2405942 23p22 9814135 A G 1.14 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs17321482 23p22.2 11482634 C T 1.07 Schumacher et al. 2018 [34] 

rs5945572 23p11 51229683 A G 1.23 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs2807031 23p11 52896949 C T 1.07 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs5919432 23q12 67021550 A G 1.06 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs6625711 23q13 70139850 A T 1.04 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 

rs4844289 23q13 70407983 G A 1.04 Hoffmann et. al. 2015 [33] 
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Table S4.4. Polygenic Risk Score Performance 
 

Cohort and 
Ethnic Group 

 
Polygenic Risk 

Score Decile 
 

Odds Ratio Lower 
95% CI 

Upper 
95% CI P-Value 

KP + UKB 
African Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.229979309 0.8045764095 1.880305069 0.3378971197 

3 1.46744835 0.964668033 2.232275338 0.0724144133 

4 1.155143415 0.7605734861 1.754408131 0.4976804028 

5 1.389670692 0.9104881226 2.12104319 0.126210496 

6 1.563846472 1.022428171 2.391968313 0.03868148915 

7 1.797577953 1.171961517 2.757160922 0.007061702906 

8 1.656987207 1.083538861 2.533925363 0.0194829576 

9 2.620232484 1.706867854 4.022349037 1.00E-05 

10 2.839207293 1.841811719 4.376722099 2.16E-06 

KP + UKB 
Asian Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.209901787 0.6042638057 2.422555051 0.5896973976 

3 0.8029350833 0.3939949796 1.636327317 0.5446565951 

4 1.588030197 0.7916980492 3.185355715 0.191682267 

5 1.323651688 0.6533032994 2.681838271 0.4352153833 

6 0.8094962243 0.4019086717 1.630430452 0.5531063143 

7 1.009278639 0.5029458915 2.025353798 0.9792124061 

8 1.226684743 0.619223429 2.430068678 0.5570036647 

9 1.820556124 0.9034711006 3.668545233 0.09289714659 

10 2.25927075 1.135988868 4.493269665 0.019837472 

KP + UKB 
European Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.55409697 1.366751646 1.767122359 1.54E-11 

3 2.068954751 1.824772615 2.345812146 5.53E-30 

4 2.365713247 2.08986956 2.677965781 2.08E-42 

5 2.616506532 2.31260059 2.960349688 6.78E-53 

6 3.06276509 2.709899894 3.461578053 3.44E-72 

7 3.698426426 3.273242925 4.178839866 2.59E-98 

8 4.240084562 3.755763526 4.786860773 3.97E-121 

9 4.759236122 4.219919707 5.367478538 2.62E-143 

10 7.833544061 6.941596039 8.840101355 1.83E-245 

KP 
Hispanic  
Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 0.9856782696 0.569891974 1.704817221 0.9587384938 

3 0.7468555983 0.428899573 1.300521893 0.301099253 

4 0.6321301159 0.3585581464 1.114431474 0.1119422074 

5 0.8327691162 0.4782100636 1.450208713 0.5168181921 

6 0.7356906013 0.4201623811 1.288170206 0.2816024667 

7 1.053767203 0.6094915936 1.821887833 0.8509055851 

8 1.249056406 0.7203879152 2.165696942 0.4271824782 
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Cohort and 
Ethnic Group 

 
Polygenic Risk 

Score Decile 
 

Odds Ratio Lower 
95% CI 

Upper 
95% CI P-Value 

9 1.064593401 0.6143643 1.844767201 0.8229712285 

10 1.558223412 0.9009441386 2.695017479 0.1116400176 

KP 
African Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.097942904 0.6960060995 1.731994334 0.6871019394 

3 1.288037714 0.8128028702 2.041135941 0.2799844391 

4 1.085652353 0.6874447011 1.714524862 0.7237920414 

5 1.055867286 0.6659690298 1.674035391 0.8167075486 

6 1.332216189 0.8398947584 2.113121859 0.2217797393 

7 1.52943368 0.9585919625 2.44021176 0.07391675877 

8 1.396829517 0.8782484387 2.221618182 0.1569994382 

9 1.990691149 1.233755577 3.212022967 0.004687106603 

10 2.306202835 1.409426972 3.773570126 0.0008546102062 

KP 
East Asian Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.341354862 0.6113464739 2.943065746 0.4626965287 

3 0.7014870213 0.3157845144 1.558290602 0.3827189741 

4 1.325545828 0.6101597497 2.879691333 0.4753693654 

5 1.233242682 0.5639114762 2.697032384 0.5985696903 

6 0.7923008741 0.3559446131 1.763590885 0.5675043194 

7 1.052898743 0.4780603204 2.31894536 0.8979228472 

8 0.9065351215 0.4091340407 2.008647154 0.8085030113 

9 1.883255541 0.8345322164 4.249867607 0.1264420218 

10 1.747307271 0.763777067 3.997347958 0.1851276838 

KP 
European Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.499717729 1.257994999 1.787887288 5.87E-06 

3 2.020041369 1.697973335 2.403198595 1.79E-15 

4 2.462305907 2.070833849 2.92778215 1.51E-24 

5 2.529956875 2.127751813 3.008190031 5.99E-26 

6 2.831897722 2.381669098 3.367237166 3.32E-32 

7 3.382164712 2.842643458 4.024084731 3.45E-43 

8 3.951995166 3.316793914 4.708844202 1.38E-53 

9 4.090206655 3.43225901 4.874279718 4.10E-56 

10 7.098169963 5.900615828 8.538772613 1.82E-96 

UKB 
African Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.317876081 0.3079163609 5.64048419 0.7091180976 

3 2.180927739 0.5839285633 8.14559537 0.2449240502 

4 1.116777956 0.282314665 4.417740758 0.8745993616 

5 2.824599901 0.7058004477 11.30399481 0.1412085833 

6 2.657639835 0.6583950945 10.72767636 0.1686859025 

7 2.759663507 0.6710958951 11.34821823 0.1583275362 

8 2.62866152 0.6721521063 10.28020491 0.1637471927 
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Cohort and 
Ethnic Group 

 
Polygenic Risk 

Score Decile 
 

Odds Ratio Lower 
95% CI 

Upper 
95% CI P-Value 

9 4.17165762 1.175528005 14.80417925 0.0266991214 

10 3.49866451 0.9745295264 12.5605772 0.05418734684 

UKB 
European 
Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 1.611721636 1.313908181 1.977038174 4.41E-06 

3 2.12357518 1.742602603 2.58783703 7.18E-14 

4 2.290082242 1.886140488 2.780533428 4.85E-17 

5 2.788578364 2.29980966 3.381222989 1.36E-25 

6 3.251975346 2.688382801 3.933719425 4.20E-34 

7 4.042354097 3.34495903 4.885150011 1.32E-47 

8 4.366542152 3.622862729 5.262879604 2.84E-54 

9 5.242807977 4.360906591 6.303055317 6.29E-70 

10 8.484765221 7.070479122 10.1819466 1.74E-117 

UKB 
South Asian Ancestry 

1 -- -- -- -- 

2 0.1696728818 0.01004777703 2.865199609 0.2174992663 

3 1.281779208 0.1034962312 15.87456779 0.8462958354 

4 4.292590594 0.3870888624 47.6023358 0.2341019565 

5 6.333745831 0.3328263675 120.5323261 0.2182442621 

6 1.881072044 0.2073457078 17.06537393 0.5734237035 

7 0.1846834521 0.01523220942 2.239200929 0.1834591565 

8 2.063993062 0.261527934 16.28914851 0.4906565828 

9 0.4600299013 0.04422117995 4.785659505 0.514756496 

10 5.419557974 0.6291720328 46.68295332 0.1230296483 
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Figure S4.1a. Custom Microarray Marker Content 
 

 
 
Figure S4.1b. SNP Selection Algorithm 

 
 
Figure S4.1 Legend. Custom Array Design. S4.1a. The relative fractions of Selected Markers 
are grouped by their source and illustrated to scale (total of 416,047 probesets). Teal colored cells 
derive from the UK Biobank Array modules and include a diverse set of curated and functionally 
relevant mutations. S4.1b. SNP Selection was conducted according to a greedy algorithm. In a 
single iteration of the algorithm, Candidate Markers are ranked for coverage of Target Markers, 
the best candidate is moved to the set of Selected Markers, and the candidates are re-ranked. 
The algorithm allows for markers to be “pre-selected” by placement in the Selected Markers set 
upon initialization, and runs until the Selected Markers bin equals a certain maximum value. 
Probesets for the resulting selected markers are included in the fabrication of the custom 
microarray chip. 
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Figure S4.2b. Sample Quality Control 

 
 
Figure S4.2b. Variant Quality Control 

 
Figure S4.2 Legend. Sample and Variant Quality Control Workflows. 2a. Sample Quality Control 
(see section S1.2). 2b. Variant Quality Control (see section S1.2). 
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Figure S4.3. Genotype Imputation Workflow 

 
 
Figure S4.3 Legend. Genotype Imputation Workflow. Depicted is the procedure implemented for 
imputing the Kaiser Permanente (KP) genotype data. KP data were phased into haplotype-
resolved genomes using Eagle v2.3. Next, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were imputed 
using Minimac3 and a combined reference panel of 27,165 Haplotype Reference Consortium and 
1000 Genomes Project Phase III reference genomes. Furthermore, indel variants were imputed 
using the 1000 Genomes Project Phase III reference. Imputed SNPs and indels were combined, 
filtered based on imputation r2 and minor allele frequency, and resegregated into analysis groups 
based on their genomic ancestry (as opposed to self-reported ethnicity). 
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Figure S4.4. SKAT Gene-Based Rare Variant (MAF < 1%) Meta-Analysis of KP and UKB 
European-Ancestry Subjects 

 
 
Figure S4.4 Legend. Gene-Based Test Manhattan Plot. Manhattan plot of associations for a 
gene-based meta-analysis between the Kaiser Permanente and UK Biobank. The associations (-
log10(P-value), Y-axis) are plotted against the chromosome (1-22, X) and position (X-axis) of the 
modeled genes, with thresholds for Bonferroni-significant (P < 2.5*10-6) and suggestive (2.5*10-5 
< P < 2.5*10-6) associations illustrated by dashed grey lines. Non-significant genes on odd and 
even chromosomes are colored in alternating shades. Triangular data points illustrate variants 
that were meta-analyzed between KP and UKB, while squares and circles indicate genes present 
exclusively in the KP or UKB summary statistics, respectively. Previously discovered PrCa loci 
are highlighted in pink for a 2 Mb window around the reported lead variant. 
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Figure S4.5a. 17q12 Locus Manhattan Plot 
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Figure S4.5b. Linkage Disequilibrium at rare HOXB13 G84E missense variant rs138213197 
(17q12) 

 
Figure S4.5 Legend. Associations and Linkage Disequilibrium at 17q12. S4.5a. Manhattan plot 
for meta-analysis of Kaiser Permanente and UK Biobank genotypes at the 17q12 locus, centered 
around the HOXB13 G84E missense variant rs138213197. Variants within 1Mb of the highly 
significant association at the rs138213197 SNP (P < 1*10-40) are colored in pink, demonstrating 
the width of the association peak. S4.5b. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) heatmap plot for all 17q12 
variants with P < 5*10-6. Long range LD (beyond 1Mb) with respect to rs138213197 is illustrated. 
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